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Brief look at major
legislative measures

National League defeats
American League 6-1

See story on page 2A

with
exchange of music
v efluukiLS

See story on page 18A

greet

See story on page 2A
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Appeals court grants
a new trial to fired
elementary teacher

TRINITY SITE, N.M. -AP — For some, it was a time to
marvel at the memory of the event that gave birth to the Atomic
Age. For others, it was a chance to pray that history would not
repeat itself.
By twos and threes and fours, speaking softly, pilgrims followed a tawny dirt road to the place where tIz3first atomic bomb was
tested 40 years ago Tuesday.
Some laughed elf-consciously as they posed for snapshots
beside a black lava obelisk at Trinity Site National Historic
Landmark.
They peered quietly through windows in the corrugated metal
roof of a low 20-by-60-foot shed that covers part of Ground Zero —
where the bomb exploded at dawn on July 16, 1945. The exact
time was 5:29:45 a.m. Mountain War Time.
Through the windows, they could see bare earth and bits of
green glass called -trinitite that were formed when the bomb
melted the desert sand.
Buses took the visitors two miles to the small, stone renal
house where scientists front Los Alamos assembled the bomb,
known as "The Thing" or "The Gadget."
Trinity Site sits just below the center of New Mexico, about 100
miles south of Albuquerque in a stretch of desert the Spanish conquistadores called "Jornado del Mikrto" — Jouraiey of Death.
When the bomb exploded atop the 100-foot tower that'day 40
years ai1713net like sheet lightning lit the sky more than 150
miles away.
On the bomb's anniversary, the temperature hung around 88
degrees and a light wind blew — a cool day in the desert.
The blue-shadowed Oscura Mountains — the Dark Range —
embraced the site on the south and east and cumulus clouds
towered above them like cotton in the blue sky.
The visitors were drawn by curiosity and awe.
Father Layton Zimmer, pastor of St. Aiden's Episcopal Parish
in Albuquerque. led a group of about two dozen in a prayer for
peace. They drew close together about 50 feet from the
monument.
A stocky man with a graying beard. Zimmer wore a white robe
over his clerical collar and black trousers. A broad-brimmed
straw planter's hat shielded him from the sun. His prayer was
from the Episcopal Communion Service.
"I represent the Episcopal Peace Fellowship of the Rio Grande
Diocese," he said. "But this is an ecumenical group here —
Catholics. Jews, Quakers and other Protestants.
•"We gather here every time the site is open — always the first
Saturday in October. We never have any trOuble. The Army
welcomes us. The Army prays for peace, too."

Elsewhere...
By The Associated Press

WASHINGUA — Vice President George Bush says it's
"business as" usual" at the White House as President Reagan —
reportedly anxious to be "up and at 'em" — regains strength
after cancer surgery amid get-well wishes from friends arid
adversaries.
WASHING TO.
Nancy Reagan, determined not to let her
hustiand's illness seriously disrupt her schedule, is touring an aircraft carrier in the Atlantic today as part of her anti-drug
campaign.
WASHINGTON — President Reagan's cancer shoulti have
practically no long-term effect on the way he functions as head of
state or even on his favorite hobby, horseback riding.
WASHINGTON — The sputtering budget talks in Congress are
slowly rolling again with Senate negotiators considering an offer
from House Democrats for a compromiSe, three-year $273 billion
deficit-reduction package;
.4NAHEIM. Calif. — A spotlight-illuminated Tinkerbell drifts
over a darkened Disneyland that suddenly bursts into light and
celebration as the world's most famous amusement park turns 30
today.
HONOLULU — Navigating the Pacific aided only by the stars
and the motion of the sea, a group of voyagers hopes to bolster
claims Polynesians were sophisticated seafarers centuries
before the arrival of Westerners.
SOUTH PLAINFIELD. N.J. — The discovery that seven teenagers learned the telephone numbers of Pentagon generals and
purchased merchandise illegally by entering computers nationwide is "the tip of the iceberg." said a prosecutor who described
the scam as "like War Games only it's real life."
WASHINGTON — The United States is demanding an explanation from the Soviet Union for an incident in which a car carrying
U.S. soldiers was rammed from behind by a Soviet military truck
in East Germany.

BOMBAY.India — The cockpit voice recorders from,the downed Air-India jet show conversation coming to a sudden stop, an
Indian official said. But U.S. and other foreign experts said today
the discovery does not prove the plane was sabotaged.
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Littlejohn ease returns

Awed spectators view site of
U.S. first nuclear bomb blast
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Tobacco rowed •
Nina Fox sprayed oil on Billy Morgan's dark-fired tobacco,
located on Harmon Road, to keep the tops from flowering again.
Also helping out with the spraying Tuesday evening was
Charlene Hotsapple.

CINCINNATI
— A
public school teacher who contends she lost her job in
Calloway County. Ky., because
she was going through a divorce
is entitled to a jury trial, a
federal appeals court ruled.
A three-judge panel of the 6th
U.S. Circuit
. Court of Appeals
unanimously ruled Tuesday that
Linda Littlejohn, a non-tenured
teacher who taught two years
until her release in 1982, is entitled to a new trial in the U.S
District. Court for western
Kentucky.
The appeals court's ruling
overturns the lower court's decision to direct,a verdict against
Ms. Littlejohn apd for Calloway
County school officials.
Ms. Littlejohn, who taught
fifth-grade students for two
years, contends that county
school Superintendent Jack
Rose and the county schtiol
board declined to rehire her
because she was going through a
divorce in 1982. •
•
She said that Bobby Allen, the
principal of the school where she
taught, had recommended her
for rehiring, but that Rose failed
to recommend her.
Despite Allen's testimony to
that effect during the first trial,
the trial court granted the request of school officials for a
directed verdict against Ms. Littlejohn. The court ruled that she
failed to prove her case and that
Rose was entitled to "qualified
immunity" from being sued for
official decisions made in his
capacity as school
superintendent.
The appeals court rejected
those findings Tuesday and sent
the case back to the district
court.

Ms. Littlejohn is seeking
reinstatement, hack pay and
other damages
Rose said he was just informed of the decision Wednesday
morning and had no information
on when the district court would
hear the case.
Don Jones, school board attorney, said he had not received
the board's copy of the appeals'
court's decision and had no comment on the ease at this time .

General Tire will lay off
employees at
Mayfield plant
AKRON. OhiO
AP''' —
General Tire will lay off 150 to
175 workers at RS Mayfield. Ky..
tire plant indefinitely this
month, the parent company for
General Tire said.
The layoffs of hourly and
salaried workers will . be haft
completed by next Mor;day and
finished the following Saturday,
GenCorp said, blaming the
layoffs .on production 'cutbacks
caused by a soft domestic tire
market.
The announcement partially
blamed imports for the sagging
demand.
The Mayfield plant, which
makes radial and bias tires, currently has 1,257 hourly and 282
salaried workers. It is one of the
five domestic tire plant -7
operated by the GenCorp. the
fifth largest domestic' tire
maker.

City planners give nod
to two housing projects
A nod of approval was granted
to two planned housing projects
to be located In Murray, with
both projects to be located in the
north section of town.
Final approval was granted to
the. Essex Downs Planned
Development Project to be
located off Diuguid Road. Approval of the project was
granted by the Murray Planning
and Zoning Commission during
Its regularly scheduled meeting
Tuesday evening.
The project will include 48
units — 30 one-bedroom units
and 18 two-bedroom units. The
project was first introduced to

the planning and zoning commission during its May 21
meeting, by Dallas Fox,
representing the Allied Development Corporation of Tennessee.
In addition to the final approval to the Essex Downs project, the board also held a public
hearing on the Murray Greens
Planned Development Project,
to be located off Coldwater Road
on Parks Street (the former
Hale Trailer Park property).
The hearing was attended by
several residents of that area,
but there was no formal opposi(Cont'd on page 2)

Telephone cooperative
schedules annual meeting

The annual members'
however, if the membership is in
meeting of the West Kentucky
one name,only that person is entitled to vote.
Rural Telephone Cooperative
Glen B. Sear's, general
Corporation:
,Inc., will be held
manager of the telephone
Saturday, July 20 at 7 p.m. at
Mayfield High School Commons,
cooperative that servea_some
on Douthitt Street.
12,500 members in Graves,
This meeting is held each year
Calloway, Marshall, Carlisle,
Tonight: Clear. Low in the
Hickman and McCracken counfor the purpose of electing
lower to mid 60s. Light nortrustees, passing upon reports
theast wind,
ties in Kentucky and Weakley
- covering the previous year's
County, Tennessee, will present
Thursday: Sunny. High in
operations and transacting such
his annual report, while the
the mid 80s to around 90-. East
other business as may come
wind at to 10 mph.
financial report will be given by
before the meeting.
Bethel Richardson, the
The following, all incumbents,
Extended Forecast
cooperative's auditor.
•
nominated
_have
been
for re- ° Cortez
he extended forecast* for
Schmidt, Graves Counelection as Trustees: District 1
Friday through Sunday calls
t y , is president of the
Bill
Futrell, Marshall County;
—
for hazy, hot and humid
cooperative: IKIllrFelf;MarDistrict 5, Gail Dobson, Graves
-" weather With widely scatshall County, is vice pregident;
tered thunderstorms possible
County; an District 8, Hermon
and Mrs. Beverly Galloway.
each day.
Darnell, Calloway County.
Graves County, is secretaryMembers may also nominate
treasurer. °
.candidates from the floor,at the
Several gift certificates will
LAKE LEVELS
time of he meeting when
be
awarded and refreshments
Kentucky Lake
358.4
.
nominatioa are called for. In
will be served at the conclusion
Barkley Lake
358.3
case of joint membership of hus- .of the 30th annual
members'
band and wife, either may vote;
meeting.
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•

matt Maeda by"
- flawid Tuck.

Cheerleading camp
Calloway County Middle School cheerleader Julie Carpenter kept
an eye on the instructors while learning a new cheer at the United
Cheerleaders Association camp at Murray State this week. For
more pictures of Calloway Middle and Murray Middle schools.
see page two.
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Brief look
at major
legislative
measures

SAFE-T PHARMACY REOPENS - After a fire damaged the
main building last week. Byron Forbits moved a temporary
trailer onto the lot at his Safe-T Pharmacy. Forbis is now open
again for business.
-.um photo bv David Tuck

Murray woman pleads guilty
to reckless homicide charge
A Murray woman is scheduled
to be sentenced July 26 following
her plea of guilty to reckless
homicide in the September 1984
death of Steven Sturdivant. of
Puryear, Tenn.
Patricia Howell, 29. pleaded
guilty Monday to the reduced
charge of reckless homicide in
Calloway Circuit Court. She was
previously being tried for second degree manslaughter.
Commonwealth Attorney
Mike Ward recommended that
Howell be sentenced to five
years, the maximum sentence
allOwed by law.

The homicide charge stemmed from an incident in which
Sturdivant's tractor-trailer rig
collided with Howell's vehicle on
U.S. 641.aouth of Murray. Sturdivant din of multiple injuries
two days later.
Howell was charged with DUI,
which was later dropped when
she pleaded guilty to reckless
homicide.
The Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers 'chapter of Paris, Tenn.
monitored the court proceedings
involving Howell, and petitioned
Ward to recommend the maximum penalty for Howell. .

Minister found guilty of
indecent exposure charges
counts, also ordering Yarbrough
to minister to inmates at the
Gibson County Jail one Sunday
each month for a year and
undergo counseling for two
years.
Yarbrough was accused of exposing and ,fondling himself in
front of three girls - ages 12, 15
and 16, on different occasions
from last summer through the
winter.
Yarbrough, married for 32
years and the father of six
children, testified in court that
the charges were "absolutely
false" and that there was "no
way in God's world I could have
done (it)."

A Methodist minister, accused
of exposing himself to three
girls, was found guilty this week
by a Gibson County. Tenn., jury.
A six man, six woman jury
deliberated about 35 minutes
prior to handing down the verdict against the Rev. Jarre13
Yarbrough, a native of
Mayfield.
Prior to the charges being filed against him, Yarbrough had
been a minister for three communities in rural Gibson County
in Northwest Tennessee.
Circuit Court Judge Dick Jerman, Jr. gave Yarbrough a
suspended sentencepf 11 months
and 29 days for each of the three

FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) Here is a brief look at the status
of major measures intrZduced
during the 1985 special session of
the General Assembly.
- Senate Bill 1: Remove
residency requirements for
police and firefighters in cities
of the second through fifth
classes and urban-county
governments. Passed Senate.
Passed House Cities Committee.
- SB14: Appropriate $135,000
froth unbudgeted surplus to the
Administrative Office of the.
Courts for funding of citizen
foster care review boards. Passed Senate. Passed by House Appropriations and Revenue
Committee.
Senate Joint Resolution 6: A
resolution ordering the governor
to proceed with planning for a
new prison and include funding
for it in the next biennial budget.
Passed Senate. Passed House
State Government Committee.
- SJR7: Create a gubernatorial Commission on
Vocational-Technical Education
to develop an improvemeni plan
that will be introduced in the
1986 regular session. Passed
Senate. Passed House Education Committee.
- SJR8: Lift the 3 percent cap
on salary increases for university personnel in the 1985-86 fiscal
year. Passed Senate. Passed by
House Education Committee.
- House Bill 2: Appropriate
an additional $8.3 million for the
Department for Social Services
In fiscal year 1985-86 for juvenile
protection services. Passed
House. Passed Senate A&R
Committee.
- HB3: Omnibus corporate
tax bill. Passed House. Passed
Senate A&R Committee.
- HB4: 5-cent-per-gallon increase in the motor-fuels tax.
Defeated in House.
HB5: Appropriate funding
for the special session. Passed
House. Passed Senate A&R
Committee.
- HB6: Omnibus education
package. Passed House. Passed
Senate Education Committee.
- House Concurrent Resoltition 5: The appropriations
measure for the education
package. Passed by House.
Passed Senate A&R Committee.

FINAL
MARK DOWN
SALE
DUCKINGHAM RAY'S-FINAL MARK DOWN SALE IS IN PROGRESS
THEY HAVE LOTS OF REGULAR PRICE SUMMER CLOTHING LEFT &
THEY NEED TO MAKE ROOM FOR NEW FALL FASHIONS, SO THEY ARE
SLASHING THE PRICES TO COST & BELOW

LADIES! (Dixieland Store,Only
Lots of '5,Items and '10 Items And All
Other Summer Clothing is 1/2 Price •
Or,less - Shorts-Skirts-Slacks-Blouses
Suits - Dresses All Reduced 50 to 60% or more

Now!
1/2 Price

Large Group Casuai

Young Men Pants
Large Group Young Men's

Shorts & Shirts

Staff photo. bir David Tuck

Delta Queen greets new General
Jackson with exchange of music
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) About 2,500 people lined
Nashville's riverfront to watch
the riverboats Delta Queen and
General Jackson exchange
musical gceetings on the
Cumberland River.
A calliope'aboard the 59-yearold Delta Queen tooted out "You
Great Big Beautiful Doll" Tuesday torthe month-old General
Jackson.
The Delta'Queen, docked at
the riverfront, was at the midway point of an eight-day 'trip
from St. Louis when the General
Jackson, on a routine trip along
the Cumberland, made a plann-

10"

(by Generra & Op)

All Suits Now
1/2 Price
All Sport -Coats-50-60% off
Men's Walk Shorts
1/2 Price
S1 299
Levi Straight Leg (Downtown Only)
Now $850
Ties Up to '15" Now "P° '15 to.'20

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API Appointees to Kentucky's
Federal Judicial Selection Commission were announced by U.S.
Sens, Wendell Ford and Mitch
McConnell and the Kentucky
Bar Association.

(Cont'd from page 1)
tion to the project.. Following the
public hearing,, the board approved a, formal recOmmendation to the board of zoning adjustrnents to grant a conditional
use permit for the project.
The project was first introduced to the board by Jane Gatlin,
of Marshall. County. Once approval is granted by the board of
zoning adjustments, developers
will be required to submit a final
construction plan for approval,
after which', developers will
have two years to complete the
project.

Board to meet Friday

4

Court Square

Murray, Ky.
4

Dixieland Center

ed stop at midstream to
welcome her.
The musical salute is an old
river tradition, said Tom Adkinson, spokesman for the General
Jackson, an attraction at a local
amusement park.
"The Delta Queen and the
General Jackson are the
epitomes of their kinds of riverboats," Adkinson said.
The $12 million General
Jackson was christened earlier
this month for daily excursions
that include theater shows and
dinner, while the Delta Queen
was built to accomodate
travelers overnight.
William Howell, the General

Jackson's master pilot, gave the
Delta Queen's captain, Commodore Harold DeMarrero, a
replica of a wooden steamboat
whistle similar to one used to
open the Grand Ole Opry's
shows by the Opry's founder the
late George D.- Hay, said
Adkinson.
In return, DeMarrero
presented How411 with a print
that included the Delta Queen,
another riverboat named the
Mississippi Queen and the image Mark Twain.
The print will be displayed on
the General Jackson, Atkinson
said.

Murray's Travis among appointees
to Kentucky's judical commission

Planners...

MEN'S (Both Stores)
Dress Slacks

AT CAMP - Calloway Middle School, (above, with UCA instructor John Conrad) and Murray Middle
School (below) are both represented at the UCA cheerleading camp this week at Murray State.
Calloway MIddle'campers include Lee Ann Wheeler, Shelley Howell, Tammy Usher, Traci Walker,
Angie Garland and Daphne Turner. Attending camp from Murray Middle are Heather Grogan, Becky
Kratzer, Stephanie Sammons; Melanie Julian, Christy Watson, Leigh Baker, Jennifer Brewer, Kaci
Bolls and Murray High freshman Misti Holcomb.

The Murray Board--Of Education will meet in regular session
on Friday% July ip from_ 11;.30
a.m, until' 12:30 p.m. at the
Board Office Building -on
Chestnut Street.
A brief agenda was released
by the •school bo-ara, with' consideration of financial reports
and consideration of several
proposals scheduled.
Boardanembers will review a
flexible fringe benefit program
and comprehensive general
liability Insurance for 1985-88,

The senators and the bar
association each named three
•members to the panel, which
will screen candidates for
federal judicial vacancies. The
commission will recommend
three to five candidates to the
President.

Dawson Springs
firm announces
workforce cuts
DAWSON SPRINGS, Ky.
(AP) - Ottenhelmer co. Inc.,
which makes uniforms, will cut
its workforce by as much as 75
percent later this year, officials
said.

Commission members will
serve staggered terms of two,
three or four year terms, with
subsequent members serving
four year terms.
The members announced
Tuesday are:
Carl Timothy Cone, a Lexington attorney; Robert I.
Cusick Jr., a Louisville attorney; David L. Huber, former
assistant U.S. attorney now with
Capitol Holding Corp. in
Louisville; George Joplin, president of the Somerset Commonwealth Journal; William E.
Rummage, an Owensboro attorney; John T. Smith of Lexington, former vice president for
minority affairs at the University of Kentucky; Mary Tachau,
profespor of history at the
University of Louisville; Vickie
Carmack Travis of Murray, Pi
former elementary teacher and
Robert J. Turley,'a Lexington
attorney.

Bill Wright, director of
manufacturing for the Dawson
Springs plant, said litiltween 100
and 120 employees will loPe their
jobs by Nov. 1. The plant currently has a payroll of 160.
"Basically, we are reducing
the scope of our operation here,"
he said last week.
The plant will discontinue its
sewing operation and keep orily
Bobby Kirks, 32, a resident of
cutting and distribution.
Shady Oaks Trailer Park, is
scheduled to leave the . MurThe change is permanent, not
ray-Calloway County Hospital
a temporarily layoff, he said.
today after being admitted and
.TVtre can't compete with other
treated for stab wounds receiv'sewing plants in this country
ed during a domestic fight
his
and in foreign counties at tys
. .
iocat1orrgUhaid
Thttenheimer produces :1:1 171trV7111111115115TiEd TWIeFM Treuniforms for such cOrapanies as •stomach by his wife, Juanita sz.
Kirks, early Saturday morning,
Wendy's restaurants and Winn
. Nide and also makes a line of according to the Calloway County Sheriff's Depftrtment. No
laboratory clothing. It has two
other sewing plants in Missouri _ charges were filed, but the case w
Is scheduled to be submitted to
that will continue to operate, he
the grand jury for review.
said.

Stabbing' incident
hospitalizes Kirks
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PERSPECTIVE
Question: What would the
price of oil be if the Organization of Petroleum Exporting
Countries did not exist?
Answer: About what it
might be by year's end if
OPEC oil ministers cannot
agree soon on new prices and
production quotas plus, most
importantly, ways to enforce
them.
The ministers met recently
in Vienna, squabbled, and departed in disarray three days
later. They are scheduled to
meet next in Geneva on July
22. The best bet is that they
will fail again, although a
paper agreement may be
signed to camouflage the continuing disintegration of the
once-mighty cartel.
Thus, the world price of oil
could well drop from an average of about $27 a barrel
today to as low as $20 a barrel
before the end of 1985. This
good news for such oil importers' as the United States and
such oil consumers as the
American motorist would signal the virtual collapse of
OPEC's ability to control
world oil prices.
The causes of OPEC's woes
are readily apparent. Conservation and alternative energy
sources are eroding petroleum's share of the world energy market. And rapidly rising
production from non-OPEC
sources — Mexico and Britain,
for example -- are cutting
sharply into OPEC's share of
a free-world petroleum market that is already weak. Since
1979, OPEC's share of that
market has fallen from a commanding 60 plercent to a- minority 40 percent.
One result is a 43 percent
drop in OPEC's oil revenues
sinee 1980. A second result is a
drop in the world price of oil
from a high of $36 a barrel in

1981 to $27 a barrel at present.
And even this price is sustained only by Saudi Arabia's
draconian cuts in its own production
from 14 million
barrels per day in 1981 to 2.1
million barrels per day this
year. Britain is now producing
more oil than Saudi Arabia.
The Saudis, who are suffering through something of a recession, are plainly tired of
subsidizing the rest of OPEC.
King Fahd and his oil minister, Sheik Yamani, are threatening to boost production unilaterally or even resort to a
price war unless other OPEC
members cut their own production to allow Saudi Arabia
a bigger share of the market.
Could cash-desperate Nigeria comply? Could debt-burdened Venezuela? Would Algeria, Libya, and most other
OPEC members stop secretly
discounting their oil and thus
cheating on the cartel's benchmark price of $28 per barrel?
Probably not, which is why
OPEC seems headed for a
crash.
Oil companies and banks
carrying lots of energy loans
will be hurt as oil prices.slide.
So will Mexico and other petroleum-exporting debtors
heavily dependent on oil revenues to keep current on their,
debt payments.. indeed, there
is some worry that a rapid
drop in oil prices to levels
much below $20 per barrel
could risk setting off an international financial crisis.
But for most of the world,
falling oil prices will continue
to be welcome news. Cheaper
oil during the 'first.half of the
1980s meant less inflation in
industrialized countries and
more development in the
Third World. OPEC's difficulties promise more of the same
for the rest of the '80s.

looking back
Ten years ago
Events continue at the
Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair. Rabbit show winners included Tim Burchfield,
Anna Cooksey, Margy Burchfield, Mike Clark and Bill
Bailey. Sandra Stark showed
Junior champion in Holstein
Cattle Show. Craig Thweatt,
Kenny Collins, Rick Latimer,
Jerry Duncan, Jan Vance, Joe
Thweatt, Jackie Kimbro and
Clif Garrison were winners in
Demolition Derby.
Kentucky,Gov. Julian M. Carroll, first governor in Kentucky
history from Jackson Purchase,
will deliver the commencement
address for summer graduation
exercises at Murray State
University on Aug. 1.
David Taylor, Kent Klein,
Michael W. Pigg and Eddie
White have enlisted in the Armed Forces.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Thomas Jerry
Franklin, June 25, and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Blaine Donelson,
July 10.
Twenty years ago
Mr. and Mrs. William J. Long
of Auburn, N.Y., were stopped
by Murray City Police and were
guests of the month of Murray
Lions Club at Mid-Towner
Motel. They also were presented
with other gifts from various
businesses here.
A special feature story about
Thomas (Slick) Banks, winner
of many.prizes in horse shows
an organizer of horse shows, is
published. It is written by Dixie

Satterfield.
Prof. Robert Baer reported on
the Summer European Tour by
the Murray State College Choir
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club. He was introduced by Dr.
Will Frank Steely.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Harold (Bud)
Tolley, July 15.
An open house will be held at
the new Holiday In
‘
n on July 18,
according to Frank Lancaster,
innkeeper.
Thirty years ago
Calloway County Judge
Waylon Rayburn, Buford Hurt
and T.C. Collie, along with their
families, will attend the national
convention of Woodmen of the
World at Los Angeles, Calif., July 19-29.
New officti s of Murray
Chapter No. 92 Royal Arch
Masons are Robert Holland,
Buel E. Stalls, Peter Kuhn, G.B.
Churchill, Norman A. Klapp,
Mike Stranak, John M. Weeks,
M.B. Holland, Ray Sinclair,
LeRoy Rumpr and Wayne
Doran.
Recent births reported at
Murray Hospital include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. James Harrison
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Fran
Watrous.
Miss Jean Futrell, daughter of
Sheriff and Mrs. Brigham
Futrell .0f Murray, is a
stewardess with American
Airlines, based at Los Angeles,
Calif.
The Calloway County Farm
Bureau will have a picnic on July 23 at Murray City Park.
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by mike royko

New York golf offers real slice of life
As an occasional golfer, it has
always seemed to Me that the
designs of most golf courses in
this country are all wrong.
Unlike the ancient golf
courses in Scotland, where golf
was born, ours are not natural.
And that's especially true of the
hazards, which make a golf
course challenging.
In Scotland, the hazards are
natural. The sea, the dunes, the
roll of the land, the thick weeds,
are all part of the original
terrain.
In other words, a Scottish golf
course looks like Scotland.
But can that be said about our
courses? Are sand bunkers
natural to Chicago? Or big and
little ponds and winding
streams? Rolling hills?
Of course not. They're manmade, artificial.
So I was pleased to discover
that in at least one part of this
country, there are golf courses
with hazards that trilly reflect
the natural environment. '
These are the 13 municipal
golf courses of New York City.
If you read the sports pages.
you might have come across a
recent New York Times report
on the unusual hazards of that

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
spectacle of rock 'stars raising
$55 million for famine aid for
Africa cannot be a totally comforting one for the Reagan
administration.
Rock singers and their influence over American youth
were among the targets of some
true believers in the Reagan
revolution. It is dogma among
many conservatives that the advent of rock music in the late
1950s became a destructive factor in American life.
A'lot of Americans, not just
conservatives, object to the explicit sexual message in many
rock songs and their suggestions
of permissiveness toward drugs,
homosexuality and
rebelliousness. But a lot of
Americans don't.
The Live Aid concert in
Philadelphia and London so
completely dominated
American television that it
became apparent that not only
were rock stars still solidly entrenched as a musical force in
the United States but possibly as
a political force as well.
John W. Sewell, director of the
Overseas Development Council,
said the success of Live Aid
showed that "Americans with
political savvy were surging
way ahead of the government"
in providing development aid for
the global poor, just as
Americans had earlier been
ahead of their government in
civil rights, womens' and environmental issues.
The council is a non-profit
think-tank which focuses on
foreign aid and global poverty.
Sewell gives the administration good marks in providing
emergency famine aid to
drought-ridden African countries, a total of $751 million so
far this year. But he gives it poor
marks in providing development
aid to build roads and irrigation
systems for long-term solutions.
The administration has slashed U.S. contributions to the most
important international
development aid program, the
World Bank's International
Development Association, and
indicated it might end U.S. contributions altogether by fiscal
1988.
Sewell said the 1985 foreign
aid bill of $15 billion contains only about $2 billion for development aid in low-income countries. The remainder he said is
for politcial and security
asssistance to friendly nations,
with Igrael getting the biggest
single chunk. The share of
American aid that goes to poor

Anyone wishing to contact a
Kentucky legislator during
-

pse considered the same as
casual water")
•But those are just examples of
the stationary hazards. The
movable hazards are what give
the courses their true character.
For example, you get out of
your golf cart and walk to the
green to putt.
After putting, you look up and
see your cart — with bag and
clubs — fading into the distance,
being driven toward the streets
of Queens by some enterprising
urchin.
Or you might be walking along
a fairway and see somebody
emerge from a bush.

city's courses. For those who
didn't, I'll summarize it.
After hitting a tee shot, a New
Yorker might walk down the
fairway and exclaim: "Drat,
I'm in a hazard!"
A bunker? Not necessarily. It
could be the trunk of an abandOned stolen car. They're
dumped on the courses all the
time.
Later in the round, he might
say: "I think I have an
unplayable lie. Do I get a free
lift from there?"
A cart path? No. It could be
that the ball had landed on or
near a sleeping wino, many of
whom snooze about the fairways
and rough.
Or in the tent of one of the
many vagrants who call the
course home.
Or it might have even come to
rest on a corpse. Those who have
an urgent need to dispose of corpses frequently choose the golf
courses for this purpose.
(The article didn't say what
the rule is for a ball on or near a
wino. Do you drop it two club
lengths away? Or ,..two bottle
lengths? In the case of the corpse, do you move the ball or
move the body? Is a casual cor-

When confronting a stranger,
golfers, a friendly lot, will usually say: "Hello," or "Nice day,"
or "How you hitting them?" or
something of the sort.
But it's possible that he'd put
his hand in his pocket and say:
"Your money, sucker.• And the
watch. And the ring. "Anttthe
ball, if it ain't cut."
New York golfers have returned home after a Sunday round
and said: "Honey, you should
have seen it. I really had it going
— until the 16th hole. .I was a
cinch to break 90. Then it all

washington today

Legislature has
toll-free number
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came apart."
"You sliced one?"
"No. This guy said he'd slice
me."
That's why some New York
golfers carry more than an extra wedge or a 7-wood in ttgeir
bags. Some carry cans of Mace
or pistols. A few bring companions to stroll along with them —
such as mean dogs.
Unusual questions of etiquette
have arisen on New York
courses.
When delayed by a slow group
ahead, it's acceptable to politely
ask if you can play through.
But is there a tactful way to
ask to play through a couple of
rival gangs _having a brawl on
your fairway? (I suppose you
could use flattery and say: "My,
you have a fine, smooth stroke,
young man. Excellent followthrough. Tell me, what is the
swing-weight of that piece of
chain?")
Lately, the hazards have. been
somewhat reduced by new
management of the courses.
But they still retain much of
their natural appeal. And the
odds for a hole in one are much
greater than for a hole in the
head.

by r. gregory nokes
nations has steadily declined
during the Reagan administration, he said.
In the Live Aid project, groups
which had not performed
together for years took the stage
to help raise money for famine
relief and develoment aid. Contemporary rock groups such as
Duran Duran mixed with older
groups such as Led Zeppelin.
They were joined by folk-singers
from ,the 1960s, such 'as Joan

Baez, who played a prominent
role in the anti-Vietnam War
movement, the war Reagan
refers to as "a noble cause."
The message,of the lyrics had
not changed very much over the
years. Folk singers Peter, Paul
and Mary were there. They now
sing a song called•"El Salvador"
critical of past human rights
abuses by the U.S.-backed
government there.
Irish singer Bob Geldof, who

capitol ideas

master-minded the project,
declared he was overwhelmed
by the multimillion dollar
response to the concert, and
predicted on Monday that the
response would stir world
governments.
The organization's seven
trustees will discuss Thursday
specific projects the trust will
fund in Ethiopia. Sudan and
other drought-ravaged African
nations.

by tom raum

WASHINGTON tAP
—
Members of'Congress are often
summoned to the White House —
for strategy sessions, billsignings and sometimes for
doses of presidential persuasion.
And within the past few -days.
there have been more congressional visitors than usual.
Even before President
Reagan went to the hospital for
surgery, you could tell
something else big was going on
by ,the limousines and luxury
cars lined up on the White House
drive the other day. Television
cameras and a flock of reporters
were often seen waiting under
umbrellas in the rain.
In fact, Reagan had invited
the 'entire, 26-member HouseSenate conference committee on
the budget for some serious
president-to-lawmaker talk ni
an attempt to break thtl panel's
deadlock over a 198,6 spending
outline.
President Jimmy Carter had
used a simikrr tactic in 197S
when he was trying to get stalled
House-Senate negotiations on
his energy program moving
041.1in. He had-the entire con-

This time, however t he
it ne COUR1 t-rity the account.
lawmakers were out after a lit"He used strong language
tie more than an hour — and
about taxes." Speakes said.
even though merbers of ConBut did he throw his pencil
gress announced that they' had
down? reporters persisted
agreed to the "framework" of a • Well., it was conceivable.
compromise. it-seemed that litSpeakes allowed. But he added.
,tle- actual horse-trading had
didn't see the pencil go
taken place at the session.
_
Some' participants took
-Did you hear a pencil go
elaborate notes Rep. Thomas .1.
down'." he was asked.
Downey. 11-N.V., related, for inSpeakes said he did not.
stance, that at exactly 12:04
Another reporter asked:
p.m. EDT. Reagan threw down ,'After he used strong language.
his pencil and'said he was tired
where was the pencil — was it in
of hearing talk about possible
his hand'oron the table?"
tax increases.' ,
Again. Speakes said he did not
Presidential spokesman
know
Larry Speakes. at a news briefHRITE .4 LETTER — Lettels
ing after the session, was asked
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
By ken Wolf
Letters should be typewritten
"Do rages come from God or
and double-spaced if possible
the devil?" From both. answers
and should be on -topics of
the slightly cranky and cynical
general interest.
philosopher E.M. (loran At.
Letters must not be more than
tributing cage to both God and the
MO words.,Longer letters canlat

thoughts
in season
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General Assembly has a tollfree number to call.
The message line is open
year-round. State senators
and representatives may be
reached at 1 (800) 372-7181.

A

tr-lif%:ttielP1P77:7-4 view. that we. can explain:
Office. spend about an hour with 7kies
man cams ol ga axthem..then closed them into the •
lea in order to blow them to
room and left
bits and will not be consol•
They worked all day, all the
ed
b y having only this poor
next day, all the-following day —
the'wretched planet within
and basically broke
rea,fh.
impasse.
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.:itotn reserve the right ter
condense or reject any letter
and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger 81
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071.
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Couple plans for August wedding Colson-Overbey vows solemnized
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Ingram of Kirksey an- .
nounce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Karen Lynn. to David
Glen Clayton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. James Clayton
of Benton.
The bride-elect is the
granddapg-hter of'Mrs.
Mary Ingram.of
Kirksey and the late /
Lucas Ingram and of/
Mrs. •Barbara Forth jat
Murray and the jete
Harold Forth.
Miss Ingram iista 1984
graduate • of ,0-alloway •
County High,School. She
is empVoyed by
Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods. •
The•groom-elect is the '
grandson of Mrs.- Ola
Clayton of Hardin .and
the late Henton Clayton
and' of the late Brack
Canup.
and Edna.
Mr. Canup is a 1984
graduate of Marshall
County High School. He
is employed by Clayton
Construction.
The wedding vows
will be exchanged on
Saturday. Aug. 10. at 1
p.m. at New Zion Baptist Church, Marshall
County.
A reception will follow
in the fellowship
building of the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

- Miss.Kathy Ann Colson and Richard Bryan
Overbey were married
in a spring ceremony at
Kenlake State Resort
Park, Aurora. The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kelly Colson of
Aurora.
She is the granddaughter. of Mrs. Ruby
Stallons and the late
Noah Stations and of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Colson.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Overbey of Calvert City.
His grandparents are
the late: Mr. and Mrs.
Gil Overbey and the late
Dick Bryan.
The ceremony was
solemnized by the Rev.
Otis Jones, pastor of
New Ferguson Springs
Baptist Church.
Music was presented
by Mrs. Audaine Fennel, pianist.
The bride wore a floor
length wedding gown
designed with a high
neckline, long sleeves,
and trimmed with lace
and white beads. Her
veil of illusioa was attached to a lace beaded
bandeau.
Her jewelry included
a string of pearls, a gift
of the groom.* She,, carried a bridal bouquet of
blue and white daisies
with baby's breath.
Miss Cindy Henson
was the maid of honor.
She wore a blue silk
dress.
The flower girl was
Stephanie Collins, niece
of the groom.
The groom wore a
white tuxedo with a blue
and white daisy

Karen.Lvnn Ingram and
David Glen Clart011 will marry

'1')J). records
are released

130:1,31). 7.01).'MO

MAD MAX
BEYOND THUNOEROOME
-MEL GIBSON IPtuJ
central center 753.3314
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Twilight Golf for both men and women will be
held Friday, July JD, at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club. A potluck supper will be served: In
charge of twilight golf for this month are Dwain
and Sherry Gibbs and Jerry and Ethelene
McCallon.

ADMINISTRATOR HANDCUFFED - Murray Policewoman Joy Mills
places the handcuffs on Harold Beaman, left, administrator of West View
Nursing Home. as he is "in fun and for a special fund raiser" arrested for
the American Cancer Society's Jail- A-Thon held last week in Wal-Mart Lobby. The personnel of the home put up $25 to have Beaman "arrested" and he
had to raise $185 to "get out of jail," according to Barbara Coleman, activities director of the nursing home. Looking on at right is Murray
Policeman David Smith.

PALE
RIDER

CINCINNATI (AP 1 Rosa Beyer wanted one
thing in particular today
when she celebrated her
106th birthday on
Thursday.
"All I care is that we
go out and dance. I want
to celebrate," Mrs.
Beyer said Wednesday

at a party in her honor
at the Colerain
Township Senior'
Citizens Center, where
she recefved birthday
greetings from President and Mrs. Reagan.
Mrs. Bebyer is a
celebrity on the city's
West- Side, where her

bout et. 753-3314

Every
GS‘ Thursday night
•‘
from 5-8 p.m.
you can choose
k‘
from four selections
of fish with all the
extras for only

$595

The Friday Group of Ladies Tennis of Murray
Country Club will play on Friday, July 19, at 9
a.m. at the club courts. Substitutes will be Pat
Seiber and Kathy Kopperud. Pairings are as
follows: Court One - Vicki Miller, Marilyn
Adkins, Norma Frank and Martha Andrus;
Court Two - Cindy Cohoon, Gayle Foster, Vickie
Baker and Janie Ryan; Court Three - Jennifer
Hewlett, Frances Hulse, Bobbie Weatherly and
Janice Howe; Court Four - Alice Rouse, Mug
Rigsby, Annie Knight and Patsy Miller.

Children 12 and under only

The Tropics

$ 39 S
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with any July Special

*Private
Tanning
Rooms

Vacation...
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Walk Ins
-

Best-selling country-western
records for week announced

901 Cdldw.te, Road
(Next to Ribshack)

_it

Stereo

Best-selling country3, "Hello Mary Lou"
western records of the The Stetter Brothers
week of Arbil.' based on
.
4. "Love Don'A Care,"
CXATibittatifilytilifie'S na- Earl Thomas CeenTey
tionwide-survey were as 5. "She's A Miracle,"
follows:
Exile
' •
1. "Forgiving You
6. "Old Hippie." The
Was Easy," Willie Bellamy Brothers
Nelson
7. "It's A Short Walk
2. "Dixie Road," Lee From Heaven To Hell."
Greenwood
John Schneider
8. "I'm For Love,"
DAILY
Hank Willliams Jr.
Bargain Matinees
9. "Lasso the Moon."
Gary Morris
Cheri & Cine
10. "Forty Hour.
All Seats $2.00
Week." Alabama
FROIVI THE DIRECTOR
OF 'GREMLINS:

*Free
Towel
Service

OPEN:
•
M
Sun.
Sat.
6 a.m.-12 p.m. 7 a.m.-7 p.m. 12:30-6:30 p.m.
753-8477
The Tropics

Jr
'

.•

(Cont'd on page 6A)

753-8477

Minute

-

•
-

t

Navy Fireman Gary W. Mathis, whose wife, Jo
Ann, is the daughter of Wayne and Lilly Williams
of 207 North 12th St„ Murray, was graduated
from Basic Hull Maintenance Technician School.
During the 8-week course at Naval Damage Control Training Center Naval Base, Philadelphia,
Pa., Mathis received instruction on the basics of
welding, pipefittir& and metalsmithiug. He also
studied the prOcedures used to fabricate, itistall
and repair all types of shipboard structures,
plumbing and piping systems. A 1973 graduate,of
North Marshall High School, Calvat City, and a
1980 graduate of Murray State University with a
Bachelor of Science degreeilte joined the Navy
in February 1985.

Singles plan discussion

And as always, children under 5 receive a
free 1 piece fish dinner.

-

Gary Mathis graduates

family has operated a
home-grown vegetable
stand for many years.
Last year, she was
grand marshal of a local
parade.
Although she has cut
The Single Connection will met Thursday, July
back on her activities, 18, at 7:30 p.m. in third floor classroom, EducaMrs. Beyer said she is tion Building, First United Methodist Church."A
not yet ready to join Single Identity" will be the discussion topic.
what she calls the Dress is casual and babysitter service is not pro"can't",club.
vided. The group later goes to Jerry's
"I figure it this way: Restaurant for refreshments.
I've lived this long
because God has
something he wants me
Airman First Class Lewis A. Egner, son of
to do, and I haven't done
it yet," she said.
Bobby D. and Sandra K. Egner of Rt. 7, Bepton,
"But, you know what, has graduated from the Administrative
even if I knew what it Specialist Course at Keesler Air Force Base,
was he wanted, I think Miss. The graduate of the six-week course learnI'd wait a couple of ed how to prepare Air Force correspondence and
reports, and earned credits toward an associate
years yet to do-it."

Take a 30

Hwy. 641 North, Murray, Ky.
Open at 4 p.m. Mon -Sat.
----753-4141
-

•••

Tennis play Friday

Lewis Egner graduates'

Avirs To" Se •
viDE0 TAPE •
VCR RENTALS
Mon.-Sat. II am -10 pm
Sun. I pm -I0 pm ,

a

Horse Show Saturday

The Adult Great Books Discussion .Group will
meet Monday, July 22, at 7 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library. The book, Huckleberry
Finn by Mark Twain, will be discussed. Vieki
Griffin will be the discussion leader.

Rosa Beyer has 106th birthday
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They now.are residing
centered with the fourtiered wedding cake In Atlanta, Ga.
The bride is employed
made by Janis and Cindy Henson. Serving by the Venture Conwere Mrs. Hellen Boggs struction Co.. of Norand Mrs. Janis Henson. cross, Ga.
The groom is
The couple left later
for a brief honeymoon at employed by Sailing.
Inc., of Smyrna, Ga..Lake Barkley Lodge.

The West Kentucky Riding Club will-host an
open horse show on Saturday, July 20, beginning
at 4:30 p.m. at Gum springs Showgrounds, McCracken County. There are 26 classes planned including those for racking, walking, western,
huntseat, saddleseat and games. Six classes will
be 80 percent payback with the other classes
receiving first place silver and all classes five
place ribbons. Concessions will be available
featuring hamburger, plates and homemade
desserts. Admission will be $1 for all over six
years of age. For more information call
1-554-8665 or 1-443-2757..

Books Group will meet

Silvepado
BACK
To The
FUTURE t °

i]

degree in applied science through the Community College of the Air Force. Egnertis scheduled to
serve with the 5.2nd Security Pole Squadron in
West Germany. He received an associate degree
in 1983 from Paducah Community College.

a

C1NE 1 & 2

boutonniere'.
• His father served as
1;estman.
The bride's nephew,
Chad Wallace, was the
ringbearer.
A reception followed
at the Kenlake Lodge.
The bride's table was

3!•al
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Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bryan Overbey
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9 "Voices Carry."
I. Tuesday
Angel." Madonna
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Twilight golf.Frida
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Best-selling records of
the week of July 14 bas,-(1 on C-ashbox
magawe's nationwide
survey were as follows:
I. ' • A View To A Kill,•'
Duran Duran
2.. • • Raspberry
--Beret." Prince and the
•
P.evnluticrn"Sussudio.• • Phil
Collins
4 'Heaven." Bryan
Adam s
verybcwly Wantc
To Rule The World,"
Tears for Fears
•Everytinie You Go
• “%ay "Paul Young
,
Would I Lie To
you." Eurythmics
You Give Good
1_0 e•;
Whitney

a
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DR.Gorr

Stop the cracks
about knuckles
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT — My son has a
-habit of cracking his knuckles, finger
by finger. I keep telling him he's
going to have big ugly knuckles if he
continues this, but he says that's an
old wives' tale. Is there anything
wrong with cracking your knuckles,
aside from the annoyance factor?
DEAR READER — I am certain
that your comments reflect the concerns of generations of women whose
sons cracked their knuckles. As far as
I know, knuckle-cracking does not
cause any long-term harm. The major
problem is the perception your son
may have that you are nagging him. I
have yet to meet a young man who is
the slightest bit concerned about having big knuckles, and nothing you —
or I — say will make the slightest
difference. I suggest you drop the sub-

ject and concentrate on more germane issues. If you are going to go
down in history as a "knucklenagger," you will probably better
expend your energy emphasizing
more important issues. Your credibility can be put to better use. For
example, how's he doing in school?
DEAR DR,GOTT — My nephew
came down with severe intestinal
pain when he was 13 and it was diagnosed as Crohn's disease. He had
three attacks since then and long
periods of remission. He's now 18 and
healthy in every respect, except that
he's held steady at 5 feet 6 for the
past two years. (His younger brother
is 6 feet 2.) Is this the end of his
growth?
DEAR READER — By 18, most
adolescents have reached their adult
height; the bone-growth plates have
closed. Your nephew is -unlikely to
exceed his present 5 feet 6. Although
he may wish to be taller, he is going
to have to accept his present stature.
I am sure that you and his family
appreciate the blessing of his good
health; he seems to be handling a
chronic intestinal disorder very well.
That is immensely to his credit.
PEAR DR. GOTT — My hands get
quite cold, sometimes even in heated
apartments or in moderate weather.
Aside from causing other 'people
discomfort when I shake hands, is
there any health danger in having
cold hands? Can anything be dope
about this?

DEAR READER — There is no
danger in having cold hands unless
this reflects an underlying disease If
the circulation to your fingers is realiy djminiahed, tissue damage can
result. I suggest you have a medical
examination to make sure that you
don't have a form of arterial spasm.
Such periodic constriction can be
treated with antispasmodics. Of
course, if you smoke, this habit: can
make the situation much worse.
DEAR DR. GOTT — Why do some
people have bad breath?? My uncle is
the most meticulous man; he brushes
and flosses twice a day and doesn't
drink or smoke, yet his breath is
powerful.
DEAR READER — Halitosis may
result from a variety of diseases that
affect the liver or kidneys. It cart be
related to diet, particularly to certain
foods that contain spices. It also;can
result from dental disease, especially
infected teeth or gums. Your ,uncle
needs a thorough checkup and, if he is
medically well, his dentist should be
consulted. Although bad breath may
tend to occur with age, it is a treatable — albeit challenging — eondiSend your questions to Dr. Gott at
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, 011-44101.
Due to volume of mail, individual
questions cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be
answered in.future columns.
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Choice ofink color suggests moods
CHICAGO (AP) —
The color people choose
when they take pen in
hand gives an inkling of
their mood, says a
manufacturer whose recent sales suggest that
Americans lately have
been looking for more
excitement and less
stability.
If your co-workers
start writing in brown
ink, it could mean
they're depressed, but if
their scribbles are in
red or yellow it could
mean they feel goodabout themselves and
life in general:
Numerous scientific
studies have supported
the connection between
color choice and mood,
Philip Lesly, a

spokesman for Sanford
Corp., which manufactures ink and writing in.
tr u m en t s , said
Saturday.
The company has
monitored its sales for
the past five years to
track changes in the national temper and plan
production, Lesly said.
In 1980, "President
Carter was talking
about a malaise in the
country, and there was
a recession," he said.
"We noticed a
dramatic increase the
sales of brown ink,ind
studies have listed
brown as a color people
choose when they are
depressed."
Today, he said,

Americans are opting
for more excitement
a.jid less stability.
The most recent sales
figures, compiled in
May, showed that red's
share of the market had
increased by 5 percent
during the past year.
"Red has been
holding strong for months," Lesly said. "That
shows a yearning for exc it ement and
stimulation."
Black, showing
sophistication and
neutrality, is the most
popular color of all
times — good and bad —
with 63 pereent of the
market, he said. Blue is
a distant second.
In 1983, Lesly said, the

color index foretold the
end of the recession.
"Last year, it indicated that 1984 would
be a good year but peo-:
ple's enthusiasm would
be subdued. Then, in October, we had a surge of
sales of red and blue, indicating optimism and
stability which told us
President Reagan
,would be re-elected,"
Lesly said.
Sanford's studies do'
more than look into color preferences. "
"We fOund a need for
a faster-drying ink by
studying left-handers,"
Lesly said. "When they
write, their hand drags
across the paper from
left to right and smears
the ink."
•

Vegetable casserole recipe
on menu of Summer Buffet
By CECIEy BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor

SUMMER BUFFET
Sliced Turkey,
Vegetables, Basket of
Hot Rolls, Fresh
Strawberry Sundaes
Vegetable casserole
4 medium potatoes
(1% pounds), peeled
and thinly sliced
2 medium (each 4
ounces) onions, peeled

Ce"
k./4
'EC/pf804-

•I16

PET OF THE WEEK — This two-year-old
spayed female pet needs a home because the
owner is moving and ean't take her with them.
For information concerning this pet call 753-9634
after 5 p.m. Also the Animal Shelter, 105 E.
Sycamore Ext., just east of South Fourth Street,
operated by Humane Society of Calloway C,ounty, has many cats and dogs available for adoption. Animals at the shelter who do not find
homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter,
open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, JTd 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and
Sunday.
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Sheppardn
a d Evans vows are said
Miss Lesia Lynn Sheppard was married to
Russell Howard Evans
in a candlelight
ceremony on Saturday,
June 15, at the Dexter
Baptist Church.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Sheppard.
Parents of the groom
are Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Evans.
. .
Officiating at the
ceremony was the Rev.
John Phillips.
Music Was provided
by Mrs. Oneida White,
pianist, and Gary McClure, vocalist.
Miss Melissa Sheppard, cousin of the
bride, attended the
guest register.
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father and given in
marriage by her
parents.
'She wore a formal
gown of white organza
trimmed in Chantilly
lace. The natural
waistline was caught
with a wide pink satin
bow overlaid wit
scalloped lade. A half
moon yoke of Schiffli
embroidered net was]
outlined by a ruffle of
scalloped lace.
Ruffles of lace adorned the flared skirt, rising to form a Godet on
either side, tipped with
pink bows. Lace enhanced the full chapel train.
She wore a wide brimmed hat covered in lace
and featuring veiling
falling from the back
Her cascading bouquet
was of rosebud, lavendar and pink roses and
carnations with Matching ribbons.
Mrs. Debra Futrell,
cousin pf the bride, served as matron of honor.
She wore .an off-theshoulders gown in
rosebud. The hoop. skirt
featured tiers of lace.
Miss Deanna Garland
and Mrs. Rita Cunningham served as

In a buttered shallow
2%-quart oven-broilerserver layer half the
potatoes, onions and
Newborn admissions
squash, dotting each
layer with butter and and dismissals at
sprinkling with salt and Murray-Calloway Counpepper. Repeat layers. ty Hospital for Tuesday,
Cover tightlf-and bake July 16, have been
in a preheated released as follows:
Newborn admissions
350-degree oven until
Baby Girl Eberle,
potatoes are tender — 1
hour and 45 minutes. parents, David and
Mix Parmesan and sour Jane, 1508 Tabard Dr.,
cream and spread over Murray;
Baby Boy Janes,
top. Broil 6 to 8 inches
from high heat until parents, Ralph and
partly,browned — 3 to 5 Brenda, Rt. 1, Box
minutes. When serving, 362-16, Fulton,
Dismissals
spoon butter at bottom
Mrs. Susanne Ford,
of dish over each portion. Makes 8 to 10 serv- Rt. 2, Murray: Miss
ings. (Repeated On Renee Ballard, 100%
Spruce St., Murray;
request.)

Mr. and Mrs. Russell Howard Evans
bridesmaids. Their Groomsmen were Bruce Dick and. Ms. Angie
dresses were fashioned Lamb and Mike Shep- Hale.
identically to the honor pard, brother of ,the
Guests were served
attendant in lavender.Ambale.
the four-tiered wedding
and pink respectively.
Ushers Were Randy cake. Doves adorned the
The attendants car- Evans, brOther of the top with a pink fountain
ried lace fans with mat- groom, and Ke v.i n featured beneath.
ching flowers and Perry, cousing of the Punch and sugar Coated
ribbon..
groom.
almonds also were
Miss Allysia Futrell
To
Sheppard, served._ ....
was 'flower girl. She brother of thebride, was
After a wedding' trip,
wore a lavender dress, ringbearer.
the new Mr. and Mrs.
The men attendants Evans are residing on
identical to those of the
wore charcoal'tuxedoes Rt. 7, Murray.'
bridesmaids,
The groom was at- with lavender Carnation
The groom's parents,
tired in a white tuxedo boutonniereS.
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
with a lavender carnaA reception followed Evans, entertained with
Lion boutonniere.
on the church lavn.- ...a. rehearsal dinner at
Tim Williams served
Serving- were Mrs. Jill the Dexter Community
as best man. O'Bryan, Miss Lisa Center.

Newborns dismissals are released
Terry Allbritten, 101
Clark St., Murray;
Mrs. Tammy Henderson, Rt. 1, Hickory;
Mrs. Jill Jones and baby
boy, 1603 Apt. B,College
Farm Rd., Murray; Edward Knight, 318 South
15th St., Murray;
Miss Kathy Damrath,
Box 56, Baskett; Mrs.
Sherry Kilpatrick and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 329,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Trudy Wyatt, Rt. 1,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Mrs. Tonya Wells, Rt.
6, Murray; Mrs. Shirley
Vaughn, Rt. 2, Murray;
Kenneth Perry, Rt. 3,

Murray; Mrs. Bonnie
Coleman, Rt. 3,
Murray;
Brent Gremore, Rt.. 1,
Hazel; Miss Durina Collins, Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs.
Vivian Clayton, Rt. 2,
Union City, Tenn.:

Something To Grow On
Buy their
26th birthday
present now.

and thinly sliCed
4 small yellow
straight neck squash
(114 pounds), unpeeled
and thinly sliced
14-pound stick butter,
cut in thin pats
Salt and pepper to
Best selling books of
10 ''Lonesome George Vecsey
taste
week of July 14 as Dove." Larry
10.- "Smart Cookies
1 cup grated released by Time. McMurtry
Don't Criimble." Sonya
Parmesan cheese
NON-FICTION
Magazine have been
Friedman
1 cup sour cream
released as follows:
1. "Yeager: An
Courtesy of Time,
FICTION
Autobiography," Chuck the
1. "Skeleton Crew," Yeager.and Leo Janos
1
y
w eek
Stephen King
2.":iIacocca," Lee newsmagazine
r--2. "The Hunt for Red Iacocca
BOBBY WOLFF
Benjamin Franklin
October," Tom Clancy
X. "Dr. Eterger's Imdied in Philadelphia in
3. "Jubal Sackett," mune Power Diet,"
1790. He was 84.
Stuart Berger, M.D.
Louis L'Amour
4. "The Cider House
4. -A Passion for Ex7-17-A
NORTH
Rules." John Irving
cellence." Peters and
4 103
K 854
5. "If Tomorrow Austin
•J 6 3
Comes," Sidney Sheldon
5. "Smart Women,
Q
• 98 2
6. "Thinner," Richard Foolish Choices.
WEST
'
L
EAST
Bachman
Cowan 8r Kinder
•Q J
498 7 5 4 2
6. ''Nothing Down,"
V 92
V 63
"The_ Fourth Dead•AKQ10 8 2
•9 4
ly Sin," Lawrence Robert G. Allen
Thursday, Friday,
4J 7 6
4 A 10 3
Sanders
7. "On Your Own,"
SOUTH
S. "Footfall," Niven -Brooke Shields
*A K 6
and Pournelle
S. "The Frugal
VAQJ 107
•7 5
9. "Hold the Dream," Gourmet," Jeff Smith
4K 5 4
Barbarlt Taylor
9. "Martina," MarVulnerable: Both Dealer South
Bradford
tina Navratilova and
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
ettliniRettfOtiRer."..•
1V
2•
2
Pass
4
Pass
Pass
Pass
1.

Best-selling fiction and non-fiction books
for past week released by Time Magazine

East got exactly what he
deserved against today's game. He
signaled to tell partner where his
ace was, and in the process, he told
declarer how to play the hand.
West led two top diamonds and
East signaled high-low. West continued with the diamond queen and
East signaled impulsively with his
club 10. He thought West's diamond'
queen would hold the trick and a
'club shift would net a quick down
one.
Opening lead: Diamond king
Instead, South ruffed West's diaBID WITH THE ACES
mond queen and drew trumps. The
top spades were cashed, a spade
7-17-B
was ruffed in dummy and a club South holds:
was led past East's ace to South's
•9 8 7 5 4 2
king. A club went back to dummy's
V 63
•9 4
eight- and East'was finished. The
4 A 10 3
game was .made, thanks to East's
signal with the 1.9 of clubs.
Nqr_th Sout h
,1
7:InStearOf sendini a positive sig: 1•
of—tlutitt—tatff
should have sent a negative signal ANSWER: Two spades. South can
make use of North's-high cards. North
with the deuce of -spitees South' • can
make use of South s spades only if
would then have had to lose two they are named aS.Itrump.
club tricks and instead, of losing Send bridge qoestions to The Aces. P0 Box
game and rubber. the 'defenders 12343. Dali, Texas 75225, with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply
would have earned a plus.score.
Unite.SWerilig

indicate

Jewell Holifield, Rt. 16,
Mayfield;
Mrs. LLucille Bondurant, f104 Fnirlane
Dr., Murray; Roland
Byrne, HC Box 202, New
Concord; Everett Whitson, Rt. 7, Murray.

For your chodren. or grandchildren, nieces or nephews

Junior Life
Policy
Life insurance paid to age 26
for one premium payment
100B 6th St.

759-1033

THE ACES
"Injustice is relatively easy to
bear; what stings is justice.- H.L. Mencken.
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*OAh
1).t n Cullen

Shelter Life Insurance Co.s,

3 Day Carpet
& Vinyl Sale
Saturday

In Stock Carpet

•Short Rolls •Room Sizes
•Commercial
100% Wool Oriental Rugs 9' x 12

Fish?

Fish is truly one of Nature's convenience foods.
It cooks quickly... In a matter of minutes,-you can
bake, broil, pan fry. oven fry, deep fry, poach,
steam, plank, barbecue, and microwave it. Include
seafood in your weekly diet. you-II taste and feel
the difference.
We Have Fresh Snapper
1111411111hik

-

The

Express
10-6 Tue Sat
.1.04Pageeiteart

(804 Coldwater Rd
. & 5 Pts
753-6149

tr.

s Starting as low as $249"
In Stock` Vinyl
Starting as low as $499 sq. y
In Stock Astro- Turf
Starting.a.s
as_$2?: sq. yd.
6'& 12 foot width

Terry's Paint & Decorating
Southsicte Shopping Center
,
753-3321
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Sting of bee can pF0v-ch_fatal
By The Amoelaied Pre..

In a matter of
minutes, the, sting of a
bee can prove fatal to a
person Who is allergic to
such attacks.
And people who suffer
from diabetes may slip
into a coma if their
blood sugar level
becomes abnormal.
But both problems
can be tackled with drug
therapy — one with a
peg and the other with a
pump. according to
medical consultants.
Any person who has
ever had a systemic.
life-threatening reaction .to an insect bite
usually is advised to
carry an emergency
treatment kit at all
times as a safety
precaution.
But traditional kits require time-consuming
assembly and preparation before they can be
used, doctors point out.
and this can prove to be
a problem for some
patients.
However, research in
drug delivery
technology has produced a pocket -sized

0I;

•

emergency syringe.
called the EpiPen Auto
Injector, that looks just
like a ball-point pen.
When the patient places
.the pen on the thigh and
applies four pounds of
pressure, a hidden needl e injects a
premeasured dose of the
life-saving drug
epinephrine.
For diabetes patients,
a variety of implantable
insulin pumps are
available. One pump,
called Infusaid, is in
under the skin of
the chest and dispenses
up to a three-week sapp1 y of insulin. A
fluorocarbon in a
chamber inside the
device vaporizes at
body temperature, exerting pressure on a tiny
bellows that drives out
the insulin.
Other sophisticated
new drug delivery
systems include implantable drug pumps which
are used to treat
cancers of the liver,
brain, head and neck by
continuous infusion of
the appropriate medication directly into the

bloodstream.
"The key to a successful drug delivery
system is in g9tint the
medication directly to
the affected area of the
body," says Dr. Marvin
Sackner, director of
medical services at
Mount Sinai Medical
Center in Miami, Fla.
"For example, in
pulmonary diseases —
such as asthma, chronic
bronchitis and emphysema — aerosols are
currently the most effective means when
utilized properly, for
getting the drugs direcly to the lungs."
inhaled therapy is
often a good choice
because it results in
fewer side effects than
oral medication, agrees
Dr. Allyn Golub of
Miami'rs Key

Edward

Pharmaceuticals.
Metered dose inhalers
eases breathing for patients but instructions
are complex and they
demand a high degree of
eye-hand coordination,
he says, adding:.
"In fact, recent
studies demonstrate
that the vast majority of
patients with
respiratory disease do
not use the inhalers properly, and the consequences include
tachycardia (a
dangerous speeding up
of the heart), airways
irritation from the propellant, and even
death."
One device to meet
the problem is a toneemitting drug delivery
system that facilitates
safe and proper use of
inhalers.

pi

Cub Scouts
hold camp

has short reign

King George V of England died Jan. 20, 1936,
and Edward VIII was proclaimed the king. Edward was to reign less than one year. He was
forced to abdicate the throne when he insisted on
marrying an American divorcee, and he was
given the'title Duke of Windsor.

DAY CAMP HELD — Cub Scout Day Camp
was held during the last week of June at the
Murray-Calloway County Park. Participating
Cub Scouts were, top picture, Mike Boone,
Kory Zehr, Bearl Darnell, David Graves,
Jason McClure, Rob Carpenter, Robert Davis.
Terry Williams, Christopher Fuhrman, Jay
Todd, Clint Todd, Matt Weatherly, Amir
Toosi, Gene McDonald, Cage Thompson, Paul
Baugher, Craig Rogers, Jeff McClure, Larry
Williams and Kasey Zehr. "Pixies" included
Aileen Williams, Mary Williams, Ellen
Carpenter, Mandana TOosi and Pantea Toosi.
Leaders for the week-long program were Bonnie Baugher, Eric Baugher, Connie Boltz,
Cathy Davis, Susan Lewellyn, Jane Rogers,
Carol Thompson and Janet Williams. In top
side photo are Paul Baugher, left, and Jeff
McClure putting finishing touches on their art
projects of the Cub Scout Day Camp. In the
bottom side photo are, from left, Gene
McDonald, Terry Williams and Ain't' Toosi
repeating their Cub Scout pledges.

DATEBOOK
(('ont'd from page 4.4)

Shrinefs plan social
•

00

Horse ShOW

The Murray-Calloway County Shrine Club and
Clown Social will be Saturday, July 20. at 6 p.m.
at the home of Noble Woody Dunn and his wife.
Hazel. located approximtely five miles south of
Kentucky Dam.. north of Draffenville • on U.S.
Highway 641 I northeast corner of intersection
with State Road 1422 The cost will be $2 each
with the ladies requested to bring vegetables.
salads or desserts.

Heather Ann Collins born
Mr. and. Mrs. Joey Collins of Rt. 2, Puryear.
Tenn., are the parents of a daughter. Heather
Ann, weighing five pounds three ounces. born on
Sunday, July 7. at Murray-Calloway County
Plospital. The mother is the former Traci
Ainscough. Maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Larry Ainsough of Cottage Grove. Tenn.
Paternal grandparents are Mrs. Brenda Hill and
Billy Collins, both of Paris, Tenn.

Choir plans retreat
The Rainbow Ringers Handbell Choir of First
United Methodist-Church will have a retreat at
Pennyrile Forest State Resort Park near
Dawson Springs. The group will leave the church
at 9 a.m. on Friday, July 19, and return to the
church at approximately 2:30 p.m. on Saturday.
This retreat will give the group an opportunity to
get a good start on their music for the coming
year. Susan Howe is the director -of the group.

3 Big 12-HOUR
Shopping Days
This Thurs., Fri. & Sat.
9-9
All Summer Merchandise
Dtattically Reduced!

Hardin meeting planned
A community-wide fire meeting will be
held
Thursday. July 18, at 7 p.m. at the Hardin Corn.munity ,Building. This is for all intereste
d
citizens Of the community concerning the
fire
protection of the area, according to Jimmie
Sue
Mathis: Hardin City Clerk.

Eric 'A ustin Wilson born
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Darrell Wilson, Jr., of
Paris. Tenn.. are the parents of a son, Eric
Austin. weighing four pounds seven ounces, born
on Tuesday, June 25. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Vicki
Bucy. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Wilson of Puryear. Tenn.. and Mrs. Ruth Bucy of
Paris. Tenn., and the late W.C. Bucy. Greatgrandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Thomas King of
Paris. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Ray of Puryear and
Mrs. John Wilson of Buchanan, Tenn.

Patients

dismissed

Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include James Harrison of
Hardin from Western Baptist; Ella Deitz of
Kirksey. Diane Beale of Murray and Elkin
Parker of Murray from Lourdes.

Rose Ball on July 2'

- The Daisy
Next to The Lean To
South Fulton, Tn.

011 'Friday

The Purchase District Fair Charity Horse
Show will be held Friday. July 19, at 7 p.m., rain
or shine, at the War Memorial Fair Grounds,
Highway 121 and Housman Street, Mayfield.
Twenty-two classes will be featured. A special
attraction will Delight of pride, 1984 World
Grand Champion. The five-year-old liver
chestnut stallion was trained and ridden to vie-.
tory by Billy Gray, Sand Creek Farm,
Shelbyville, -Tenn. Owned by Dr. Andrew Sisk,
Columbia. Tenn., Delight of Pride is a son of
super-sire Pride of Midnight and Delight Country Girl, and was also world champion threeyear-old in 1982. The stallion's approximate
value is listed at $250,000, according to Thomas
Garland. Rt. 2, Mayfield, show committee
chairman.

All
Sales
Final!

The 12th annual Rose Ball, sponsored by Thurman School of Dance of Murray, will be Saturday. July 27. from 8 pm. to midnight at the Elks
Lodge, Paris. Tenn. A floor Show will be
presented. The cost will be $10,per'person. This is
open to the public.
•

Celeste Holm appears, 'Falcon Crest'
LOS ANGELES (AP) Wilder (.e.knne Archer)
— When Celeste Holm who has dedicated her
made her "Falcon life to ruining the
Crest". debut with the domineering vineyard
season finale, she matriarch Angela Channaturally enough asked nine (Jane Wyman) in
what was in store for "Falcon Crest."
her character when she
"Obviously," remarkreturns for five new ed the blonde, blue-eyed
episodes in the fall.
Miss Holm, "I come
"We don't know," from the northern part
said the producers of the of Italy."
hit CBS serial. "We
She is no stranger to
haven't written it yet." television. Back in 1954
.Did Miss Holm she starred in "Honestly
worry? Not a bit. Since Celeste," a comedy that
1946 she has been con- lasted less than three
tributing her skills to months even though
it
Hollywood with a was written by the
minimum of fuss and a estimable Larry
maximum of profes- Gelbart of later
"M-Asionalism. Her visits S-H"fame.
here have often been
A White House comrewarding, including edy called "Nancy"
the supporting actress perished after a few
Academy Award for episodes in 1970 from
"a
"Gentleman's Agree- lack of similitude." She
ment" in 1947 and also bears scars
of last
nominations for "Come season's "Jesse,"
the
to the Stable" in 1949 Lindsay Wagner series
and "All about Eve" in about a police
1950.
psychiatrist that was
Her latest assignment shot down by network
casts her as Anna sniping.
Rossini, the Italian
"It's fun to be in a
mother of Cassandra series that works,"
she

Lease To Own

Little Girls in Blue" and
"Carnival in Costa
Rica." Then came
Celeste Holm is a
"Gentleman's
grainy Easterner who
Agreement."
never quite fit into the
Miss Holm and her
Jocal pattern. After a
fourth husband, actor
brilliant career on
Wesley Addy, divide
Broadway, especially as
their time between
the original Ado Annie
Manhattan and her
in •'Oklahoma!" and the
family's fifth title role in "Bloomer
generation farm in New
Girl," she began work
Jersey. She heads New
for 20th Century-Fox in
Jersey's film and TV
1946.
commission and serves
Her first films were on the National Endowunpromising: "Three ment for the Arts.
said of the "Falcon
Crest" assignment.

Shadowless noon at Hawaii
HONOLULU (AP) —
Flagpoles, skyscrapers,
radio towers, and
perhaps even some very
slender, upright people
lost their shadows briefly Thursday as Hawaii
begin experiencing
"shadowless" noons.
"It happens every
year during summer
solstice when the northem n hemisphere is
tilted toward the sun at
a maximum degree,"
said Dr. Walter Steiger,
director of the Bishop

Stereo Componant System
Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
IS OPEN!
*We can handle your

new or refilled prescriptions.
*We will hnor or beat any advertised prices and
coupons or transferred prescriptions.
We appjEciate your business in the past and will
greatly appreciate all new business._
."

g;1

S
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GI FNUALE AT WHITPIELL 753 ill',

•Turntable •Tower Speakers
•3 Band Graphic Equalizer
•FM/AM Tuner
•Cassett Tape Deck with Recorder

20

Country Jeans!
New Shipment
First Quality

Stoii-By And Seta
Just How Easy
It Is To Lease
To Own!

.753-8201

Stonewashed Designer Jeans
Time For Us, Jean Street and By Kicker
Jr. & Missy size's 1-13
Waist Sizes 34-38

First Quality
Name Brand Jeans
By Jordache, Zeno, Lee, Palmetto's
Cropped, Baggies, Pastels, stripes, Gray
& Indigo Blue and Regualar 5 Pocket
Cotton or Stretch Jeans
Men's Jeans-Levi's & Jordache
Summer Top's & Blouses 20% Off
IR's Sunset Blues & Chic Jeans $18.95
July 18 thru Aug. 17 Free pair Jeans
will IRe given away each Saturday. Buly

Only

per week

a pair and register for Free pair of Same
Brand Name & Price. New f/r;awing
each week.
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Get your Jeans for School at

A

HITACHI

Museum Planetarium.
Hawaii is the only
place in the United
States where this
phenomenon, in which
the sun appears directly
overhead, occurs,
Steiger said. It also occurs in other areas in
the tropics, he said.
The first shadowless
noon in Hawaii was to
occur on Kauai at 12:43
p.m. HST Thursday.
The Honolulu occurrence was expected at
12:37 p.m. July 16.
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Hints for happy marriage are related

FIVE GENERATIONS - The first of five generations of 011ie Hale were
present on Independence Day, July 4, for a reunion at the home of Mr. ana
Mrs. J.T. Phillips. Mr. Hale, a patient at West View Nursing Home, was
unable to leave the home so the family members visited with him at the
home. Pictured with Mr. Hale, center, are his daughter, Mrs. J.T. (Louise)
Phillips, Murray, top left; his granddaughter and Mrs. Phillips' daughter,
Mrs. Terry.(Sandy) Stout, Lakeland, Fla., seated left; his great-grandson,
Mrs. Phillips' grandson and Mrs. Stout's son, Tim Stout, Counts, Tenn.,
seated right. Brynn Stout, 2, Counts, Tenn., the first great-great-grandchild
of Mr. Hale is held by her grandmother. -

By RE DBOOK
A Hearst Magazine
Successfully married
couples pave a special
way of relating to each
other - they practice
special "love-builders"
to reinforce their
marriage.
•
Long-term success in
marriage does not mean
just staying together,
marriage counselor
Nathaniel Branden
wrote in the August
issue • of Redbook. It
'4neanS continuing to
love and enjoy each.
other 10, 20, 35 years
after the wedding day.
A crucial factor in a
happy marriage is the
.4are such couples take
to express their love for
leach other every day,
said Branden, executive
director of the Bidcentric Institute, a counseling center in Beverly
Hills, Calif.
"There is no 'better
way to improve our
chances for a successful
relationship than by studying the behavior of
those who have achieved the success to which

e aspire," :Braden
said "Other people's
success can both inspire
us and teach us, if We
are opened to learning."
Branden described
the behavior of happy
couples this way:
They express love
verbally, With physical
affection such as handholding‘": hugging and
cuddling, and they express love sexually.
Branden said happy
couples express their
appreciation and admiration of each other,
giving both partners a
feeling of being appreciated and valued.
They also participate in
mutual self-disclosure,
trusting each other
above all others.
They offer each other
emotional support, exchange gifts and help
each other with chores
and 'work: they accept
demands and put up
with shortcomings, and
they create time to be
alone together.
"Small kindnesses
and gestures make your
partner feel valued and

appreciated, and make
him value and appreciate you in return,"
Branden said. He offered a list of "lovebuilders" he guaranteed
would make a marriage
happier and more
satisfying.
Say '•1 love you"
often.'
Offer small signs of
physical affection, such
as holding his hand or
taking his arm as you
.walk together.
.•• Listen when he
talks and bring up in
later conversations people and places he
mentioned.
Surprise him with
unexpected • gifts that
show you care.
• Compliment him.
•••• Don't forget to say
"thank you" for little
things to let him know
he is appreciated.
• Brag about him to
your friends when he
can hear you to show
him he is admired.
Pick one of his annoying habits that you
always nag him about
and next time he does it

- say nothing. Don't
even give him a dirty
look.
The next time he
makes a mistake that
could have been avoided
if only he laad followed
your advice, offer sympathy instead of saying.
"I told you so."
Set aside time
eery day to be alone
with him - even if it is
only 10 minutes
Practice behaving in
a more loving and
*respectful way to your

'Barn
410
r
2: N.
'
)
r1

9-6 Mon.-Sat.
Closad Sunday

Fresh Homegrown
Vegetables
Tomatoes
Lb.
Okra
Lb. 99'

Coming community events are listed

Come In Out Of The4leat
And Into One Of Our 4
Klafsun-Wolff Tanning Beds!
*Completely Private
*Air Conditioned

Illinois
Friday;July 19
Kenlake State Resort
Park.
- -Square and round
dancing with music by
Ken-Tenn Band will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at
Lynn Grove Roller
Rink. ,
Rainbow Ringers
Handbell Choir of First
United Mettrodist
Church will leave the
church at 9 a.m. to go to
a retreat at Pennyrile
Forest State Park.

Supersweet Corn
Doz. $1
Cucumbers
5/$1
Yellow Squash
Lb 39'
Rhubarb
Lb. 99'
Red Potatoes
10 Lb. $ 1 19
Lettuce
Head 696
Carrots
3 Bags/99c
MISSOURI CANTALOUPES
June Apples '3/1
/
2 Bushel
(Great For Applesauce & Frying!)
We Have Canning & Pickling Spices,

DIAMONDS
AND RUBIES

DIAMOND WATERFALL
1 CARAT TW

2 CARAT T.W.

10K.
YELLOW GOLD $99

$695 $1,388
WITH COUPON

WITH COUPON

TAMIMMIN

• 'Nap-Mart Sells for Le• • Wa'•Mart Sells for Less • Wai-Mart Sells for Less• Wal-Mart Sells for Less

WALMART

Salo Date: Salo Ends Monday, July 22nd
Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-5:30
Location: Hwy 641 North

Specials from Alberto Culver
;•1'

Hot Protein
Pac
•2 Treatments
•Net weHgni
1 ounce

•

Cond4tioning Hairdressing
•

1.97

aziamorik.

Wednesday,July 17
Thursday,July 18
Friday, July 19
Friday, July 19
Friday,July 19
"Sing Out. Ken- p.m. at Ellis Center.
Brothers Homecoming Kevil Center, South 10th
Events at Murray
tucky!" program will be
---Singing will be at 7:30 Street Extended. Moose Lodge will inpresented at 8 p.m. at
Murray Civitan Club p.m. at Kentucky Dam Mayfield.
clude games at 8 p.m.
Kenlake State Park.
will meet at 7 p.m. at Airport, Gilbertsville.
and entertainment by
---- Homeplace Family
---"Talley's Folly" by Craig Hargrove from 8
Thursday,July 18
Restaurant.
Twilight Golf will be Community Theatre p.m. to midnight in
"Sing Out, Kenat 5:30 p.m. at Oaks will be presgrited at 8 lounge.
tucky!" program will be
p.m. at Playhouse in
Mothers Day Out will Country Club.
'presented at 8 p.m. at
"Sing Out, Ken---Murray-Calloway Counbe at 9 a.m. at First
Lake Barkley State
A'A
tucky!"
and
Al-Ano
n
program will be
will
ty
Park.
Baptist Church.
Park.
meet at 8 p.m. at J.U.
'presented at 8 p.m. at
---•
---Carol Poe Group of
Temple Hill Chapter
511 Order of the Eastern First Baptist Church
Star will meet at 7:30 Women will meet at'7
p.m. with Mrs. Ken
p.m. at lodge hall.
Hills.
---Second Smith
Brothers Homecoming,
South Pleasant Grove
Singing on the Lake will
United Methodist
start at 7:30 p.m. at
Church Senior UMYF
Kentucky Darn Airport, will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Gilbertsville.
church parsonage.
---Swim Party and PicU.M.H.E. Executive
nic for Preschool- Committee meeting will
Kindergarten will be at be at 1:30 p.m. at First
10 a.m. at Murray Coun- Presbyterian
Church.
try Club.
------Mixed Tennis Doubles
Health
Express of
will be at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway CounMurray County Club.
ty Hospital will be at
— -Fristo
Grocery and
Men's Stag Night will
be at Murray Country restaurant at West Viola
Club with Scott Wright, from 9 to 11 a.m. and
across from Postoffice
Joe Pat Cohoon, Bob
at Boaz from 12:30 to
Diers and Chuck Foster
2:30 p.m.
in charge.
------All
interested
citizens
Men's Stag Night will
be at 6 p.m. at 0.ks of Community-Wide
Country Club with Dan- Fire Service are asked
ny Woods and Truman to meet at 7 p.m. in Hardin Community
Whitfield in charge.
Building.
------The Single Connection
, will meet at 7:30 p.m. in
Friday,July 19
third floor classroom,
Purchase District
Education Building,
STATE REPRESENTATIVES - Craig and Lin Thurman of Thurman
First United Methodist Fair charity Horse
School of Dance, Murray, were Kentucky's representative in Professional
Church. For informa- Show will be at War
Rising Star International Modern Division of Dancing Waltz, Temp, Fox
tion call Jill at 753-1701. Memorial Fair
Trot and Quiek Step. This mils at the Mid U.S. Dance Championships held
Grounds, Highway 121
---June 13-16 at the Galt House, Louisville. Sixty schools from 20 states were
AA and Al-Anon will and Housman Street,
represented. This was the 12th year for the Thurman School to enter in the
have plosed meetings at Mayfield, at 7 p.m.
competition. All students placed in 52 freestyle professional/amateur events
---8 p.m. at First Christian
in various dances such as waltz, cha cha, swing, samba and tango bolero.
Twilight golf and
Church, Benton. For inAttending from Thurman School were Charles and Elsie Thurman, Craig
formation call 753-0061v potluck suppefwill start
and Lin Thurman, Ashley Thurman, Margaret Marsden, Robbie Stamps,
762-3399.
, 753-7764 or at 5:30 p.m. at Murray
Opal Anderson, Sue Parsons and Judy Baucum, Murray; Dr. Rick Cantz,
Country Club.
753-7663.
Clinton; Ruth Luker and Jerry Bierly, Paris, Tenn.; Mae Goodrun, Leich,
------Tenn.; Dorotha Sublett, Hickman; Dorothy Garrott, Metropolis, Ill.; Stann
Friday Night Social
Health Council
Snodgrass, Nashville, Tenn.
willmeet at 7 p.m. at will be at Murray CounPurchase Area Develop- try Club.
---ment 'District Offices,
Paducah Chapter of
U.S. Highway 45 North,
Parents Without PartMayfield.
ners will meet at
Murray Women of the Building off Lo
Moose will meet at 8 Road, Paducah,
p.m.
p.m. at lodge hall.
---Twin Lakers RV CamTwinXa'kers Antique
Car Club is scheduled to ping Club will have a
meet at 6:30 p.m. at campout at Kentucky
Gateway Restaurant, Dam Village Stalt
Park. An ice cream and
Draffenville.
cake social will be at
---Senior citizens ac- 6:30 p.m. at the camptivities will be from 10 site of T.G. and Estelle
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel Shelton, wagonmasters.
---and Douglas Centers
(Good July 18th-27th)
Second night of Smith
and from 10 a.m'" to 3

partner and you also
will feel better about
yourself, Braden wrote
in Redbook, adding:
"Our sense of self ,the way we perceive and
assess our worth crucially affects virtual
ly every aspect of out
existence. the first love
affair we must successfully consummate
is our love affair with
ourselves. Only then can
we possibly hope to
make a success of other
relationships."

••••

2.18

1.97

Hot Oil Treatment

•2 Twatments
• 5 Flurcl ounce

FDS Deodorant

each

300 Min. $28

Drive planned as fundraiser
SAN ANTONIO,
Texas (AP) - Terra
Genesis, a non-profit
group whose goal is to
.fight world hunger, will
try to set a world fecord
for-the- most--mileage driven during a one
week period by driving
around the country.
The goal of the drive
is to raise money
through pledges- that
will be solicited by

volunteers. Some 6,300
miles will be driven, using a car donated by
General-Rent-A-Car.
- Departure is set*.for
ruff. 23 from San Antonio, and from there on
to El Paso, San Bernardino, Calif., Denver,
Chicago, New York,
Atlanta, Dallas, and
return to San Antonio on
July 30.

Summer Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-10 p.
Sat. 9-5

_Cep_ _

VOS

European Styling Foam
•
Alberto -GOMM

'

•
•
•

altiaz-

Suntanning Studio
Bel-Air Shopping Center

2A8
Alberto Mousse

753-8593

3.18
Alberto Mousse
Earopelin -Styling-Foam
•

2.38
Hair Spray
•
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Tobacco disease nits crops in two Ky. counties; thp3atens 13 more
LEXINGTON. Ky.
(AP) — Blue mold has
.significantly damaged
tobacco in two Kentucky
counties and authorities
are warning farmers in
13 others about the
potential danger the
fungus poses.
William Nesmith, extension plan.t
pathologist at the
University of Kentucky
College of Agriculture,
said the greatest threat
is in untreated fields

where the crop is growing rapidly and where
there is shade and little
wind.
Significant damage
already has been
reported in tobacco
fields in Mason and
Bracken counties, and a
small amount of blue
mold was spotted in
.Anderson, Mercer,
Fayette, Woodford,
Scott, Madison, Clark.
Jessamine. Robertson.
Pendleton. Laurel.

Lewis and Bath
counties.
Hundreds of cases of
the fungus have been
reported this week and
the disease probably is
spreading to areas north
and east of tttose counties. Nesmith said.
The most affected
area appeared to be
Mason County, rand
Nesmith said there was
heavy activity near Germantown. A spokesman
at the county's exten-

sion office said there
were four new reports of
the disease Monday.
The current outbreak
probably is spreading
because it is in areas of
the state that have had
heavy rainfall during
the past 25 days,
Nesmith said. The
fugus, which kills leaf
tissue of burley tobacco,
thrives in cloudy, damp
weather and is curtailed
by hot, dry conditions.
Last month blue mold

was discovered in
Adair, Monroe, Marion,
Taylor. Washington and
Logan counties but did
not cause much damage
or spread throughout
those areas.

called me about it," Maner Ferguson said
Brinkley said. "At this that he had heard of on.
point, I don't think it is ly one blue mold report
widespread."
— on a field in the
Fayette County agent southwest section of the

county — but that "the
threat is certainly
there."
"We know the spores
are out there," he said.
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Professionals spending more on advertising

mu]
the

from collegues, TV
Guide says.
According to the
Television Bureau of
Advertising, lawyers
spent $28 million on
advertising in 1984, a 58
percent increase over

A
Bro
rerr
Ter
con'

Mercer County agent
RADNOR, Pa. (AP)
William Brinkley said
that he received five or — An increasing
six reports last week but number of doctors,
that "we haven't heard lawyers and • dentists
have turned to televiof a spread."
sion advertising even
"It may be out there,. though the practice
but the farmers haven't earns them disdain

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

Tylenol

Mon.-Sat. We Gladly Accept
7 A.M.-8 P.M. Food Stamps And
Listen To.W.S.J.P WIC Vouchers
For The Special
Of The Day

Reg. $2.58 24 ct. Box Save 39'.

Bounty
47
,1
Towels .„0
1

SUPER MARKET
3/89°

59°

Crackers

89°

Filters

49°
89"
2/99°

With $10.00 or More Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco,
& Drinks On Special

Keebler Ready 9— Size Save 20'

Beanee Weanee

Graham Crust

Hyde Park -8 oz. Save 43'

Musselman's 16 oz. Can

4/89°

Tomato Sauce

Applesauce.Save 39'

_

Bush's' White or Golden
15.5 oz. Can Mix or Match

Save 30'
64
Crtn

••
71.

Buttermilk

Nal
AN

Hyde Park Save 16'

29'
Red Cross Reg. or Thin

Martha White 2 oz. Pkg.

Spaghetti

Spud FlakesSave

- 2/69°

16'

Fisher Sandwich imitation

7 oz. Box Save 9'
Vlasic Kosher 24 oz. Jar

Dill Spears

Save 38'
Gal Crtn

Black Pepper...4 oz. Box 69°

3/79°

Hominy...Save

Cheese Slices

. Save 68' $ 109

3/890
99°

\\,

12 oz. Pkg. Save 30'

-5 4- .•-•

I.

ken of the Sea

•

INMA1=•••••

'Joy,

Tuna

•

FROZEN FOODS

Heinz Tomato

(( Ketchup

6 5 or Can Save 10'
Oil or Water Pack

32 or Bottle
Save 20'

129;

69

!

01'

•

Prairie Farms

41•11111111 MM.

..•
aulC
1

4fie

Mr. Coffee
50 Ct. Box Save 14'

Van Camp 8 oz. Can Save 15'

attstramara _ _
Goltlettruti

L(
prof
sew(
Panl
Nat(
TI'
men
year
TI'
prey
Cavi

Merit Saltine
1 Lb. Box Save 10'

10'
Del Monte 17 oz. Can Save

Fruit Cocktail

1 I h Plitt Yellow Otis
S,tve 50

3P1°°

Gelatin

2/99°

Sausage

•

$238

Margarine

Jello Atst. Flavors
3 oz. Box Save 29'

Armour 5 oz. Can Save 27' Vienna

79

Pepto Bismol
Blot Boom t

Potted Meat

Jumbo Roll
Save 30'

$219

Reg. $3,59 8 oz. Bottle Save $1 21

Armour .3 oz. Can Save 22'

$1

con1
Disl
tan'
Rep
T1
whii
ject
and
spol
TI
recr
Nat
Mc(
ties
TI
App

Extra Strength Capsules

We Reserve The Righ
To Limit Quantities

9
4

Show

Pork & Beans (i)k
,,1111w
79

„Minute Maid 12 oz. Can

Lemonade

p

•

Cola,
Diet Coke,
rite, Tab,
Mello Yell
Orange /'
Sunkist
\
\ Coca

P

4,
t
illielA
IPS°
:•1'• 5

Pies

89

Mrs. Paul's Ph oz. Box

$ 1 19

Fish Sticks

1!) 0/ Cali
Save 18'

a•410

•

Banquet Cream 14 oz. Box
Asst. Flavors

DELI

Save $ 1 30
\.\ $ 116
2
or9
8 8t//
Ca ton
With Bottles
01 Dee

tieit41
•••., •

THE BUTCHER BLOCK
Ir
•Z
‘
i"
, -^

• Baked or

$31 6

BBQ Ham

Lb.

s'•••

Pure Fresh Lean
Fresh Bak."!

i4tct' •

,

Ground
Beef
$399

Reelfoot

$39.9

Turkey Breast

Lb

Tender

Roast Beef

Bacon
12 oz. Pkg.

3 Lbs. or More

Lb

Family Pack Size •

Baby

$349

Swiss Cheese

Lb

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Pork Steak... Lb.
Pork Cutlets. Lb:

269

Sirloin Steak
U.S.D.A. Choice Beottom

American Cheese

Round Steak.
Lb

$299

PRODUCE
I rosh Gwen

Cabbage
Yclin W

1983. Doctors and dentists spent $82 million on
television advertising
last year.
The U.S. Supreme
Court opened the door.
for professionals to
advertise in 1977

HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS

Prices Good Noon 7-17-85
Thru Noon 7-24-85

Orange

LO1
ma
nor

15°

Lb

F?/p0

U.S.D.A. Choice

Round
Steak

Bologna
Reelfoot

'

69

Lb $

Boneless Ham

-Round Steak..

Peaches

Corn Dogs

69

Fields Kentuckian

U.S.D.A. Choice Top
Georyi

•
Bologna

11/

6."
'
.• 47
‘w'S
.
4 ,

Lb.

REELFOOT

Lb. Pkg.

No,

Round Steak..

:3 Lt)s

39

Reelfoot

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Bananas

$ 1 39

$ 89

g $269
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•
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Thompson White Seedless

Grapes

U.S.D.A. Choice

.••••moulp.

Fresh Crisp
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Lb
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) - .A Jefferson County
man charged with murder and assault in connection with a hatchet attack has pleaded frutocent.
Robert Brown, 34, was ordered held without
bail Monday by Circuit Judge William McAnulty. Brown's father and brother were killed in the
attack and his mother and sister seriously
injured.
Brown had been charged with two counts of
murder and two counts of assault. He could face
the death penalty if convicted.
He is accused with attacking family members
in'their home in.southwestern Jefferson County.
Alexander Brown Sr., 52, and Ura "Kevin"
Brown, 20, died in the attack. Minnie Brown, 52,
remained in serious condition and her daughter,
Terry Brown, 22, was listed in serious but stable
condition.
---LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) - Funding for flood
control and recreational development in the 51.11
District was approved by the House of Representatives in Washington, a spokesman for U.S.
Rep. Harold Rogers, R-Ky., said.
The House Tuesday approved legislation
which includes $17 million for flood control projects, including those in Pineville, Barbourville
and Harlan County. Rogers said through a
spokesman.
The bill alsb contains $10 million to continue
recreational development of the Big South Fork
National River and Recreation Area located in
McCreary County and several neighboring counties in Tennessee.
The legislation also continues funding for the
Appalachian Regional Commission.
---LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) - The House Appropriations Committee approved $2 million for
sewer projects in Horse Cave, Cave City and
Park City, a spokeswoman for U.S. Rep. William
Natcher, D-Ky., said Tuesday.
The money will be included in the U.S. Department of the Interior appropriation
ill for fiscal
yeAr 1986 which begins on Oct. 1, 1F85.
The money will be used for sewer systems
prevent pollutiOn near and around Mam
th
Cave National Park.
//
---LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Appointee to Kentucky's Federal Judicial Selection Cpfnmisslon
were announced by U.S. Sens. Wen Øl Ford and
Mitch McConnell and the I{ tucky Bar
Association.
The senators and the bar ssociation each
named three members to th panel, which will
it screen candidates for feder judicial vacancies.
The commission will.rec mmend three to five
candidates to the Fresh nt.
Commission memb s will serve staggered
terms of two, three or four year terms, with
subsequent memb s serving four year terms.
The members
ounced Tuesday are:
Carl Timoth Cone, a Lexington attorney;
Robert I.
ck Jr., a Louisville attorney;
David L. H er, former assistant U.S. attorney
now with apitol Holding Corp. in Louisville;
George J plin,. president of the Somerset Corn-
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monwealth Journal; William E. Rummage, an
Owensboio attorney; John T. Smith of Lexington, former vice president.for minority affairs at the University of Kentucky; Mary
Tachau, chairman of the history department at
the University of Louisville; Vickie Carmack
Travis of Murray, a former elementary teacher
and Robert J. Turley, a Lexington attorney...
----

So$A70LoE

SAVE UP

MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP)- Funeral services
were scheduled today for a 16-year-old boy who
drowned while trying to rescue his younger
brother from a pond.
Witnesses told police that Allen Plunkett could
not swim, but jumped in after his 10-year-old.
brother, Billy, when he fell from a bank while
fishing Saturday.
Four other boys in the group rescued the
younger boy, but could not save his brother.
The pond had been fenced to keep peOle away,
said Hopkins County Sheriff Beau SuMmers.
---WESTMORELAND,Tenn.(AP)- Authorities
have arrested a 40-year-old **lee suspected in
a theft ring specializi
in expensive
lawnmowers. in Tennesse and Kentucky, officials said.
Robert Lee Carter w
charged with receiving
and concealing stole property after he was
found hiding under bed at his mother-in-law's
house here, offici s said.
Carter's truck as "seen in all the right places
at all the wron times," Sumner County Sheriff's
Deputy Jim oan said.
A secon suspect was being sought, officials
said.
A str g of thefts, many involving expensive
ridin mowers, have occurred in the past few
wee s along the border of middle Tennessee and
tral Kentucky, said Wayne Parker, sheriff of
len County, Ky.
Most recently, six riding lawn mowers were
taken last Wednesday during a series of thefts in
Allen County. - two of which were recovered in
Sumner County on Sunday, officials said.
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Acrylic Latex °11:.",
..--- liouse Paint

Smooth out,rough spots with a
sanding disc and electric drill. Wear
goggles and mask.
Heavy buildup of old paint? Try
new brush-on, wash-off paint
removers. Or use a propane torch
with a wide flame-spreader tip.
Then use a scraper and putty knife.
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---COLUMBIA, Tenn.- (AP) - A Hohenwald
woman testified Monday she must have been
"under some kind of mind control or hypnosis"
when she gave almost $200,000 to a Kentucky
'woman who claimed she could make the money
multiply.
Wilma Lindsey.said Lucy Wilson, of Louisville,
told her she could bless the money and make it multiply.
Ms. Wilson, 39, is on trial in Maury County Circuit Court charged with larceny by trick. Paul
Edward Gilliam, of Summersville, Ky., is charged as an accessory in the case.
Ms. Lindsey testified that Ms. Wilson tore up a
$1 bill, put it-in a dark place and showed her later
that the money had multiplied.
She said she later borrowed more than $100,000
from a bank, saying she planned to buy a farm,
and took the money to Ms. Wilson's motel in
Columbia.
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It's Got A Lot
On The PLUS Side!
• Goes on easily over paint
or stain
• Quick-drying flat latex
house paint
• For exterior house & turn surfaces

For thinning oil-based paints and cleaning
brushes Handy olastic. container i580-Gco4i

Contemporary
Beauty,
Old -Fashioned
Price!
• Washable:coldriest

flat finish .
• Contemporary palette
of colors:
• Latex-easy application
and clean-up

Choose•smooth or semi-smooth rollers tor
use on all surfaces Each ,c86-0-39 0512)

These And Other Great Buys Are•
On Sale Now In Our
July JAMBOREE Sale! ,
- .
.
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ERE LOW PRICES
ORIGINATE

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

•

•

—rye. ....... —

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT
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•
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1
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1'AGE 10-A

•

HOME OWNED & HOME OPERATED

ALL JERSEY

BUTTEORMILK
BOUNTY
PAPER TOWELS

1% LIGHT MILK

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH S10.00 ADDITIONAL ORDER
EXCLUDING TOBACCO 8. DAIRY PRODUCTS

PLUS DEPOSIT
8 PK. 16 OZ.
(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

KRAFT

PEPSI, DIET PEPSI; PEPSI
FREE, 7 UP, MT. DEW, DR.
OR CRUSH

BLUE BONNET

MARGARINE

20 OZ. BOTTLE
CATALINA, 1000 ISLAND, BUTTERMILK, ITALIAN

HYDE PARK
GRADE "A" LARGE

-Mb

1 LB. QUARTERS

REG. $1.39
CHARLES

BANNER

BATHROOM TISSUE

POTATO CHIPS

U.S.D.A.

TIP
CENTER-CU

OTATO CHI
•

•,1

PORK
4 ROLL PKG.

-ALL FLAVORS-

LOIN END

PORK
V,

MAYONNAISE

NORTHERN

WIN YOU

HERSHEY'S

NAPKINS

CHERRY PIE FILLING

CHOCOLATE SYRUP

200Z. $ 1 19

240Z. $ 11 49

$ 1 79
OT. JAR
REG. OR LIGHT

140 CT.

79c

PLANTERS

GRANDMA'S

HUNT'S

COOKIES

KETCHUP

100z.

$ 11 39

320Z.

FROZEN FOODS

$1

CHEEZ BALLS OR
CHEEZ CURLS

Cheez
A CurIB

40 CT. SHEETS $ 1

GATORADE

WESSON

3201. 79'

-16 OZ. $ 1 99

16 OZ. 2/79'

SHOW BOAT
14.01.

3/ 1

10 OZ. 59'

TEA BAGS

Sr

100 CT. $299

ORANGE JUICE...
KRAFT

PARAMOUNT
32 OZ. 99'

HAMBURGER SLICES

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE
KRAFT

GOLDEN GRAIN
OZ. 2/79C

MACARONI & CHEDDAR
COOL WHIP

RELISH

KRAFT

MINUTE MAID
PORK & BEANS

24 OZ. $1 59

LIPTON

VAN CAMP

PORK & BEANS

OIL
AUNT JANE'S

CREAMER

ORANGE JUICE oz$

19

SHOP & COMPARE

COFFEE-MATE

COUNTRY STYLE OR REG.

FABRIC SOFTENER

19

THIRST QUENCHER
SEALTESTALL FLAVORS

SNUGGLE

GRAPE JELLY
DELTA

MU SSELMAN'S
2501. 79'

APPLESAUCE

PAPER TOWELS
VELVET

BUGLES

6 o.89c

VORiSNACKS

BATHROOM TISSUE...• acme 49'
FINIAL TOUCH

DOUBLE 0

FABRIC SOFTENER

ALMO

64 OZ. $ 1 19

•

6.,

•

•

•
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WE ACCEPT U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAM.36"__
- -r

,U.S.D.A. CHOICE
BONELESS

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
FAMILY PACK

•

JE

U.S.D.A. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN

PEPPERONI

PIZZA'S

$500
. . .TWO-25 OZ.

ftUP
SANTA ROSA RED

PLUMS
1 LB. BAG

CARROTS
6 OZ. BAG RED

RADISHES
8 OZ. CUP

MUSHROOMS
FRESH CRISP

CELERY
7,0 SIZE BAKING

POTATOES

PLAIN, ONION, & RAISIN

BAGELS
LAST WEEKS NAME
WILLARD WINOLE
ALMO CARD NOT PUNCHED

pr••••••.,-mr

-.4011.1101.-

BE ARCLAWS
FRENCH BREAD

;21.•
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showtime

Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association
Remember the first
time you had an unexplained itch? Or a runny
nose without other
symptoms of a cold? Or
maybe your eyes
watered and you sneezed a lot but didn't have
nasal congestion?
It puzzled you until someone suggested, ''It's
just an allergy,", and
then you accepted it as
inherently a puzzle and
quit wondering.
Remember that the
next tirtle your pet
scratches and acts differently than usual. It
may have an allergy.
Symptoms
You may notice your
dog or cat rubbing its
head on the floor, scratching its ears with its
paws, chewing on its
feet or rubbing its back
or sides against
anything rough. Occasionally you may notice
inflamed areas of skin
and/or the animal may
have a bad odor.
Suspect an allergy.
Both dogs and cats
may develop allergies to
almost anything, though*
the condition is seen
more frequently in dogs.
There are several
kinds of allergies, but
all of them are more
common from spring
until cold weather takes
over.
One is caused by
breathing pollen, dust or
mold into the lungs. An
occasional. animal may
; become so sensitized

that skin -contact with
the allergen will cause a
reaction. This allergy
normally will be active
f
- rom warm weather until the first killing frost,
If caused by a pollen. If
caused by house dust it
may be active anytime.
Flea Allergy
Another kind of reaction is caused Iv reaction to flea bites. The
animal becomes, sensitized to flea saliva, left
whenever the animal is
bitten by a flea. It
causes reaction on the
skin at the site of the
flea bite, and may
develop into "hot spots"
— most dermatitis —
which can be quite irritating to the animal
and can be a site for infestation by maggots.
Still a third variety is
allergy to bacteria,
usually staphylococcus.
This may not seasonal,
but is triggered by exposure to an allergen.
A fourth variety can
be allergy to certain
foods, seen more often
in German shepherds
and toy poodles, but
possible in any animal.
Age of Onset
Allergies usually
show up when the
animal is between one
and three years of age,
but have been known to
begin as early as four
months of age and as
late as ten years.
The mechanics of an
allergy is basically the
same for animals and

for humans — when the
animal is exposed to an
allergen to which it is
hypersensitive, the
animal's body reacts in
an abnormal manner
and the clinical symptoms appear.
In Kentucky, ragweed
pollen seems to be a particularly offensive agent
for many dogs. The
pollen usually becomes
active in July.

By BOB THOMAS
- Al Writer
"The Emerald
Forest" is a rare and
hauntingly beautiful
adventure into,, the
Brazilian jungle, a
wonderland being
squandered by
humanity.
The producer and
director is John Boorman. an obsessive artist
who is willing to devote
two years in quest of a
unique film experience.
His movies are filled
with action, nnich of it
violent, but he is more
interested in spinning
allegories of good
against evil, whether in
the contemporary South
I"Deliverance"

Treatment
Treatment for
animals is much the
same as that for people.
Tests are available
which will differentiate
between the types of
allergens to which the
animal is sensitive.
While the condition
cannot be "cured" in
the sense that a disease
is cured, it can usually
be controlled quite effectively for the lifetime
of the animal.
Sometimes the treatment is as simple as not
allowing the animal to
eat certain focids. Other
times being sure the
animal is free of fleas
will suffice
In other types of
allergies, treatment
with the cortisones may
be appropriate.
Veterinarians have
acquired extensive expertise in this field in recent years and can adequately diagnose the
allergy and recommend
an effeclive treatment. ,

We Rent
Air Conditioners!

Arthurian

or

in
England

rites of manhood, is sud- "Diva," the savage when Boorman and
denly confronted by his beauty of the jungle has wri•ter Rospo
"ghost father.," The seldom been captured • Pallenberg apparently
b 6 y's fllemnIa — so magnficently.
felt "The Emerald
whether to return to his
Powers Boothe, who' Forest" needed a
real family or stay with won an Emmy as Jim smashing finish. Inthe people he has learn• Jones ;of Guyana, is stead, the climax seems
ed to love — is com- perfectly cast as the extraneous and
plicated by genocidal at- distraught father. Boor- unrealistic.
tacks by "The Fierce man's son need not
Rated R, perhaps
People."
apologize for nepotism: because of violence.
Boorman filmed "The he is totally convincing
--Emerald Forest" in as the young man
Motion Picture
Brazil under the most caught between two Association of America
difficult of conditions, worlds. Meg Foster rating definitions:
but his zeal has paid off. figures only briefly as
G — General auAs photographed by the mother.
diences. All ages
Philippe Rousselot, the - The single jarring admitted.
cinematographer of note comes at the end,
PG — Parental

WASHINGTON (AP)
— Senators and conBoorman's new film
gressmen from the area
focuses on the harm -be- served by the Tennessee
ing done to the fragile Valley Authority
society of primitive defended the agency as
South American tribes. an energy and enNot only is civilization vironmental laboratory
destroying their that has benefited the
habitats, but as the entire nation while earnjungle shrinks, the more ing a world -class
bellicose tribes war on reputation.
the peaceful ones. It is a
The testimony Tues-classic case of survival day from Alabama,
of the meanest.
Tennessee, Mississippi
"The Emerald
and Kentucky senators
.Forest" begins with an and congressmen came
American engineer during oversight heart Powers Boothe
and ings conducted by Sen.
his wife t Meg Foster i Gordon Humphrey,
who take their two R-N.H., who Monday
young children on a pic- had called
TVA
nic near the site of a
"autocratic and even
power •dam he will help
to build. The -7-year:old
boy wanders away into
the jungle.
Ten years. later,
Boothe is still hunting
WINSTON-SALEM
for his lost son, played
by Boorman 's son 0( AP) — A federal judge
Charley. The bey, who has found Naegele Outhas been adopted by door Advertising Co.
."The Invisible People'' guilty of 25 Mail fraud
and has undergone its counts involving doublebilling of customers and
fined the nation's
largest outdoor advertising company $25,000.
U.S. District Judge
Richard C. Erwin
ordered Naegele's corporate president,
Richard Frances Condon Of Minneapolis, held
in custody until The fine
is paid.
"People complain
that the government is
753-6034

always on their backs,"
Erwin sajd Tuesday.
"This is a good example
of why the government
should be on the backs
Of people."
The company was fined $1,000 on each count,
the maximum the law
allows.
Most of the counts
against Naegele stem
from a period during
1982 when the company
billed clients for more
billboard advertising
space than was
available.
The company would
occasionally bill two

clients for the same Andy Danielson of Minspace, even though only neapolis, told the court
one was using it.
that the company had
"William Bradbury Jr., conducted internal
a Gfeensboro FBI agent audits and "certain
who began an investiga- changes have been
tion of the company in made to make sure this
early 1983, said inter- type of thing doesn't
views with numerous happen again."
people indicated the
company's Greensboro
Authorities on Monoffice had been "engag- day also charged
ed in a policy where Naegele manager
they would turn no con- Richard R. Marlowe
tract down. They would with three misdeutilize a very aggressive meanor counts of maksales policy and worry ing false statements on
about the consequences employees' earning
later."
_forms. He is expected to
Naegele's attorney, be arraigned July 22.

This contest is just for the guys

Wol mart So,•. for Lost • Wal Mort Sells for Loss • Wts, Mort Soils for loss • Wol.Mort Solis for Loss • Wol Mort Srills for less •
$olo Dot*: Sok, Ends

Humphrey, chairman
of the environment subcommittee on regional
and community
development, was particularly critical of the
structure that allows
TVA's three directors to
set electric rates for the
agency's customers
without having their
decisions reviewed by
any regulatory body.
But Tennessee's
senators, Democrats
Jim Sasser and Albert
Gore Jr., warned that
Congress should not
tamper with the structure of an organization
that has worked well for
more than half a
century.

Billboard company fined for fraud

$300
Chestnut St.

dictatorial."
bills," Flippo said.
The only dissenting
The Alabama convoice among the Ten- gressman said he was
nessee Valley delega- not questioning TVA's
tions came from Rep. role and purpose, only
Ronnie Flippo, an the structure that perAlabama Democrat who mits the-board of direcechoed Humphrey's call tors to act both as policy
Monday for changes in maker and manager.
the structure of TVA to
Humphrey, who
make it more accoun- politely acknowledged
table to the people.
the comments of the
"It seems to me that other congressmen and
the focus of public con- senators from the TVA
cern about the agency region, applauded
should be on making Flippo's "courage" in
TVA more responsive to calling for changes in
the people, more TVA's structure and
representative of the said he looked forward
regi rq_Inore accoun- to working with the
table for its actions and north Alabama conthus better understood gressman to achieve
by those who pay the that goal.

'ExcaliburY

Fried Chicken Special
Includes 3 vegetables
and medium drink

753-8201

PG -13 — Special
parental guidance
strongly suggested for
children under 13. Some
material may be inappropriate for young
children.,
R — Restricted.
Under 17 requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian.
X — No one under 17
admitted. Some states
may have higher age
restrictions.

TVA defended by lawmakers

The Donut Shack

We're Growing
to get
RENTAL4SALES
your Business
CENTER

guidance suggested.
Some material may not
be suitable for children.

BURLINGTON, Ky.
( AP ) — It sounds like a
typical beauty contest
with candidates judged
on physique, poise and
personality.
But only guys will
compete to become the
first "Mr. Boone County," on Aug. 5 at the
Boone County 4-H &
Utopia Fair,
Bridget Burcham, 18,
is credited with initiating the contest with
the help of Mary Jones,
her former Sunday
school teacher. The con*

Monday. July 22nd

Location: Hwy 641 North
Stara Flours: Mon-Sat. 9.9. 1230-530

test is designed to at- female counterparts
tract teen-agers and will in the Miss Boone
young adults to the fair County Fair Beauty
and to appease women Pageant on Aug. 6.
who believe turn-about
The men's bathing
is fair play.
suits will be restricted
"We don't want this to to regular boxer or tankbe a bodybuilding con- type swim trunks, "not
test," Mrs. Jones said. the brief type," Miss
"We're looking more for Burcham said.
a kind of charisma type
Mr. Boone County
of thing," Miss Burcontestants must be
cham added.
single, at least 18 years
The contestants will old and residents of the
compete in swimsuit state. Requirements are
and "dress attire" the same for the women,
categories just as their except that they must be
_

between 15 and 22 years
of age.
There is a $5 entry fee.
Mrs. Jones said that
word of the male contest
is spreading.
"I have heard from
several different women
saying they were going
to go there and heckle
them like (men) do the
women," she said. -"I
told them we're going to
ask them to leave."
-Heckling and catcalling, she said, would
violate the spirit of the
contest.
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Save 2.56-2.66

Suede Casuals for the Family
•Genuine split leather uppers
•Tru moc construction
•Liexibleiongwearing soles .
. •Reg 13 84-15 83
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Blg Boys sizes 3 -6
Ladies sizes 5-10

Savings up to 50%
for the Entire Family!

•r•
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All sizes & styles not
available in all stores
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It has been good to me. I Roberts and his family First
United Methodist
imagine if I vacuumed as one I had visited
Church.
the steerinrwheel or the with. In the column, he
Observations
• • •
dashboard, crumbs was listed Carl .Robei.
• Margaret Stokes
from his ever-present __pen in the item aboiii.
In St. Louis
cigar could be found. In Ottis Jones, he was
Margaret Stokes
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT
athletics, numbers are listed as Ottis cburchill
INVESTMENTS
IMrs. T.H. Stokes) has
retired to the school's visiting his aunt, move
d from her'
hall of fame and many Frances Churchill. He is reside
nce in -Florida and
A19-year-old
vice - a service With athletes have been residing
in Nashville, is residing at 634 West Industrial Average
+ 6.50
I.B.M.
friend retired
.
distinction. And thalN listed among the naAir Products
129% +1%
not Houston. Well, Canterbury, Apt.
. 54% -1/a
A, St. Apple
Jerrico
Wells Purdom Jr. credit was given when i tional Hall of Fame
. 21% +1
Computer
/
4
anyway fellows, that is Louis, Mo. 63132.
17
/
1
4 +/
1
4
Johnson & Johnson .
Many American
and I had the honor and the title was delivered to,honorees. Why not list anothe
48 +
Telephone
r way of getting may reme
-23
+
/
1
2
pleasure (the pleasure "Little Wells" as he is my old Cad?
Kmart
mber Briggs &
363/4 unc
Stratton
your name in..the paper. Margaret as
273
/
4
Miss Tan- Chrysler
Mary Kay C'esm.
for him and the honor fondly called. That was
Wells is relocating his Both of you are special dy,
131
/
4 une
35%
an
Englis
h
JCPen
teacher Dollar Gen.
for me) yesterday when my part in the honor business-buil
ney
Store
ding on the to me.
50
%
+ %25
/
3
4
at
Murray
State before Dupont
Penwalt
we retired a 19-year-old bestowed. Selling a new former Tucker
39%
• • •
property
501/4
she
marrie
d
Mr.
Quaker
Stokes
friend - my old blue car, to me was his - building to suit his
Oats
Durakon
'
52 + 3/s
Dick Orr's mother
who was president of
13/
3
4
Sears
Cadillac, '66 model, the delight.
371/4 +%
Fordfancy.
.
a new comer
43/
1
2
what is the Peoples
Texaco
last car George bought.
\I've heien reminiscing
• • •
38% +
Mrs. Brenda Mae Orr Bank here and served Forum Group
i0/
1
2
Time
Inc.
It was retired to the alrut °Lir life together
G.A.F.
57% +1%
Corrections
has come to Murray to en the MSU
35
/
1
4
Board- of General Motors
place of honor that peo- - 19 years since it was
Tobacco
Nothing irritates one reside at 805 South Ninth
• 37/
1
4 +1
/
4
89/
1
4
Regents. He was a GenCor
Wal-Ma
rt
ple and things are given purchased. Our first trip More, perhap
p, Inc.
517/8 + unc
s, than St. She is the mother of mayor of
..47
Wendy's
the city, too. Goodrich
after a lifetime of ser- was to F lo rid a in having his
18 +%
name spelled Dick Orr and formerly ,Mrs. Stokes
C.E.F. Yield
lived near
March. George thought incorrectly. In this col- reside
7.05
28/
d in Bruceton, her brother, Jack Tan- Goodyear
1
4
it good economy to trade umn last week, I erred. Tenn.
Inus Orr introduc- dy, in Florida until he
cars each year. He died I'm sorry. Attending the
al us Sunday at lunch. died a few months ago.
a year after this pur- weekend of high school S'he
is affiliated with the Her nieces and nephew
chase and I have kept it. reunions, I listed Carl Gleaners' Class
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL
of the resic& in St. Louis.
BONDS - MUTUAL FUND
S
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK
EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
Val-Mart Sells fc- Ls •
Se tor Less • Wal-Marl Se s for Less • ,.'.al-Mart Sells for Less •
.al-Mart sells tor Les, • Wa'-M art Sells 'Dr Less rWal-Mart Sells for Le • Wa.-Mart Sells
for Less •
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) - A judge has
granted a temporary
restraining order barring the Certificate of
Need Board from considering any applications for long-term care
beds.
Franklin Circuit
Judge William Graham
Issued the ruling Tuesday after a group of
hospitals and nursing
•
homes filed suit seeking
to overtu-rn the
moratorium Gov. MarIrish
tha Layne Collins mlSpring
posed last month on
long-term care beds.
Deodorant
• Defendants in the suit
SOap
are the licensure board,
Caginet for Human
Resources and its
nit MIME INOONNI.,IOW
secretary, Al Austin.
IN
Cabinet spokesman
0
4
1
Brad Hughes said the
ILES MIX
timm
1110ini
OF 3
mmo
l4 Bar Pkg.
restraining order
16161612101
freezes applications to
construct 1,874 longterm care beds and to
convert 672 others.
Collins, citing
runaway costs in Kentucky's Medicaid program and the prospect
of a ;50 million deficit
this fiscal year, imposed
Guaranteed
the moratorium by exquality at
ecutive order on June
low prices
21.
everyday
It was to last until
Reg.
2.84
Dec. 1 and barred the
•3 Position Cover
cabinet and the licensure board from taking
any action on applicaDuro-Tred
tions for long.term care
Duro Tred
Gering
Gering 100%
beds.
Super 60
Super 80
Super Flex
Vinyl
For

FIRST OF MICHIGAN
CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock Market

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY
753-9476

Restraint put
on long-term
care beds
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Special Purchase

Reg. 1.14
•Cheese or
Regular
•16 Oz.
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FREE
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Wooden Bar Stool
With Padded Seats
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Plan retirement
funds early
PROVIDE*E, R.I.
(AP) - Anyone planning for retirement
within the next two
years should be taking
certain steps to ensure a
smoother transition
from the workforce to
the ranks of the retired.
Frederick H. Sandstrom of Fleet National
Bank here says it's very
important to set Your
personal retirement
plans in advance so you
can assess their impact
on your finances. Sand.-1tro.m says the most imrtan t thing that
should be done 1:s k complete analysis of the
funds a: person has to
work with.
"In addition to listing
cash, other assets that
should be included are:
Investments such as
stocks, bonds, real
estate, pensions, life insurance as well as tangible personal property
such as home furnishings, collections,
automobiles, and
jewelry," he says. ,
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Garden Hose!

Radial Belt
5/8" 60 Ft.

Radial Belt
5/8" 50 Ft.

5/8" 50 Ft.

Reg. 15.96

Reg. 12.96

SALE

Reg. 4.97 Sale

Reg. 15:00 Sale

Reg. 8.96 Sale

Reg. 9.97 Sole

Reg. to 14.86 Sole

Reg. 2.50

Reg. up to 11.97 Sale

Reg. to 7.94 Sole

Reg. up to 7.96 Sale

Reg. 9.93 Sale

Reg. 4.97 Sole

Reg. to 4.96.Sole

Reg. 4.46 Sole

Rey,9 ')t Sale

. Reg. 6.00 Sole

Reg. 6.94 Sale
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Reg. 2.50

Sale

Reg. 3.96

Sale

Reg 8.96 Sale

Reg. 9.96 Sale

Sale Ends Mon. July 22nd

Wat Mart Sells for Less • Wal Mart

Sale

Reg. 4.68 Sole

Reg. 4.00 Sole 1.50

2.50 Sale

ADvE471SED MERCHANDISE

ilsry. 641 North
Mon.-Sat. 9-9, Sun. 12:30-5:30

Reg. 6.46

Reg. 9.88 Sale

3.96 Sale

Reg.. 2.00 Sale 1•50

neerler••••

Sale

Reg. 13.94 Sole

Reg. 2..77 Sale

kin

Reg. 1.96.

Sale

Reg. 6.96 Sale

Reg. to 8.96 Sale

Jim D. (:rick
Rt. 2. Be% 1444
Murra). 1L),.
Horne Phone 489-2322
Office 753-4377
.001)M1,M1101 TIFF WORL
liii 191SIIRANCIF SOC1FTY
Home ()Ike t),Ttaha Norio&

*Special Selection
*Limited Quantities
*No Rainchecks

Reg. 4.47 Sole

Reg. 19.94 Sale
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INFANTS &
2.50
TODDLER
BOYS AND MENS
3.00
12.00 Mens Walking Shorts
6.00 Infa
nt Sunsuits
6.00 Men's Casual Pants
10.00
2.00
7.00 Men's Swim Suits
5.00 Infant Shorts
4.00 Men's Sport Shirts
8.00
1•50
Plus Size Short Set
Jr,
Boys
Short Sets
13.00
5.00 Infant Garanimal
Plus Size Shorts
3.00 Wrangler Student Jeans
8.00 Shirts & Shorts
2.50
Infant &
GIRLS WEAR
LINGERIE
Toddler Pants
Rompers
2.00 Woven Sleepshirts
8.00
3.00
Tops
Sun
Shift
s
Reg.
8.00 Toddler Shorts
1.50
Woven Shifts
Short Sets
4.00 & Shirts
Crintle Cloth Tops
2.00
5.00
3.50 Rompers
5.00 Toddler
Gowns & P.J.'s
.2.00-5.00 Waltz Gowns
Garanimal
Baby
Doll
P.J.'
s
6.0
0
Shorts
2.00
Shorts
Stra
ples
_Bra
s
s
Reg.
2.0
0
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1.50
Shorts
Shorts
Short Sets
Short Sets
Tops
Tops
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Lafferty trial continues
PIKEVILLE. Ky.
1AP I - Testimony
resumed today in the
trial of Floyd County
Trial Commissioner
Thomas Lafferty Sr.,
accused of unlawfully
using count, ygovernment credit
cards to pay'abOut $800
for meals over a sixmonth period.
Lafferty is one of 13
Floyd Countians, including five current or
former county officials,
indicted after an investigation of county
financial practices in
the administration of
Judge-Executive Jerry
Lafferty Jr., who died in
office in May 1983.
Thomas Lafferty Sr.
served-as -deputy judge
executiveduring the administration of Jerry
Lafferty, his brother.
He is charged with theft
by deception.
The cases are being
heard by Pike Circuit
Judge Will T. Scott,
,iamed a special judge
:n the case. They were
moved to Pike County
on a change of venue
and will have separate

_

the evidence would
show "greed, fraud and
deception" by a county
official "in a position of
trust" and added, "No
official is entitled to use
publi,c money for his
own personal pleasure"
Defense attqrney
Phillip 'Damron
withheld his opening
statement until the
beginning of his case.
The trial of Thomas
Lafferty Sr.'s son,
former Floyd County
Clerk Thomas Lafferty
Jr., is scheduled to
begin Thursday. He was
also charged with theft
by deception in connection with the use of county credit cards.
Others scheduled for
trial in the neAl two
weeks include John
Mark Stephens of
Pikeville, described by
investigators as a
former son-in-law of
Jerry Lafferty. He is
.charged %kith with theft
by deception and
possession Of 'a -forged
check.
And magistrates Ed
Caudill, Kenneth
Roberts and Lowell
Sammons are charged
-with theft by deception.
Roberts and Samnions
were defeated in the
May primary.

''

1

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles

Through his unfor- them.
tunate marital exThe Concern Of
periences Hosea, the
God's Lovebrokenhearted prophet,
Hosea 11:8
learned that God's heart
Their sinfulness tendwas breaking on ac- ed to cause God to give
count of the plight of His them up, but His heart
wayward people.
yearned for them and
The Certainty Of
He refused to do so..
God's LoveBecause of His great
Hoses 11:1-4
concern and love for
As Hosea was wound- them. God would not
ed deeply .by the carry His anger to comunbecoming conduct of pletion in executing the
his unfaithful wife, so punishment they
God was wounded and deserved. When God's
grieved by the sins of children drift away
the Israelites, who had from Him, His love still
devoted their time and goes out to them. He has
strength to someone a special concern for
other than Him. Out of them, and is yearning
pure grace God had for their return. Comchosen Israel, entered plete forgiveness and
PROJECT TV PISTS AT MURRAV STATE - TWO representatives of the University of Wisconsin at
into a covenant with marvelous blessings
Nhitewater,(from left) Dr. Don 'Zahn and Dr. Hans Hahn, are at Murray State University to conduct a
her, and made her the await God's children
Project TV PISTS (Teaching touth Positive Instructional Strategies for Typing Success) workshop Juobject of His special upon their return. •
ly„ 15-18. They are instructing 44 business and special education teachers from elementary school
love and blessing. Like
The Call Of God's
through the college level on how to serve handicapped students better. Shown with them are represenGomer, Israel had left
Love-Hosea
14:1-4
tatives of the co-sponsors of the workshop, the Kentucky Department of Education and Murray Rtate.
her first Lover for proThe backsliding of the
Dr. James Booth (right), vice president for academic affairs on the campus, welcomed the group: Also
fligate lovers - the Israelites was an -inshown are Charles McDowell, executive director of the state Department for the Blind, and Betty
heathen deities. Israel disputable fact.
Hughes. program manager for vocational programs in the state Office of Education for Exceptional
had mixed the worship Backsliding is that conChildren. Zahn and Hahn. who specialize in business education and special education respectively,
of JehoSah and Baal to dition of the life of a
originated Project TV IISTS in Wisconsin in 1979 and for the past three years have been working to get
such an extent that it child of God in which
similar programs initiated in other states.
In an opening statewas difficult to see communion with God is
(MS1 Photo by Chris Evans)
ment Tuesday. Assiswhich receivedVe most broken, love for Him is
tant Attorney General
of her devotion.
diminished, and joy has
t3arbara Whaley said
God reminded the departed. If any person
Israelites He had chosen is in a backslidden conthem, not because of dition, he is unhappy
any merit on their part and miserable When
but out of His great love ,God's children
for them. Out of His backslide, they also lose
compassionate and their usefulness in His
redeeming love He had service, subject
MADISON, Ind. (AP) Alcorn- said the grand delivered them from themselves to divine
A Kentucky couple jury heard testimony bondage in Egypt, had chastening, and bring
was indicted today by a Tuesday from six protected them from upon themselves
harm, supplied their remorse of conscience.
Jefferson County grand witnesses.
Here, as elsewhere in
He -said Kentucky and needs and brought them
jury on charges of
the Scriptures, God apreckless hOmicide and military authorities at to the Promised Land.
As God drew them peals to' backslider's- to
neglect of a dependent Fort Knox had been
with bands of love, the come back to Him, and
in the death of their contacted.
more rebellious they to have delightful
2-year-old son who died
Reckless homicide is became toward Him. fellowship with Him. If
of hyperthermia.
a Class C felony and car- His tenderness toward you have backslidden
The indictment allegries a maximum them was like that of a and lost the joy of the
ed that Lewis and Petra sentence
of 10 years in herdsman who, after a Lord out of your life.
Ross of Radcliff, Ky., prison,
Alcorn said. The - day of toil, lifted the then heed the call of God
left their son, Lewis
neglect charge is Class heavy yoke of wood to come back to Him,
Ross Jr.. unattended in
B felony, and would from the backs of his ox- confess your sins to
the family car for more
carry a ' maximum en, put them in their Him, tell Him that you
than two hours while the
penalty of 20 years.
stalls, and placed, food are sorry that you did
couple attended the
before them. In spite of wrong, and ask Him to
Madison Regatta
The parents had told the
fact that God dealt forgive you and cleanie
- hydroplane races July 7. police they left one winso tenderly and lovingly you.If you will hear and
Ross is a soldier at dow in the car partially with
the Israelites, their heed the call of God's
Fort Knox, Ky. His wife, rolled down and
ungrateful hearts did love, and come back and
a German citizen, also periodically checked on
not properly recognize get right with Him now,
had used the name the child.
His manifold mercies, He will cleanse you and
Margaret.
The toddler was taken so it became necessary
restore you to fellowship
An autopsy in to King's Daughters'
for Him to chastise with Him.
Louisville indicated the Hospital in Madison
child died of hyperth6r- with a temperature of
mia caused by extreme 108 degrees, a low heart
KILLING TIME - Jerome Sucher. 3, of Beavercreek, Ore., yawns as he
waits with his pet goat for heat in the vehicle. rate, and no sign of
the start of the recent Junior Rose Festival Parade in Portland. Festival
officials said the parade May Temperatures the day breathing. He was proha% t• been the biggest in the world designed just for kids, with an
estimated 10,000 participating or of the race were in the nounced dead
at Kosair
watching.
mid-80s.
Children's Hospital in
LOUISVILLE, Ky. during rush-hour and
Prosecutor Merritt K. Louisville.
(AP) - A cargo plane traffic was stalled as far
that crash-landed on an north as Sellersburx,
Interstate, tying up mor- Ind.
rung traffic, had a
The pilot, Larry Patnistory of problems with chett, 39, of Casey, Ill.,
Bunning acknowledg- its fuel gauge, federal was not injured. He was
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I've been asked by some
headed for Terre Haute,
(API - Former interesting people to ed during an. interview authorities said.
No one was injured in Ind. when one engine
Republican guber- take a very strong look Tuesday that he has
the accident, which oc- quit and he turned back
been encouraged to run
natorial nominee Jim at it."
curred about a mile to the airport. He had
for
Bunning says he expects
Congress by U.S.
Some Republicans
short of the runway at stopped at Standiford to
to make a decision on regard Bunning as their Rep. Jack Kemp of New
Standiford Field on In- pick up some paCkages.
his political future by best bet to hold the 4th York, a prospective
terstate 65 Tuesday at
Fouts praised PatAug. 1.
District seat after U.S. presidential candidate, 5:30.a.m.
chett
for -landing the
Bunning says he's ex- Rep. Gen,e Snyder of and by representatives
'Several pilots had plane without hurting
aminng the congres- suburban Louisville of the White House and
complained on the twin- anyone.
sional race "because retires next year.
the Republican National engine craft's
flight log
"I think he did k pretCommittee.
that the fuel gauge was ty fine job of not injurGRAVEL
Republican Chairman not
working, said Chuck ing anyone," Fouts said.
Frank Fahrenkopf T. Fouts,
We Haul
an air safety Houses bordcr one side
discussed the race with investigator
141( STUMP REMOVAL
Coldwater
with the of the interste.
up
stumps
remove
him last month at a na- National
We can
Transportation
Pit Gravel
Patchett told inSale Ends Thursday, July 25
ground.
the
below
to 24'
tional committee Safety Board.
vestigators the fuel
435 4343 or 435 4319.
435-4343
meeting in Atlanta,
Fouts said he planned gauge said he had 1,800
We Now Haul Pit Grovel
435-4319
Bunning said.
to look at the plane's pounds, or 280 gallon,s,
fuel indicator and of fuel when he left
measuring system, but Terre Haute for
he did not know whether Louisville early Tuesthe plane had run out of day. He did not refuel in
fuel.
Louisville, and said the
The city's major gauge indicated he had
north-south artery was 1,400 pounds of fuel
tied up for five hours when he left Louisville.
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Couple- indicted for
death of 2-year-old
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Airplane that crashed had
problems, say authorities
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Bunning sets deadline for decision

ONE WEEK ONLY!

If we practically
GIVE TI-115 RIM AWAY
How many
people will
grab it?

NOTICE
If You Missed Your Paper
.Call Your Paper Carrier

The Nationally
Famous Diamond
Waterfall Design

114 CARAT OF DIAMONDS
Yoour rs

$19900
Only
NOW THAT 15 A RIDICULOUSLY LOW PRICE.
WHILE THEY LAST..

MICHELS eNS

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER.
.
MURRAY. KY.
•ntotged to sho.• coroo.,
:

Pepsi,
Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew, rititb;
Dr. Pepper
or-7 Up

1.39

1.

_

16 oz. 8 pk.
Plus Deposit
or Bottles

7.1

Tim McReynolds, 1107 Olive St., 753-7121
Karen Rains, 114 N. 7th St., 753-5918
Jeff Waters, 403 S. 11th St., 753-6558
Mark Galloway, 207 S. 13th St., 753-1431 '
Debbie Buchanan, 1602 Olive Apt. 1, 753-6090
Mike Davis, 514 S. 7th St., 753-9600
David Daughaday, 1400 Vine St., 753-4783
Lance Allison, 1108 fairland Dr., 753-8809
John Morris, 610 Fairlane, 753-3145
Ray Ferguson, 1718 Melrose-Dr., 753-7231
Brock Peyer, 1539 Oxford, 753-4304
Matt Ferguson, 1718 Melrose Dr., 753-7231
mI4 Wilkins, 1703 Plainview Dr., 753-1866
Marty Williams, 502 S. 11111 St., 753-8410
Jimmy Tripp, P.O. Box 1610 Suhset.Blvd. 753-3476
Brian O'Neill, P.O. Box 1040 C
Brian Anderson. 2222 Quail Creek Dr., 759-1366 -.J.
.
Ricky Nelson-, 1851;Ryan Ave., 753-861()
—
Tony Wade, 1208 Main St.. Apt.1, 753-3726
Jopee Rodgers, Route 3, 15941,55
Terry Alexander, P.O. Bo* 973, 753-37ii
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Education programs lack money
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The chairman of the Senate Appropriations and Revenue Committee says the administration's
revenue and spending plans are
out of balance and expenditures
must be cut before he will agree.
to the-plan,
Sen. Mike Moloney, D Lexington, made the charge
after his committee gave final
approval to the corporate tax
bill on Tuesday.
As currently drawn, the
governor's education programs
will cost $310 million over the
next 34 months. During the same
period, additional taxes on corporations will raise about $216
million.
"I don't think we can buy
that," Moloney said.
Moloney said he would like to
have expenditures reduced by
$20 million to $45 million.
•
The same kind of issue was
raised on Monday when Moloney'
deferred action on the corporate
tax bill because of questions
about the long-term cost of
longevity pay raises for
teachers.
As contained in the education
measure backed by Gov. Mark
tha Layne Collins, teachers with
10-14 years experience wougti
receive a $300 salary increase in
1987. Teachers With 15 years cif
experience or more woutti
receive a $700 salary increas,:
In 1988, there would be additional increases of $500•for those
with 10-14 years of experience;
$900 for 15-19 years experience;
and $1,300 for 20. years experience or more.
"Moloney's question was

whether the Kentucky Education Association would seek to
have new longevity increases included in future budgets that
would . be above and beyond
those in the 1986-88 biennium.
"We see (the bill) as a,, onetime adjustment to the salary
schedule," KEA President Jon
Henrikson said. "The
Legislature is not obligated to
increase those longevity
increases."
Confusion remained, however,
about how the increases would
affect leachers that would not
qualify for them in the next
budget period and whether they
will continue in the base pay of
the teachers who receive them.
Moloney said a teacher who
currently has eight years of experience will not receive any increase unless a future General
Assembly decides to award it.
It will also be up to future
lawmakers to decide if the increases awarded now will be
continued.
Sen. Benny Ray Bailey, DHindman, said such an expectation is not unreasonable.
The longevity increases are
estimated to cost $39.3 million
through the 1986-88 biennium.
Moloney said there are no accurate estimates available for
the cost of the increases if they
.are extended to all newly eligible teachers in future years, but
said it could be somewhere between $70 million and $132 million
for each two years.
Henrikson said he expects the
KEA will seek such an extension. "I think you'd have a pro-

blem operating two salary
schedules," he said.
The bill that will be considered
by the Senate contains two major differences with the version
passed by the House last week.
The Senate committee removed a provision included by the
House to have a lower corporate
license tax rate for the first $1
million of capital invested by all
companies.
The panel also added an
amendment on Tuesday that
would allow individuals to have
a choice of depreciation
schedules for Capital investments. The change was
sponsored by Sen. Art Schmidt,
R-Cold Spring, but Moloney said
it may be deleted by the full
House because it would reduce
revenues.
The tax bill passed the committee by a vote of 7-1, with Sen.
Gene Huff, R-London, voting
against it.
Moloney passed on the vote
and said he reserved the -right to
vote against the bill when it
comes to a vote in the full
Senate, probably later this
week.
If the full Senate goes along
with the committee amendments, and the House refuses to
accept, the measure will go to a
conference committee where
lawmakers from both chambers
will seek a compromise.

SAVEA150
Sugar Free ORANGE CRUSH
100% e

NUTRASWEET,

MONO Soff'f HE

'NUTRASWEET MAD TI. laJTRASWIE SYMBOL RR* 'RAN
WAILS OF
D SEAALI NOLO

SAVE
500 with this coupon and Up
to $1.00 with coupons by mail.
the
HERE'S HOW.Redeem
•coupon below
and try Sugar Free Crush.

If you prefer..-.
' the Great Taste of Sugar Free
Crush we will send yQU kijf
25C Crush coupons by mail.

Or... we will send you 50C
just for trying Sugar Free
Crush!

The bombing destroyed the
airport barracks, killing 241 people and wounding more than 100.
The wounded were given first
aid, then most were flown offshore to the helicopter carrier
U.S.S. Iwo Jima for emergency
care and surgery.
From the ship, they were

A Defense Department report
in April 1984 and separate
memorandums by Army and Air
Force officers involved in the
operation document.dissent and
confusion over the distribution
of patients among the hospitals
in West Germany, the Times
reported.
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PRICES GOOD
THROUGH
SUNDAY, JULY 21ST.

Some Items May
Not Be Exactly
As Pictured

Neosporin
Ointment

Payless Brand
Extra Strength
Non Aspirin

Helps prevent infection,
aid in healing
'2 Oz. tube

Pain Relief
100 Tablets Sale $1 49

Sale $178

100 Capsules Sale

Equal
Low-Calorie
Granulated
Sweetrier
200 Packets
Sale
$495

$188

Sale

The Extra Rich
Shampoo

Aloe & Lanolin
Skin Condtioning

Normal/Dry Normal/Oily
7 Oz. Bottle
Your choice

Lotion
8 Oz. Bottle

Skin
Conditioning
Lotion

)

Sale

$ 188

Prell Shampoo

Jergens

New Take Off

99t

SOle$ 1 28

Make-up Remover
Cloths

Metamucil

Thoroughly
and gently
- removes all
types of make
up. 24 Cloths
6 1 29

Regular 21 Or.
Orange 21 Or.
Sugar free 11.1 Oz.
Your choice

Deep Fry
Candy &
Jelly
Thermometer
N. 452

Sale 6695

Sale $ 1 22

Natural Fiber
Laxative

PeptoBismol
for Upset
Stomach,
Diarrhea,
Indigestion
8 oz. Liquid

Fairgrove Stainless
Steel Peeler

Sale$ 1 38

Chrome-plated
Steel handle
Sale

*37'

Health &
Beauty
Housewares

Freezer Containers
Plastic storage containers for
freezing and storing
Package of 5 pints
Packhe of 4-1 1/2 Pints
Package of 3 - Quarts
Your choice

Deep Tan
Supreme Super Rich
Suraan Oil
10 Or. Bottle
Sale6269 '

Sale
Just right •
for washing
fruits
and
vetetables.,
14 Qt. Pon
Sale 40245
qa

If*

1:4
4411.11

Nevco 10 Piece
Measuring
Set
No. 2720
Save $1.00

Fantastic
Spray
Cleaner

ANACIN

32 Oz. Bottle
with Sprayer

FAST PAIN RELIEF
•••,,,ES
,

Sale $ 1 9

Fast pain relief
50 Tablets
Sales1"
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48 Or.

.Sale62"
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99'
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Home Canning Jars 1

f

with caps and lids.
...- -Regular mouth quarts case of .12 '3" ..,...!..--4
Wide mouth quarts case of 12 '4"
,
-
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Anacin
Tablets

tiactit Octagon Liquid
Detergent

69'

tkirrq Alumheurn pisk-Pan

soli

Espraten Dee Wales

WHEN YOU BUY CRUSH
2-LITER BOTTLE OR MULTI-PACK

4 mg. 24 tablets

Light, Body Building
Moisturizing
8 Oz. Can
Your choice
Sales 38

STYLE

(Cash reclernption Yoh.* 520 of 161
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SAVE 50c

Mon.-Sat.
9:00-9:00
Sun. 1:00-6:00
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flown back to the airport for
evacuation by planes to a British
military hospital on Cyprus and
.U.S. facilities in West Germany
and Italy.

753.6575

EflOOSe0 is the cash register
receipt oath the purchase some
ot one Crush 2 liter bottle or
one multi pack ot cans or
bottles Circled and the UPC
code written on the receipt
(Please chock Onel
I order the Great Taste of
Sugar Free Orange Crush
Please send me tour 25C
coupons each good toward
the purchase of one Crush 2liter or mulls-pack of cans or
bottles
I'. Please ;end 50C

1.•

rorist acts into the most capable
medical treatment facilities,"
the New York Times reported
today, quoting a previously
secret Pentagon report.

Home Owned-Home Operated
HWY 641 S.-MURRAY, KY.

•

Try Great Tasting

Moloney said he will offer
amendments to decrease spending, and not just on the topic of
longevity increases. "I've got no
commitments on any part of it,"
he said.

Uncle Jeff's
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Read the classifieds for bargains

Report says medical care may have been poor
NEW YORK (AP) — Confusion over the treatment of
casualties from the 1983 truck
bombing of U.S. Marine 'barracks in Beirut revealed serious
weaknesses in American
military medical facilities in
Europe, according to classified
Pentagon studies disclosed in a
published report.
"There was not then, nor is
there now, an effective, coordinated plan assuring continuity
of care, speedy evacuation, and
regulation of the victims of ter-
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Presto
Pressure Cooker
and Canner
Extra Strong Aluminum construction, cooks'foods 3 to
10 times faster then ordinary methods. 6 Qt. No.
01250 sfai.`26"
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Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 9-,7
Friday 9-8
Saturday 9-7
Sunday 1-6

Everyday Low Prices on
Juices, Fruits, Vegetables

WE BACK
OUR QUALITY
WITH A
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!

FOOD STORES
1

Everyday Low Prices on
Meats

Everyday Low Prices on
Baking Supplies

Everyday Low Prices on
Canned Meats

%Whams oz packet MUSHROOM, CHICKEN OR

C1,Clk 2143102'

.

can Grade 'It tenor

.79

Vegetable Juice
-Vt.,* 6

Grapefruit Juice

1.19

-.• WAGNER ORANGE.OR

.93

Wagner Grape Drink
Grad* A fancy

.63

Fruit Cocktail

Apple Pie Filling
1115 el an
Milnot

Man oi
ABC's

.69
e,tcnen Kettle '0 oz

Car

.29

Vegetable Soup

.59

Stegner 15 oz car,

.89

Chili Without Beans
Stegner 24 oz can

1.29
.79

Beans & Ham
Sregne, 5 cz can

Short Cut Green Beans
, Grade A fancy
No-Salt Who. Kernel Cc)rn

.27
.31

Grady A fancy PINTO or

.31

Northern Beans
nta-.est 'are '6cc..:an Grade A fancy

Chicken Vienna Sausage

.43

Everyday Low Prices on
Gum, Candy

.35

( TICKET,
all varieties
diet or regular

Jolly Rancher Kisses
fooz pkg REGULAR OR
Mini Marshmallows

Flavor RV)26 oz can DRIP, REGULAR OR

.39

Electric Perk Coffee
Mr-Coffee 100 ct bolt
Coffee Filters

.79

Orange Slices

Tomato Sauce

.39

Everyday Low Prices on
Cereals, Toaster Tarts

Tea Bags

Total
Cereal

Macaroni)
&-.Cheese Low }I
Dinner Price!

Stuffing Mix

2.99

lb.

1.19

Lb

1.69

Reelfoc'

Corn Dogs

Lb. Pkg. 1.19
Dinner Franks
10.90
10 Lb. Beef Patties

1.69

Canned Hams

1.49

Sausage
Hash Brown Patties

6.99

.49

Liquid Bleach

Lb

1.79
.89

Lb

1t

Lb.

1.79

Everyday Low Prices on
Cooler items
2 lb pkg

Corn Oil Spread

.99

1 lb pkg

P.

Vegetable Quarters

.49

Borden 12 oz P89

American Singles

1.39

Scnrerter s 4 oz oko SHREDDED CHEDDAR OR

Shrd. Mozzarella Chs.

.69

.99

Sun Bnla gailon ,ug

.63

.59

22..
oz can

Spray Starch

.89

Barn Bar

Make-It-Easy Rice Mix

.59

Everyday Low Prices on
Condiments

Jergens Soap
-0, carr AEROSOL
Room Deodorizer

,Dill Spears

.79

30-114)

Pocnnsan s 19oz boxtie

Squeeze Mustard

Everyday Low Prices On
Produce

.39

12 oz can - 100% PURE Citrus Belle

Orange Juice

.99

2-pak PET RITZ

Pie Shells

.59

10 Lb. Red

.69

Potatoes

West Pac 16 oz pkg CORN OR

Bend 26 oz box MEDIUM

Dog Biscuits

.69

Cat Litter

1.39

Corn on the Cob

Tuna Cat Food

1.29

1 19

5 lb bag CRINKLE

French Fries

1.99

Everyday Low Prices on
Snacks

.49

4 ID nag

ASSORTED VARIETIES

Salad Dressing

Frozen Lemonade

.12 w car. MOIST

.99

2.59

Citrus Belle 12 oz can

Broccoli

25 It nag

.69

a, GRAPE JAM OR

Grape Jelly

.89

12 oz pkg CHICKEN PATTIES OR

Chicken Nuggets

4 ear pkg
Spec

1.79

.29

Everyday Low Prices on
Pet Food, Supplies

z ar

1.09

Dry Cat Food

1.39

'4 50% can

Alpo Beef Chunks

i 75

CHEF BOY AR DEE
115 oz. can

'5

2 OZ

EverYdaY
LOW
price' -

Everyday Low Prices on
Crackers, Cookies
auflehone 17oz okg

1.39

Vlsa 2 C pkg ASSORTED

1.29

ASSORTED YARJETIES

_.89
1.49

.39

can

Delight Dog Food

Mini Bites
Ravioli

peg

.69

13.5 oz-Sticks, 14 oz-Fillets

Wash 'n Clean Prewash

BEEF OR CHICKEN

Regal Cookies
6zSunsfor., box
Hi-Ho's

3.79

Fish
Fillets

Everyday Low Prices on
Household, Laundry

.59

- z pkg ELK)MAC OR

Shell Macaroni
Beef Spachfettror Cheese
_
Hamburger Mate

Regal IS oz

Chunk Bologna

Smoked Sausage

22 ,a/ Wray

Sandwich Cremes

Chicken Franks
.69
One round Ok 7
Houser Valley Bacon Lb. 1.29
Chunk Braunschweiger lb. .89

Everyday Low Prices on
Frozen Foods

179

231

-Hydrox Cookies

.45

Buddig Sliced Meats
One pound pkg

Van de Kamp
FISH STICKS OR

- erycia

.,z

2', oz Pkg ASSORTED

100 ct box

GOLDEN WHEAT
7.25 oz. box

ma•rro,

1.29

r K,ng

Instant Tea

GENERAL MILLS

A-1 Steak Sauce

Beef Bologna

3 oz jar

Everyday Low Prices on
Rice, Pasta, Beans

1.29

One pound pkg SEITZ

oz can REGULAR OR ELECTRIC PERK

Safari Decaf. Drip

srarD,e s Rot '5.o.
z :a,Gros% A fancy

Cooked Salami

6

.79

.99

One pound pkg SEITZ PICKLE LOAF OR'

2 liter
zrPet
* v,;eYi Soda Pop
itme

8 .2 pkg ASSORTED

'6 cz pkg

Sweet Peas

12 oz pkg SEITZ

Beef Wieners

Beef Stew

.89

Lb.

4N‘

Everyday Low Prices on
Beverages, Drink Mixes

Budon, 15 oz w mt bull. SPAGHETTI RINGS or

cram Man

Cut Green Asparagus

.59

.99

Chunky Beef Soup

A

car,Grade A fancy

.89

--Baking Powder

Kacnen Kettle 19 oz can

Everyday
Low I
Price!

83-

I 19

Clabt.14tr Owl 10'01 can

Spaghetti Twists

Ds

1.29

Powdered Sugar

15 oz. can

Applesauce

,`

1.09

irak /
1
4 Pork
Loins

Dommo 2 lb bag BROWN OR

FRUIT VALLEY
Grade 6A9 fancy

Perten•

.47

peg

Sweet 'n Low

.63

cc

.4

.79

1401 can

Eagle Brand Milk
100 cl

Pear Halves
.a e, '6 -‘I" Grade A fancy
Grapefruit Sections

.33

Thank-You Brand 200z can

Grade A fancy

•

c

Brown Gravy Mix-

CHEF BOY AR DEE.
WITH
cMEAT BALLS

.19

10' 2 02

tub

Cracker Jacks

1.79

7 Ot la, COLONY

Dry Roasted Mixed Nuts

1.19

Dehte 7 5 oz bag ALL VARIETIES

Potato Chips

.59

I Carrots
Cucumbers
or Peppers

2 Lb. 590

4/s 1

Red or White

You'll are...

The Only
Difference
is Price!

Seedless Grapes
Celery
Cabbage
Nectarines
Tomatoes

Lb, 990

490
150
Lb. 49
590
Lb.
Lb.

We Accept:
• Personal checks for amountst.
• USDA Food Stamps
• Manufacturers Coupons
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Tinkerbell sparks birthday festivities

WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1985

Disneyland celebrates 30 years today in a 30-hour party
ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) —
Disneyland, the home address of
the Baby Boom generation,
began celebrating its 30th birthday today with a 30-hour party, a
free convertible for every
3,000th guest, and a bouquet of
30,000 balloons.
The birthday party began one
minute after midnight, when
Tinkerbell — Peter Pan's spritely companion — glided down
from a perch atop the Matterhorn and brightly colored
ballons soared skyward.
,The crowd of about 7,000 people let out a deafening cheeer
and a brilliantly lighted rainbow
shimmered behind the castle at
Fantasyland.
Besides Tinkerbell, Mickey
Mouse, Donald Duck, Captain
Hook and the Seven Dwarfs
were on hand to welcome home
the Magic Kingdom's many
children, young and old.
Visitors were treated to
brunch and every 3,000th guest
throughout the first eight hours
of the 30-hour party was to get a

Chevrolet Cavalier convertible.
"I think this is great," exulted
11-year-old Greg Larson of
Anaheim. "I was supposed to go
to sleep and take a nap before
this, but I couldn't even get to
sleep."
Greg's mother, Ann, said she
watched the park grow up during its 30 years in Anaheim."We
watched the orange groves go
down and everything build up
around it, so we decided we
wanted to come out," she said.
For 12-year-old Rhonda Kight
of Camarillo, Calif., the event
was the latest in a series of
Disneyland birthdays she's
attended.

were the first two children
through the gates of the park 27
miles southeast of downtown
Los Angeles.
"The place is better than
ever," Schwartner said today.
"I was just old enough to
remember what it was like. Walt
Disney put me on his knee and
asked me if I could wiggle my
ears. When he talked to you, he
was so warm."
It was on July 17, 1955, that
Disney, an award-winning
animator and film producer,
opened the Magic Kingdom, an

amusement park based on the
themes of his many cartoon a,nd
movie creations.
It defined the "theme park"
and changed forever the idea of
family-oriented entertainment.
Although the Magic
Kingdom's start was marred by
a plumber's strike and stIll-soft
asphalt on Main Street that trapped women's spike heels, its
popularity has soared.
Science fiction writer Ray
A:1
and his
MakieRtiaiim ma e the world
a better place.

"Because of Disneyland, the
look, color, texture and life in
hundreds of and eventually
thousands of our cities and
towns will never be the same.
Which is to say, improved,"
Bradbury said.
Today's festivities were part
of a year-long celebration during which $12 million in prizes
are to be given away.
Disneyland's 250 millionth
guest will receive a bonanza: a
Cadillac, 30,000 miles in free
airline travel, 30 free trips to
Disneyland or Florida's Walt

Disney World and free lodging in
Disney hotels at either park.
That lucky person is expected,
to pass through the, gates before
summer's end, said Erwih
Okun, vice president of Walt
Disney Productions.
The park, which grew out of a
$17 million investment by
Disney, was to become one of
the biggest dreams he realized
during a career that included introducing Mickey Mouse to the
world and making animated
cartoons a classic storytelling
form

"We've been here for all the
birthdays, Mickey's and
Donald's and now this," she said
while staring wide-eyed at one of
her favorite characters, Snow
White.
The day was particularly
memorable for Michael
Schwartner, 37, of Searchlight,
Nev. He and Christine Graes, 38,

Nancy Reagan issues message on
behalf of hospitalized husband
ABOARD THE USS
AMERICA (AP) — 'First lady
Nancy Reagan, in an abbreviated tour of this giant aircraft carrier as part of her antidrug campaign, today gave the
ship's officers and crew a
message from her hospitalized
husband.
'When I kissed the
commander-in-chief goodbye, ...
he said, 'Nancy,' will you tell
them how proud I am of them,
how often I think about them?
And tell them there are no
Americans I have greater
respect or affection for than
those fellas out there defending
us."'
Mrs. Reagan had originally
planned to stay the night on the
carrier to observe the Navy's
drug and alcohol abuse efforts,
but cut the visit to about eight

hours after President Reagan
underwent cancer surgery
Saturday at the Bethesda Naval
Hospital.
Indeed, said spokeswoman
Jennefer Hirshberg, the first
lady was carrying through with
the trip "because he wants her
to."
.
Ms. Hirshberg said Mrs.
Reagan_ was drained by the
president's ordeal, had been
sleeping fitfully and was tired.
Mrs. Reagan,accompanied by
her brother, Dr. Richard Davis,
and Navy Secretary John
Lehman, flew by helicopter to
the 1,047-foot carrier, which has
a crew of 5,000 and is at sea
about 50 miles off Norfolk, Va.
Mrs. Reagan was also eating
with the crew and observing
flight operations.

Tobacco bill receives endorsement
from Council for Burley Tobacco
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Council for Burley Tobacco
has unanimously endorsed the
proposed federal tobacco bill
although members acknowledged that the legislation has
drawback.
Kentucky Farm Bureau President Ray Mackey and Larry
Forgy, attorney for the Burley
Tobacco Growers Cooperative
Association of Lexington, told
the council Tuesday that they
were not completely satisfied
with the bill. But they believe
that it is the only feasible means
of saving the federal tobacco
Program.
"I've seen happier people at a
funeral than this," said Mackey,
who with Forgy helped to
negotiate the compromises in
the bill.
The council is made up of
tobacco producers and their
special-interest organizations,
along with buyers, from several
states.
Forgy predicted that the bill,
introduced in the Senate last
week, will pass.
"I don't think any of us are as
proud of this as we would be of a
fresh grown crop. But the fact is,
it's like negotiating for a horse.
If you don't have a good horse,

you can't negotiate as strongly,"
Forgy said.
Under the bill, the average
price-support levels for the
1985-86 market year would drop
to $1.45 a pound for burley tobacco and $1.40 for flue-cured tobacco. As it now stands, those support levels would be $1.79 and
$1.69, respectively.
Quotas would be established
after cigarette manufacturers
submitted their projected purchases of both flue-cured and
burley to the secretary of
agriculture.
The tobacco buyers would also
agree to buy stockpiled leaf.
Forgy acknowledged concern
abota the quota-setting
mechanism.
"It is dependent on a goodfaith effort by manufacturers in
submitting their projected purchases," he said. "If we get
down the road and the companies haven't acted in good
faith, we can come back and
amend the plan."
The bill, co-sponsored by 12
tobacco states senators, including Kentucky's Wendell
Ford and Mitch McConnell, is
scheduled for review Monday
in the Senate Agriculture Committee, Forgy said.

Senate bill, two others
unanimously approved
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Nationals continue
All-Star domination
against'Americans
By BE WALKER
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
— The National League
and the San Diego
Padres, reduced to rubble in last year's World
Series, finally got back
at the American League
and the Detroit Tigers.
Knocking out Jack
Morris, benefiting from
Dan Petry's uncharacteristic control
problems and roughing
up Willie Hernandez,
the Nationals continued
their dominance of AllStar play with a 6-1 victory Tuesday night.
The NL parade of pitchers — led by Most
Valuable Player
La.Marr Hoyt of the
Padres and finished by
teammate Rich
Gossage — shackled the
vaunted AL attack.
allowing only five
singles.
These were the same
AL hitters who had put
on an awesome power
display in a home-run
derby Monday. But none
of the 54,960 fans expecting a long-ball show at
the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome would
have known it.
"I thought it might be
a 10-8 game or a 12-10
deal," said San Diego
catcher Terry Kennedy,
one of five San' Diego
starters, whose two-out
single off Morris in the
second inning tied the
game. "I watcned batting practice tonight
and said, 'Man, this is
going to be a wild
game."
Instead, Hoyt, Nolan
Ryan, Fernando Valen-

zuela, Jeff Reardon and
Gossage combined to
hold an American
League All-Star team
without an extra-base
hit for the first time
since 1958.
"You know, we didn't
even see Joaquin Andujar or Dwight Gooden
tonight," said Don
Mattingly.
The victory widened
the NL's lead in the
series to 36-19-1, including 13 of the last 14
and 21 of 23.
"We had the homerun hitters, but if
they're pitched to right,
they're going to make
outs," said Morris, who
started but left with the
bases loaded and two
outs in the third, trailing
2-1. Last October, Morris beat the Padres
twice as the Tigers
demolished the National
Lague champions in five
games for the World
Series title.
Ozzie Virgil singled
home two runs in the
fifth, and the MI put the
game away in tha.ninth
when Petry walked the
bases loaded and Willie
McGee greeted Fiernandez with a groundrule double.
"That doesn't make
up - for last fall, but it
makes me feel good to
see that those pitchers
are human," said winning Manager Dick
Williams of the•Padres.
"Because last year
those guys were not
human against us."
In all. the NL collected four of their runs,
six of their nine hits and
five of their seven walks

from the Detroit
pitchers.
Hoyt, dispatched by
the Chicago White Sox
in the off-season after
leading the AL with 18
losses in 1984, pitched
three innings and gave
up one unearned run on
two hits.
"The American
League had the big boppers out there,and they
can be pitched to," Hoyt
said.
Steve Garvey,
another Padre, made it
2-1, getting the gamewinning RBI with a twoout single off Morris in
the third after Tommy
Herr's -double.
In all, it was
quintessential National
League baseball of the
late 1960s and 1970s,
hinging on great pitching, good defense and
speed.
','That's what our
league used to be all
about." said 44-year-old
Pete Rose, who became
the oldest non-pitcher to
appear in an All-Star
Game when he grounded out as a pinch hitter
in the eighth.
Along with being aggressive, the NL batters
were opportunistic.
Darryl Strawberry,
whose .229 average was
the lowest among the
elected starters, singled
in the second and stole
second. After Graig Nettles, another San Diego
representative, flied
out. Kennedy singled up
the middle.
Garvey's RBI- single
and Virgil's two-run hit
off Bert Blyleven -- also
capped two-out -rallies.
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LAKELAND CHAMPS — A 5-2 victory over Marshall County on Sunday granted the Murray-Calloway Senior Babe Ruth
squad the Lakeland Tournament championship.- Members of
the NI-CC squad this year included (front row,from left) Rick
Grogan, Dennis Thurmond, Mark West, Shawn McClure,

Mitch Grogan, Chuck Adams, Greg Futrell, (back row, from
left) coach Steve West, Jimmy Kelly, Chris Padgett, John
Mark Potts, David Randolph, Brad Skinner, Rusty Wright,
Joel Conoley, Todd Ross, coach Jeff Oakley, and (not pictured) coach Kent Wright and scorekeeper Joyce Wright.

sJ

Babe Ruth
Tournament
Murray-Calloway second baseman Chuck
Adams (far left) braces''
for both the ball and the
Marshall County
baserunner during Sunday championship game
action at the old city
park. Members of both
the Murray-Calloway
and Marshall County
Senior Babe Ruth
teams, along with
players from Livingston
County, will band
together to form the
Lakeland All-Stars who
will play in the Senior
Babe Ruth regional
tournament this week at
Murray State's Reagan
Field.
Lakeland plays
Three-Rivers at 5:30
p.m. Thursday and
Owensboro plays
Hopkinsville at 5:30
p.m. Friday.
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Cincinnati stands to lose multi-million bundle in event of strike

To us you re far more than
just a policyholder You are

an .nsurance account

By handling all your protection needs—personal or
ousiness—as an account.
we II see that it is always
UP to date And that you
aren t paying for Unnecessary or overlapping
coverages
We II review your account
regularly to meet changing
orcumstances and needs
And well see that claims
are promptly and fairly
settled
For accountability, count
on us You'll find we are
friends you can depend on.

PURDOM,
THURMAN
& MCNUTT
407 Maple St.
753-4451

true economic picture to
The Aug. 6 date gives
reflect the impact of the is a break locally
lost dollars that would because the Reds have a
flow -through the two-game series with
community.
the San Diego Padres
"The income local before going on a 15-day
hotels receive from peo- road trip. But they
ple staying to watch the return Aug_. 23 for a
Reds goes to
ay 10-game home stand
employees. Those and the Claron Hotel has
employees, in turn, 600 rooms reserved for
spend those dollars Chicago Cub 'fans Aug.
locally on things like 23 and 24
.
.
food and clothing,"
Hotel manager
McLaughlin said.
Robert Hoebe said the

Ceberroth optimistic
after strike date set
MINNEAPOLIS
( AP ) — Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth. who said early
this week that he
thought a player strike
was possible, was more
optimistic on Tuesday,
predicting that a strike
deadline will put
pressure on negotiators
to agree on a new col-

lective bargaining
agreement.
On Monday. the Major League Players
Association set an Aug.
6 deadline for agreement on the pact that
expired last Deceber.
After more than "-30
meetings over the past
nine months, the
owners and players are
still far apart.

Now Open!
Colonial House
Smorgasbord
Open:
Tues. — Sat.
11 A.M.-3 P.M.
& 4:30-8:30 P.M.
Sunday
11 A.M.-8:30 P.M.

However, Hoebe said
that some downtown
business people say the
Reds aren't as big a factor to their businesses
as the team was during
the 1970s when the team
was !mown as the Big
Red Machine.

The Reds have not Clarion fills about 75
been contenders in re- more rooms on
cent years.
weekends when the
Reds play but back in
''Some nights here we the 1970s the Reds draw
don't even know it's a would fill 200 rooms on a
baseball night. When, weekend.
the team fell off, so did
the fans," said Allene
"Back in the 1970s it
Gazzaloi, manager of wasn't unusual to draw
The In Between Lunge. 50,000 for a Dodgers
Hoebe said the series. Now the draw is

more like 30,000," said
Hoebe.
Mayor Charles Luken
said the city's suit
against the Reds following the 1981 srike
estimated the loss per
game was $40,000 in lost
stadium rent, taxes and
parking fees.
The suit was dropped
earlier this year after

the city lost several
court decisions.
"Measuring the Reds
Impact on hotels and
restaurant business is
more difficult. But the
hotel people I've talked
to indicate business is
just_ starting to come
back from the last
strike," said the mayor.

UN LE JEFF SP•R NeWel•I•ToP

Your Insurance
IS IT A
POLICY?
OR AN
ACCOUNT?

Hotels Is mild
he hardest hit

loss would be more than
$70,000 for his hotel.

Summer League
Baseball, Softball
KENTUCKY LEAGUE added a home run to
Both Murray All-Star boost her own cause.
teams playing in the Melissa Thurmond
Mayfield Invitational ,scored Misfits only run
baseball tournament on a sacrifice fly while
were defeated Tuesday Royals were led by Dina
night by host Mayfield Fazi, Betsy Whitfield
and Erica Musgrow
teams.
Murray No.1 lost to with a triple apiece.
Mayfield Blue, 19-14,
The Dirty Dozen backdespite three hits by ed April Woods' threeSteven Gresham and hit pitching and
two apiece by Brent whalloped Allison
Keller and Wesley Photography, 15-1. ManCogdell.
di Outland hit a home
Murray No.2 ran into run and Anne GreenKENTUCKY LEAGUE CHAMPS — Clinic Pharmacy posted a regular
s tough Mayfield Red field went 4-for-4 with a
season record of 13-1 to claim the Murray-Calloway Kentucky League champitcher, Greg Goodwin, triple. Amy Wallis hit
pionship for 1985. Members of the championship team include (front row,
who struck out 12 bat- two doubles in the winnfrom left) Scott Conklin, Brennan Williams, Roman Shapla, Tony Khijayi,
Scott Diers, Brett Bazzell, Mike Robinson, (standing) Ben Wright, Dan
ters, walked four and ing effort.
Lower Division
allowed only one hit in
Seymour, Darrell Ramsey Jr., Michael Carr, Clay Bolin, WiWe Wells,
Tamara Johnson hit
the 15-2 Red victory
(coaches) Darrell Ramsey Sr., and Dave Carr.
which was shortened to two home runs, but it
wasn't enough to turn
only four innings.
Both Murray teams back Tillinics in an 8-6
are now in the loser's Go-fer loss Tuesday
bracket ,knd will play night. Titanics' Lucitma
Ray hit a home run and
SANDWICH, England hard place to get to," Americans again on Thufsciay.
Vicki Rowland and
(AP) — Jack Nicklaus said Nicklaus, 45, who remembered that from
Melissa Muscio each hit
and Lee Trevino defend-- counts three British the last time, and just
GIRLS SOFTBALL
a double.
ed the American stars Open crowns among his decided not to come."
Upper Division
Panthers topped the
who have made a record collection of 17
Whatever the reason
-inning
RBI
A :fourth
massive withdrawal major professional — and a variety have single by Amy Ford Angels 10-6 as MariAnne
from the .British Open,. titles,
been offered — the 114th drove in Amy Wallis fnr Gilbert hit a home run
then couldn't resist a
Another problem, he renewal of golf's oldest the eventual game- and a triple and Marti
couple of small jibes at said, is the fact that championship will begin winning run as Dirty McClard hit two
the absentees. ,
there are so many big- Thurslay without such Dozen went on to an 8-7 doubles. Angels- were
money tournaments on stars as Ray Floyd; victory oyer:----------- led by Shelley Rudolph
who had two homere
"The cost probably the American schedule Hale. Irwin, Calvin Tuesday at the'
and Jennifer McClalift
prohibits a lot of gut
* that "a lot of players Peete, U.S. Open county park complex.
from coming here. r make a lot of money, titleholder Andy North,
Kim Shelton, -Amy 'who had another.
haven't figured it up, $200,000, early in the Hubert Jreen, Johnny Wallis and Toni Ford
Sluggers out:shank,
but I know I have to year, take their money, Miller and Fred each had triples to back Jabberwallties' 1-11:Th
behind...
0e home rim hitwiaring pitchin
finish
the_kop_three to and_go bc5ne-1.1
Couples.
wt Triskri.
SaidMost conspieusus- by April woods.....eoketwie—ting_
iriTeri7iay after scoring a
And Royal St. his absense is Curtis' scored three runs in the Misty Darnell, Heather
hole-in-one in a practice George's, he said, "is Strange, the outstan- sixth inning, but fell Key and Kellie Buriteen.
round over the Royal St. not one of the more ding player on the shorkin their comeback Jabberwalkies respondGeorge's Golf Club traditional
Open Anierican tour this year bid.
ad with home runs by
links.
courses, like St. An- with three victories and
Leslie Loberger pitch- Colette Jones,Laura Ar"Accommodations drews and Muirfield. I more than $525,000 in ed the Royals to a 7-1
cher who had two, and
are difficult and it's a think some of the earningd.
victory over Misfits and Krista Stalls.

Golf stars avoiding British Open

r
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CINCINNATI API —
Cincinnati would only
have 25 Reds home
games scheduled if the
Major league players
strike Aug. 6 but the city
could face a $1.5 million
loss-for each game lost,
according to the
chamber of commerce.
Larry McLaughlin.
chief economist for the
chamber. estimated
Tuesday that the
players strike would
produce a direct loss of
between $400,000 and
$425.000 per game;That
inlcudes lost ticket
revenues, concessions,
parking and related income to downtown
hotels, restaurants and
other concessions.
McLaughlin said he
multiplied by 3.7 to get a
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13 batters in 138 innings.
"This is something I
never dreamed of,"
Hoyt said after being
presented with the
award by Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth. "That
makes it all the better.
This was a game I didn't
want to lose."

"I felt I had great
stuff tonight. The ball
was moving all over the
place," Hoyt, the National League's starting
pitcher, said Tuesday.
"I had trouble getting
the ball over the plate."
That's a problem Hoyt
hasn't had much this
year - he's only walked

Hoyt was one of five
National League pitchers who held the
American League to only five hits - all singles
- in a 6-1 win. The victory was the Nationals'
1.3th in the past 14 AllStar meetings. Hoyt..
said superior pitching is
the reason for that

clominance
"They have a lot- of
big swingers in the AL.
But they can be pitched
to - every one of them.
There's a tendency to
get the big boppers out
there, and I think that
shows up in an All-Star
game."
Hoyt, 12-4 _this season
with a 2.93 earned run
average, was the
American League's Cy
Young Award winner in
1983 for the Chicago
White Sox. A year later
he dropped to 13-18 and
found himself on the
trading block.
After joining the
Padres in December,

All-Star MVP
LaMarr Hoyt

SCOREBOARD
For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.

Hoyt put himself on a
diet and shed 40 pounds.
He said the weight loss
helped him regain his
winning form.
Hoyt said he regretted
allowing the Yankees'
Rickey Henderson, the
first batter to face him,
to score an unearned
run. Henderson singled,
stole second, advanced
to third on a throwing
error by catcher Terry
Kennedy of San Diego,
and scored on a
sacrifice fly by Kansas
City's George Brett.
"I was a little aggravated, but that's the
way life goes," he said.

11aj()r I.

53 35
49 M
48 37
44 41
45 42
37 47
285$
West Division
California
52 35
Oakland
46 41
Kansas City
44 42
Chicago
42 42
Seattle
42 45
Minnesdlia
40 45
Texas
32 56
Tuesday's Game
AN-Star Game at Minneapolis
National League 6. American League I
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
New York at Minnesota
Cleveland at Chicago
Texas at Detroit. I n )
Oakland at Toronto.
Kansas City at Baltimore. in,

Lackadaisical AL All-Stars take lumps again

loss.

The AL has been losing these mid-season
games consistently for a
quarter of a century.
The latest 6-1 NL victory
made it 13 wins in the
last 14 games and 21 in
23 for the Nationals.
More distressing than
the loss itself was the
rather lackadaisical
way in which the AL accomplished it. The
Americans looked like

they were sutfering
from a collective case of
tired blood.
Consider that they
managed just five
lonesome hits, all of
them widely-spaced,
solitary singles. They
thus became the first
All-Star team to come
out of this classic
without an extra-base
hit since the Nationals
suffered that indignity
in 1963. But the NL had
the last laugh that year,
winning 5-3.
Consider, too, that the
AL accomplished this
rather inoffensive offense in the Hubert H.
Humphrey Metrodome,
a cozy place so conducive to long balls that
it is nicknamed the
Homerdome.
Bounce a single off the
spongy turf and it's good
for a double. Put one in
the air and it often sails
into the seats.

The AL, however,
played as if it had a "Do
Not Disturb" sign hanging in the dugout.
Against LaMarr Hoyt
and Nolan Ryan for
three innings each, and
Fernando Valenzuela,
Jeff Reardon and Goose
Gossage for one apiece,

the AL hardly stirred.
No home runs. No earned runs. Even a
managerial optimist
like the NL's Dick
Williams had to admit
he never expected that
to happen. "It was hard
to believe," he said.
AL Manager Sparky

WASHINGTON, D.C.
- Mel Purcell fell victim to No.15 seed Mark
Dickson, 6-1, 6-3, in the
000,000 D.C. National
Bank Tennis Classic at
Washington.
Purcell, a Murray,
Ky. tennis pro, played
his collegiate tennis -at
the University of Tennessee and Memphis
State.
Argentina's Guillermo Vitas, opening„ his
bid for an un-

AA.

precedented fouth
Washington championship, defeated Frenchman Thierry Tulasne,
6-1, 6-3, in another
match on Tuesday.
In other matches,
Sweden's Stefan Erikksson surprised Chile's
Hans Gildemeister 6-2,
6-1 to advance to the second round arid earn a
date with top-seeded
Jimmy Connors.
Joining Erikksson in

Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods

Prices
Good
Thru
Sunday
July 21st

Home owned - Home operated
Hwy 641 S. Murray, Ky.
753-1342
Mon-Sat 9-9, Sun. 1-6

It's Hot
We've
Got
Coolers!
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Ice Chests

*4
4
6tis
94
164

STOLEN BASES - Henderson.
New York, 41, Pettis. California.
30, Butler. Cleveland. 27. Collins.
Oakland. 26. Garcia, Toronto, 23.
Moseby, Toronto. 23. Wilson, Ken•
sea City, 23.
PITCHING i 8 decisional Guidry. New York. 12-3. 800, 258.
Howell. Oakland. 8-3. 727. 2
- 00.
Ftomartick, California, 1b-4, 714.
3.06, Saberhagen, Kansas City,
10-4, 714, 2 78, Terrell. Detroit.
10.4. 714, 369
STRIKEOUTS - Blyleven.
Cleveland. Ill. Morris, Detroit,
109, Barunister. Chicago. 101.
Boyd, Boston,97; WIU. Calliconla,
ye
SAVES - Hernandez, Detroit,
19: Howell, Oakland, 18, James.
Chicago. 17, Moore. California.
17. Quisenberry, Kansas City. 17.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 1210 at bats) McGee, St Louis. .340. Herr. St.
Louis. 334. Guerrero, Los
Angeles. .312, Parker. Cincinnati.
304, Gwynn. San Diego. 302
RUNS - Murphy, Atlanta. 65.
Coleman. St Louis. 64: Raines.
Montreal. 60. Sandberg, Chicago,
60, Guerrero. Los Angeles. 56
RBI - Murphy, Atlanta, 69,

Herr. St Louis, 68, Clark. St
Louis. 63. Parker, Cincinruati, 62.
Wilson, Philadelphia, 61.
HITS - Herr. St Louis. 106,
McGee,St Louis, 104, Gwynn, San
Diego, 103. Parker, Cincinnati.
102. Ramirez, Atlanta, 96
TRIPLES - McGee. St. Louis.
10. Raines. Montreal, 8, Coleman.
St Louis 3, Samuel,Philadelphia
6. Wilson, Philadelphia. 5.
Garner, Houston. 5. Gladden. San
Francisco. 5.
•
HOME RUNS - Murphy. Allan
ta. 23. Guerrero, Los Angeles, 21,
Clark. St Louis, 17, Parker. Cincinnati. 16. Horner. Atlanta, 16
STOLEN BASES - Coleman
St. Louis, 64. McGee. St Louis, 36
Lopes, Chicago. 33, Redus, Cincinnati. 31. Samuel, Philadelphia, 30
PITCHING is decisions) Hawkins. San Diego, 11-2. .846
335, Darlirtg, New York. 9-2. 818
2.52. Coaciden. New York. 13-3. 813
1.68. Reuschel. Pittsburgh. 8-2
'.800, 2.33, Andujar, St Louis, 15-4
789. 2.37.
. STRIKEOUTS - Gooden, New
York. 153: Ryan, Houston. 130.
Valenzuela. Los Angeles, 121.
Soto, Cincinnati, 120. DeLeon. Pit
tsburgh 114

759-9888
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Children's Life
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STEARNS SNOOPY
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•22 long rifle
•Made in USA
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The Countdown is on at Parker Ford'for.
'the '1,200 diamond giveaway! The draw:
ling will be Sat., July 20th and W.S.J.P. will.'
have a live remote in the showroom to an-flounce the name of the winners'. You still
have time to come and register and test
drive a 1985 Crown Victoria.
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Heavy Duty.
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598
529 6
512
500 814
483 10
471 11
364 204

GB
24
414
714
154
23

--

4,1
0

P
.
CZ

602 576 24
566 34
518 74
517 74
440 14
326 24

California at Boston n ;
Seattle at Milwaukee in
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
WI
Pct
St Louis
52 33
612
New York
5038
581
Montreal
49, 39
567
Chicago
45 41
523
Philadelphia
37 49
430
Pittsburgh
2658
341
West Division
Los Angeles
48 3'7
566
San Diego
4959
567
Cincinnati
44 43
518
Houston
43 45
489
Atlanta
39 47
453
San Francisco
33 56
375
Tuesday's Gains
All-Star Game at Minneapolis
National League 6. American League 1
Wednesday's Games
No games scheduled
Thursday's Games
Chicago at San Francisco
Pittaburgh at San Diego
Houston at Montreal. In)
Allanta at New -York. ,n
Philadelphia at Cincinnati. n
St Louis at Los Angeles. in ,
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We Are Committed
To Make You The
BEST Deal Of Any
• o r • r Car Dealer In The Jackson
.
V-4 I
Purchase Area!

Hite Crawlers

This Week's Special!
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Red Worms

Beverage Coolers
In:
One Gallon
Two Gallon
Five Gallon &
Ten Gallon

-.'11141111:Zspo,

We Carry
Live Worms

" RBI - Mattingly, New York,69.
Gitrson. Detroit. 62, Baylor. New
York. 60; Ripken. Baltimore. 60.
Murray, Baltimore, 58: Bell,
Toronto. 58
HITS - Boggs. Boston, 117.
Bradley. Seattle, 107.. Wilson,
Kans1s City, 107. Butler.
Cleveland, 106, Garcia. Toronto.
104. Mattingly. New York. 104.
TRIPLES -.Wilson, Kansas City. 13, Puckett. Minnekta, 9,
Cooper. Milwaukee. 13, Butler,
Cleveland. 7. Brookens. Detroit,
5; Fernandez. Toronto, 5,
Bradley. Seattle, 5
HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago,
23. - Kingman, Oakland. 21,
Brunansky, Minnesota. ID, Evans.
Detroit. 18; Bell, Tdronto IF Gib
son, Detroit, 18, Presley
16

the second round were
two other qualifiers,
South Africa's Christo
Steyn, who downed
Rodney Harmon 6-3, 6-0,
and Austria's Thomas
Muster, a 6-4, 7-5 victor
over Wolfgang Popp of
West Germany.
Also, Peru's Jaime
Yzaga outlasted West
German Michael
Westphal 5-7, 7-5, 6-1,
and John Ross beat
Argentina's Floracio De
La•Pena 6-4, 6-3.
.

r

•W• Res•rve
The Right To
Limit
Quantities
Som• Items
may not be
picture
•sactly.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING 1210 at bats) - Brett.
Kansas City. 358. Henderson,
New York. 357. Boggs. Boston,
342, Lacy. Baltimore. 325.
Cooper, Milwaukee, 313
RUNS - Henderson. New York,
77: RIpken, Baltimore, 66.
Whitaker. Detroit. 62. Molitor.
Mdwaukee, 59. Davis. Oakland,

"They were outstanding. If they've got a
whole bunch more of
those _guys, that's the
reason they're hitting
lower" this season.

4

••

Major League Baseball Leaders

Anderson had an explanation. "The way
they pitched," he said.

Dickson clowns Purcell at D.C. Classic

W I Pa CAI

Toronto
New York
Detroit
Balttmore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

$$$

• Baseball Standings

Mapor League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division

Sports Analysis

By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
- Somebody should
have told the American
League that the
baseball strike date is
still three weeks away.
Playing as if it was
staging a preliminary
job action, the AL did a
nine-inning sleep walk
against the National
League Tuesday night
and was rewarded with
still another All-Star

PAGE 19-A

40"

Former American League pitching star
earns All-Star MVP honor for Nationals
MINNEAPOLIS (AP)
- A year ago he led the
major leagues in losses.
But LaMarr Hoyt of the
San Diego Padres made
that seem like ancient
history as he won the
Most Valuable Player
award in the 1985 AllStar Game.
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27" x 67"
Also, we carry other styles
and sizes.
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OBITUARIES

Rites today
at chapel for
Mrs. Russell
Services for Mrs.
Dollie Russell are today
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of
J.H. Churchill Fur&ral
Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
is officiating. Music is
by Leland Peeler,
soloist, and Regina
Peeler, organist.
Pallbearers are Tip
Miller, Hugh Fuqua,
Tommye D. Taylor,
Gillard (Popeye ) Ross,
Dan Shipley and Aubrey
(Redl
Burial will follow in
the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
•

•

Mrs. Russell, 82, 705
South 16th St., died Monday at 12:40 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Her: husband, Duel Russell, died
in 1960.
Survivors are one
daughter. Mrs. Opelia
Denton, Lithia Springs.
Ga.: three sons. Allen
Russell, Murray, David
Russell, Marion, m .,
and Cody, Russell,
Chicago, Ill.; three
sisters. Mrs. Jewell
Walker, Mrs. Lola Hale
and Mrs. Jessie Bean.
Paducah; seven
grandchildren.

Kirksey will
start revival
on Sunday
K.irksey, United
Methodist Church will
hold its revival beginning Sunday. July 21, and
continuing through
Thursday. July 25.
ServTeeg will be at
7.30 each evening. The
Rev. Joe Johnson.
pastor of the Church.
will be the speaker.
A church spokesman
said the nursery will be
open each night, special
music will be provided
each service, and the
public is invited.

WEDNESDAY. JULY 17. 198.5

Prison conditions in state being studied by officials
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Corrections Cabinet Louisville, who is proAP
— An expected officials and at least one posing the amendment,
vote on a /resolution to state representative met with Johnstone
authorize planning for a met with U.S. District Tuesday night in
new prison was delayed Judge Edward H. Louisville along with
in the House today while Johnstone to assure him Corrections Secretary
an amendment is drawn that the state is dealing George Wilson.
to ensure the state con- with the problem of
"Judge Jolinstolie's
siders placing inmates crowded prisons.
position, basically, was,
in other facilitiea.
Rep.'Fred Cowan, D- 'Here are our concerns

we need to move tiary at Eddyvllle.
ahead with solving these
State officials have
problems, — Cowan long been concerned
said.
that if they fail to do
Johnstone has something about
ordered the state to crowding, Johnstone
limit populations at two will move more
medium -security forcefully to require the
prisons and the Ken- state to take action.
tucky State Peniten"We assured him we
were going to be moving
on this issue," Cowan
said.
•
The Senate has
already approved a
resolution directing
Five buses were stoned Gov. Martha Layne Coland several others were lins to plan for a new
hijacked by young medium -security prison
blacks, the bus com- and select a site. It
pany serving Soweto would be up to the 1986
said. Bus service into General Assembly to
the township was authorize funding for a
halted, and police set up
roadblocks at some
intersections.
Soweto Mayor Edward Kunene's house
was attacked and burned down by a mob,
authorities said.
Revival services at
Three deaths were Dexter Gospel Center
reported Tuesday night Church, located on
and early today, bring- Church Street, Dexter,
ing to 12 the number of will begin Sunday, July
blacks killed in the past 21, at 7 p.m.
five days.
The Rev. David Baker
More than 450 have of Camden, Tenn., will
died during 10 Months of be the speaker for the
protests against apar- services to be • held
theid, the legalized nightly at 7 p.m.
The pastor, the Rev.
racial segregation imposed by the white- Elijah Balentine, invites
the public to attend.
minority government.

Three reported killed in riot
JOHANNESBURG,
South Africa ( AP
—
Three blacks were killed in widespread rioting
across the country,
police said today.
Stuaents in the black
township of Soweto stoned a bus carrying 15
German and American
tolfrists, but none was
reported hurt.
The police divisional
commissfoner, Brig.
Jan Coetzee, said the
bus was stoned by a
crowd of about 100 girls
and boys dressed in
school uniforms.
"Three windows %'ere
damaged but, as far as
we know, nobody was injured. Police escorted

the bus out of Soweto,"
Coetzee said.
The government and
at least one private
°company run tours of
Soweto, the segregated
bungalow city of 1.5
million near Johannesburg. The government tours focus on daycare centers and clinics
built by South Africa's
white-minority government, but also include
drives through impoverished areas.
Soweto was the flashpoint of 1976 black student riots that lasted
nearly a year and took
at least 600 lives.
Witnesses said police
also fired tear gas inside
a courtroom in Soweto

today and whipped
students gathered outside of it. The outbreaks
of violence were the
heaviest in recent weeks
of increasing unrest in
black townships
throughout the country.
After police and
soldiers on horseback
broke up crowds of
blacks at the Soweto
court, blacks marched
to a Roman Catholic
Church about three
miles away. There,
witnesses said, riot
police again fired tear
gas and broke up the
noontime meeting
before it could begin.
Youths then gathered
on nearby streets and
stoned passing cars.

Delegate makes charges
NAIROBI, Kenya
(AP) — The head of the
delegation
to the U.N. Decade for
Women conference today charged that U.S.
military and economic
policies pose a threat to
• women worldwide.
Vietnamese Education minister Nguyen
Thi Binh claimed the
United States and other
"imperialist" countries
are resorting increasingly to "politics of confrontation, use of
military pressure and
wars of aggression."
She complained about
U.S. policy toward
Nicaragua. Cuba and
Lebanon. and said the
United States was
enlarging military
bases in Asia and the
Pacific in what she said
represented "a perma-

nent threat to the security and freedom of the
people of the region."
She also said women,
"as much as, and even
more so than men, are
battered by the injustice
and inequality that
reign in international
economic relations."
After the Vietnamese
delegate spoke to the
main conference session, the U.S. delegation
requested the right to
reply later.
The 12-day conference, which opened
Monda.y, marks the end
of a decade dedicated by
the United Nations to
the advancement of
women.
It has drawn more
than 3,000 delegates
from about 155 nations
and some 11,000
observers and par-

Revival will
start Sunday
at Dexter

new facility.
Administration
estimates have put .the
cost of a 500-bed
medium-security prison
at between $40 million
and $46 million.
Cowan said his
amendment is designed
to spur the administration into considering
other options for housing prisoneri in addition
to a new prison.
A task force appointed
by Collins to study the
Issue of crowding
recommended greater
use of halfway houses,
early release of
prisoners and to study
the possibility of contracting with a private
firm to operate a prison.
"We want to make
sure the Corrections
Cabinet continues on the
path of implementing
those task force options," Cowan said.
Cowan- emphasized
that his amendment is
not an attempt to scuttle

„Jim Yates
will speak
at Antioch
Antioch Church of
Christ will have a gospel
meeting starting Sunday, July 21, and continuing through Friday,
July 26.
Jim Yates of
Nashville, Tenn., will be
the speaker for the services at 10 a.m., 11 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m. on Sunday
and at 7:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Directing the song
service will be Dwyane
Rogers who invites the
public to attend.

./
FERN TERRACE LODGE
IN) STAIltUld VIE* Ditivir

ticipants in a nongovernmental session of
workshops that began
July 10.

PHONIC

7111-7109

- • multM4y, 1,1141rucxv

48•7,

Attention-Senior
Citizens!

Dr. Paschall
will speak at
North Fork
North Fork Baptist
Church will hold revival
setvices starting Sunday. July 21, and contining through Friday, July 26:
Dr. H. Franklin
Paschall, retired
minister of First Baptist
.Church, Nashville,
Tenn., will be the
speaker for the services
at 7:30 p.m. each night.
The church pastor,
the Rev. Malcolm Norton, invites the public to
attend.

a new prison.
"The sentiment in the
General Assemllly is
that there is a need for a
new prison," Cowan
said.
The resolution is now
expected to come to a
vote in the full House on
Thursday.

1985 Monte Carlo

'23453

Per month

'Based on 48 month closed end lease plus tax license
and title fees

DWAIN
S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky.
TAYLOR
502-753-2617
CHEVROLET, INC.

For leis than $16.00 per day we can provide
for you: Three balanced meals prepared and
served daily. Safe and-secure environment with.
24 hour supervision by an experienced staff. Individual medication dosage set up by a registered
pharmacist. Wide screen color T.V. in spacious
air conditioned lounge. Open visiting hours for
your`convenience. Your choice of physicians,
religious services of choice provided by the community. Personal laundry service available.
Planned activities and entertainment. Pleasantly decorated semi-private rooms are also
available. Lots of TLC from a considerate and
courteous staff. Your personal car can be kept
at the facility. Companionship of peers. Landscaped grounds for your outside enjoyment.
Financial assistance available. For more information call:

753-7109
Wayne Rowe, Administrator

CORN-AUSTIN'S
Final Summer Markdown Sale
Starts Thursday,

scoe
f.
Men's Dept.
Dress Shirts
Sport Shirts
Knit Shirts
Shorts & Swimwear
Suits & Sportcoats

$895
$895
$895
$695
70%Off

cy
o

And More!

Boy's Dent.
Dress &
Sports Shirts
Pants
Knit Shirts

Ladies' Dept.
si495
Pant
s
$1295 Group of
Group of

$695 Sweaters
$595
Co-Ordinated Groups

$1495
70%off

Group of

MUCH
MUCH MORE!

Blouses
Odds & Ends

$1695
$1495

This is only a partial listing of
the fabulous buys at
CORN-AUSTIN'S Final Summer
Markdown Sale!
Open Fri. & Sat.' Nites Til 8:00 P.M.
4
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Water color-ful

•

Stott photo bs David Tlif •

Governor's Scholar Bill Hoover, Marion,found the sun-splashed courtyar
d of the Price-Doyle Fine Arts
Building at Murray State University to be a perfect setting for a water-col
or drawing. Hoover and the
rest of the (ioverner's Scholars Program participants will be on campus for
10 more days.

Centenarians' exact number and their ages are unknown
By THOMAS S. WATSON
"We do not claim to have any
Associated Press Writer
kind of updated listing of how
There are thousands of
many there are because the ones
Americans who have reached
we know about are all selfthe age of 100 or older, possibly
referred," said Dr. David WeksIncluding about 350 in Kentucky,
tein, associate director of the
but even the centenarian procenter. "There is no mechanism
gram at the University of Ken- • legally where you can get that
tucky Brown-Sanders Center , kind of information. So we try to
doesn't know exactly how many
maintain a really high profile
there are.
and by . giving out public

relations-type certificates, so
people will call us and 4say 'my
mother, my neighbor, my great
grandfather is over 100 years."
Wekstein said the center has a
large listing of Kentucky
centenarians, -but I just
couldn't tell you in..reality if we
have 20 percent of the total (in
Kentucky) or 99 percent of the
total."

WE
WON!

He said the infwmation on
hand at the center is "very, very
Invalid because there are few
referrals out of eastern Kentucky, where people seem to be
more hesitant to volunteer information." He said most of the
referrals come from western
Kentucky.
"As of May, there Were 311 individuals on file of which the
majority were listed at age 100
with 28 people 104 or older. We

had 120 living outside a facility,
185 inside a facility and the
others you might clasify as
both," he said. "Twenty-four
were single, eight were married
and three divorced, while the
others were widows."
He said of the total
centenarians on file, 74 had good
or excellent vision.
"There are previous records
of people living into their 110's or
112's nationally and there could

be one in Kentucky. But on the
national level and dealing with
ten's of thousands of
centenarians, you're going to
have some that old," he said.
"But claims of 120's and 130's
have to be looked at very closely," Wekstein said. "The way we
age verify is to go back and look
at the 1880 or 1910 census data
and when someone claims to be
105 today, n 1900 they had to be
20."
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for good food'.

Newspaper Inserts v/s Direct Mail
And It Continues Every Day And
Every Week Throughout The Year

•
,•/..:5‘.

study by the Courier Journal and Louisville Times showed that newspaper
inserts have an overall higher readership than direct Mail. Daily newspap
ers
show 88% compared to 74% for direct mail.

• 51`)
/0 of the Women said they read the inserts before
reading the rest of the paper.
• Newspaper inserts outpaced direct mail in all categories
of age, income, education and work.
•79% of the Men chose newspaper inserts compared to
64% for direct mail.
•86% of Working Women said they shopped after seeing
the newspaper insert as compared to 62% who saw
direct mail pre-print.
• Coupon redemption-Newspaper inserts almost doubled direct
moil pre-prints among respondents who redeemed 7 or more
coupons in the last 30 days.
•81% said newspaper inserts were more valuable in plannipg
their shopping as compared to 6% for direct mail ads.
This trend continues not only in Louisville & Murray, but
throughout the Nation everyday.

We are proud of the confidence you've shown in
us and our advertisers'by buying the products and
.
services you read about everyday in
wW

Mrtieray Ledger 84c Tiiiies

When all you good people are hungry for good
burgers, come to Hardee's. Big burgers. Beefy
burgers. Juicier burgers. You won't want
anybody else's.

TWO BACON CHEESEBURGERS TWO BIG DELUXE BURGERS
$259
only $229
Offer good !tiro July 24. 1985.
Please present this COOPOP OPI4Pe tPloPP4
:iisiorne•
De, v.tot pease' No, good .5 corritsnet!on ref?, an• oesto orrees
Custorne• must oar an soles la, due Cash ..eire I t)ter• or one cent
ON. good during regular Save and Jelotv hours,at porlicoating
etwdee a ifistatrants

Offer good thru July 24, 1985.
•
oiesent teo co9von toonre dile,...) Cloy rissases
PP' ..s.t please Not dood
corstsnat.on ode In, Moe, ollior•
custo•nei
an, sales. as (WO Caw'
,
thiltt,
Otter p.,00 during ittgular lunch ana cannel rtoursAtialticipaling
Marlee Siesiatearits
•

1001 Whitnell Ave.

reirerww•tee-•,
•*.---rieelortietiellet

,
..111--51, • .

753-1916

Hardee
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SAT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY LESS • PAY LESS AT PAY LESS
• PAY LE5.10,

mosterCond

Ifrolk- CAN N I NG AND FREEZING-Aft
,
SINCE 1934

ifit406 br &ild 114)&111111611A

DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS

Pay ILass

PRESTO

PRESSURE
COOKER
CANNER

SIX CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
319 BROADWAY

PADUcAll MALL

554-N80

442-6194

2560 LONE OAK RD.

PADUCAH MALL

MURRAY
753-2547

365-9537

442-5001

RIVAL
3-SPEED
HAND MIXER
Thumb Tip Speed Control
Push-Button Beater Ejector

▪ ,V0.6..

•
,1
• .\•:\

6/
1
4"No. 1096
5" No. 1095

$27
No 2507

49
No. 994 $2

SHARPENING
STONE

No Winding, Just
Set The Dial,
Bell Rings When
The Time Is Up,
Almond Color. _
Save $1.50

Nickle Plated Pins With
Decorative Plastic Handle

Set Of 6
2
Pocks

With Finger

7c

'--, PRESERVING
KETTLE

MIRRO TIMER
Set For 1 To 60 Minutes.

=
c V'
CORN SKEWERS

• Wooden Over-The-Sink

YOUR CHOICE $255

Steel Core Porcelain Surface

Stainless Steel, With Lift
Out Ring, Fits All Saucepans.

(4711,
78

CUTTING
BOARD
No. 221

-)

ATi,P.:,;,-,‘"

GRANITEWARE

YOUR CHOICE

No. 107

WITH COVER

STEAMER BASKET

11-PIECE MEASURING CUP
AND SPOON SET
Assorted Colors
No. 511

STRAINER

No 433

• Polyethylene Counter To

111
/
2
-QUART CORN POT

Great For Soups and Stews
Save $2.00

$995
Inr

697
1
,
No 198

For Preserving Jams,
Jellies, Also Hot Pack
Preparaton For Fruits
and Vegetables.
16 Quart With Wire Handle.

-I111 swat

$6"

Guard

No. 126

PLASTIC FOOD I
STORAGE CONTAINERS

it

No. 269

CHROME TONGS
No.

DEEP FRY
CANDY AND JELLY
THERMOMETER

No. M0302-43

FOR FREEZING AND STORING
• 5-PINTS
• 4-11
/
2 PINTS
•

1 di

CANNING FUNNEL
-

238

JAR OPENER

22
No. 452

YOUR
CHOICE
3-QUARTS69

No. 306

YOUR CHOICE
STAINLESS STEEL

3eQt.,1 1 2Qt.,3Qt.
5 Qt. & 8 Qt. Bowls
Reg. $11.99

No 1920

$
8
115
No. 1805'

STAINLESS STEEL

CERAMIC

KITCHEN
TOOL SET

PEELER

SPOON
REST

APPLE PEELER
CORER
No. 503
YOUR CHOICE

Ceramic Holder
With Wooden
Tools.

$157

A
"
• 6\5

Square Pot Holders
Assorted Colors

3 FOR

79c

Tablets

00
46 *Du

NEW BAN SOLID

Assorted Colors
Size 15"x 26"

ANTI-PERSPIRANT

OPE

ntil.UTeI

BIVE C
AOHE
G
Rir

re Tooth!Ns*

SUPER
POLI-GRIP

• Regular
• Unscented
• Powder Dry

2 FOR

NI/

20z.I

ste

wet

POLIDENT
AMIIMINEW

DENTURE TOOTHPASTE

3

DENTURE
si;-177 CLEANSER
TABLETS

oe't

5
9
enj

40 Tablets

°

3.9 Oz. $136

1.4 oz.$148

$1 76

No 880

I

DENTU-CREME

Denture Adhesive Cream

$100

Assorted Flavors
Pack of 6
2 Own Envelopes

*PAW

3rAl'

(W.

Of

KOOL-AID
DRINK
MIX
Unsweetened

100 $198
Capsules

$100

KITCHEN TOWELS

abiatigif
assit
woo&

PAY LESS
BRAND
EXTRA STRENGTH
NON-ASPIRIN
PAIN RELIEF
100 $149

POT
HOLDERS

Assorted
Designs and
Colors.

37C

n GALLOP.

LOWER
PRICES
ON PRESCRIPTIONS

GRANDMA

No. 785

00

YOUR
CHOICE

LOWER
PRICES
ON
PRESCRIPTIONS

Regular Mouth
$388
Quarts
Wide Mouth
$466
Quarts
Regular Mouth
$333
Pints
Mouth
Wide
77
Pints

d

82c

4

• 30-PINTS,
• 20-QUARTS
3 PACKS
• 12-1
/
2 GALLON
&
-

5 Piece Set

Flexible Blade
934" Long

HOME CANNING
JARS WITH CAPS7
AND LIDS

FREEZER BAGS

MIXING BOWL
SET

RUBBERMAID
SPOON/SPATULA

•

•

!vp-744.,

t,k

KY. OAKS MALL

PIM
411
4/1

No. 707

KY. OAKS MALL

Thru
Tues.
July 23

"V

$995

Reg. $3795
$46.88

1,22 WEST MAIN

1205 CHESTNUT ST.

Sale

COVERED
COOKER
CANNER
Hells 7-1 Q.
Jeri Fer Net Weer
Cemaing.
INt Om Rim Rock
Lighhmi.ht, Easy To Close.

Re-Engineered

And Re-Designed For
Easy, Confident Conning.
15 Qt. Liquid Capacity

PRINCETON

•

• 1.*ItIP-Vr

MET"

14NE QAK

GRANITEWARE 7 JAR

A

31 A V d •S.

•

• A

We Reserve The
Right To
Limit
Quantities

WEDNESDAY, JULY

4-31 AVdIV

THE

1‘
at
il
i3;
nita

['AGE 2-B

Sal
In I

$148

4
mt

LYSOL

TOILET
BOWL
CLEANER

1111
;1 41t7 I

•I
060

99c
24 Oz.

JERGEN'S
ALOE &
LANOLIN
LOTION

RIGHT
GUARD
DEODORANT
10 Oz. Original
Aerosol Con

Aloe
tprAohn&

DURACELL
ALKALINE
BATTERY

Sion
.nulbonnoni
'Anion

84o

Pei

• Normal

Size AAA
Pock of 2

Effervescent
Antacid & Pain Reliever

$198

6
7
fou

• Dry Hair
• Oily
15 Oz.

ALKA-SELTZER

$119

80z.

IVORY
CONDITIONER

ALka- eltzer

ree
1:
Chl
2

ove
in
EsF

59

26 Tablets $148

1
5
Ker
7

No 2400132

•6

HAWAIAN
TROPIC

17 Ot
Aerosol
Con

Crest
•T.f.• CON
.
M.31 1011111111.1.

NEW CREST

• DARK TANNING
Okl. OR LOTION
I Oz. YOUR CHOICE $295
PRO LIGHT OIL
01,

89,

TARTAR CONTROL FORMULA
TOOTHPASTE
4.6 Oz. Tube

$329

MAXIMUM STRENGTH

• ROYAL TANNING BLEND
Ox.
5439
OIL
DARK TANNING
WITH SUNSCREEN
• ALOE AFTER SUN MOISTURIZER

i

Oz. YOUR CHOICE $339

;-1

AT PAY

RAID
YARD
GUARD

- 'EVERY DAY
LOW PRICES ON
FILM DEVELOPING
• A

11141114011STJEWM

Chlor-TrImeton12.e
Toned Release
ALLERGY

CHLOR-TRIMETON
ALLERGY REPETABS
12 MG. Pock of 12

$248

-VAPORETTE
FLEA COLLAR
• DOG
• CAT
YOUR
CHOICE

Some Advertised
Items Not Available
At Ky. Oaks Mall Store
711111*MiniI%al144in 111 JVillI44.-wm-rva

5

Hue
ar

31 AVd •

P5)4

TOUT INK
MAIO
._

LYSOL

OUTDOOR
FOGGER
Kills
Flying
Insects
Up To
20 Ft. Away.
16 Oz,

Yard

Guan

Kya
teal

In a
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6
Mai
i.e.
8
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I rnd

AVd IV

ru
cleaner

i•k•SIN run

BASIN,
TUB
AND
TILE
CLEANER
$ 19
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$')18
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Cast of two presents production 'At
of play with 'depth and delicacy'
ty and despair and
BY RUTH PERKINS
What did you do last tenderness of these
Friday night? Some of characters become the
us (not enough, mind feelings of all people
you, not everybody, but who yearn and fear to
some) drove out to Mur- explore their relationray's Playhouse in the ships with others. In
Park and partook of the Matt's jokes and Sally's
opening night of prickly sarcasm, we all
"Talley's Folly." If you see our own protective
were not part of that shells and our own
privileged group, your
Friday night was not as
satisfying as it could
have been.
"Talley's Folly" won
the 1980 Pulitzer Prize
for playwright Lanford loneliness. And as they
Wilson. On the surface• struggle to reach each
the play is simplicity other across the baritself — two actors, one riers of their fear, we
set,.no intermissions, no are all flushed with their
costume changes, no courage: "We're so terhigh-tech sound effects. rified," says Matt. "But
A band plays once or we still hope."
twice in the distance,
Director Janet Kenand there are crickets ney present this play to
and frogs singing in the the Murray audience.
woods around the with depth and delicacy.
Playhouse in the Park. As in the Mayfield proBut Wilson's play duction of —rhe Glass
doesn't allow you to stay Menagerie" last winter,
on the surface for long. Kenney's gift for
As the two characters simplicity shines
confront each other and through "Talley's
begin their journey of Folly."
discovery together, the
Also as in "The Glas
audience is drawn into Menagerie," Kenney's
the experience — the instinct for real talent is
laughter and uncertair the key to the success of

this production. When a
pray has only two
characters, there's alot
riding on the ability of
the actors; "Talley's
Folly" makes grueling
demands on its actors
and the individuals in
this production prove
themselves fully equal
to the challenge,

Review: Talley's Folly

"Talley's Folly" is an
exercise in renewal.
And while the play
reveals the anguish and
loneliness and terrifying
uncertainty in our lives,
it is also a joyful,
positive reminder of
how rich our lives can
be. "This is a waltz,
remember," Matt
whispers. "One-two-

Randy Herndon is witty and charming and three..."
How lucky Sally , is
thoroughly convincing
as Matt Friedman, and that Matt cares enough
Jane P. Moore makes to try again. How lucky
you laugh with Sally we are that -Herndon
Talley's anger ("You do and Moore care enough
not have the perception to share this story and
God gave lettuce'' is not their talent — with us.
an easy line to deliver "Talley's Folly" will be
with quivering rage, but presented again this
Jane does it, and does it weekend, July 19-21, and
well) and she makes you you can make reservaache with Sally's pain tions by calling 759-1752.
What are you doing
and your own. And if
Randy Herndon doesn't this weekend? Do you
really look 42, Jane have an evening free to
Moore,doesn't look quite share in the human ex31 either; but such is the perience? Matt and Salintensity of their perfor- ly are waiting for you —
mance that by the time why not take a chance?
the characters discuss This is a waltz,
remember...

Matt Friedman (Randy Herndon) and Sally Talley (Jane P. Moore) embrace
hands during a moment
of intimacy during the Playhouse in the Park's production of "Talley's
Folly." The play, being acted
out on the open air stage at the railroad depot, will conclude its,two
weekend run this weekend, with
reservations still being taken for the final shov.s.

Artist travels around globe for work
LONDON (API —
Canadian wildlife artist
Robert Bateman travels
the world for his subjects. There's a hermit
thrush in British Columbia,' an elf owl in the
Arizona desert and fur
seals at an old whaling
station on Kerguelen in
the southern Indian
Ocean.
And he pys as close
attentioii to rocks,
earth, plants and water
as he does to his foxes,
terns and whales. In one
painting, it's— hard at
first to spot the moose
because the trees
disguise it so well.
"The wonderful thing
about watching the wild

is that you can't imagine what you're going
to see," Bateman said
'1 -was lecturigg to a
group in Antarctica and
at Port Lockroy we saw
Gentoo penguin chicks
under a snowbank, licking droplets of melting
ice above them because
their diet is very salt.
You couldn't have expected to see that when
you woke up in the
morning."
Works by the Canadian artist recently
went on show at the
Tryon and Moorland
Gallery, with prices for
the works ranging from
a low of $450 for a bear's
head el.ching to $47,000

e

dreams and fantasies.
The exhibition and
Ewald's residency at
MSU were made possible through a joint project of the Kentucky
Arts Council, the Governor's Scholars Program, and the MSU
Clara M. Eagle Gallery,

JEWELERS
CALL 753-7695
FOR APPOINTMEN1

for an acrylic painting
A show of Bateman's
of lions in long grass.
paintings will be staged
"I know the prices are next year at the
-horribly high, but it's Smithsonian Institution
the dealers who do it,". in Washington. He has
Bateman said in an in- Just been made a
terview. -I try to en- Member of Honor of the
courage them to keep Swiss -based World
Wildlife Fund.
low."

Final gourmet cabaret set The Playhouse in the
Park will present the
last gourmet cabaret of
the summer '85 season
on July-`2Ikand 28. •
Under the direction of
Kimberly Oles, the performers will present-an
evening of song and
dance featuring old
standards, show tunes
and some more contemporary music. Songs to
be performed will in-

The Paris-Henry large crowd.
Seating for the event clude "Can't Help
County Arts Council is
sponsoring the Jackson is on the ground, so the Lovin' Dat Man," "I Got
Symphonette on July 20 public is urged to bring a Crush on You,"
for the Summer in the a lawn chair or a "American Pie," -a
medley of songs by Burt
Park Series at the Paris blanket.
The program is fund- Bacharach and selecLanding State Park
ed in part by the Ten- tion from
open air ampitheater.
the musicals
The 7:30 p.m. perfor- nessee Arts Commission "Grease,"
"The Best
mance is free and open and the National En- Little Whorehouse
in
to the public. The per- dowment for the Arts.
Texas," "Company."
formance will mark the
fourth year the symphone t te has been
presented and each
year, the group draws a

Children's photos displayed at MSU
The photography exhibition "Portraits t.n
Dreams: The Children
of Appalachia" will be
on view in the Clara M.
Eagle Gallery on the
MSU campus through
August 4. The gallery is
located on the fourth
floor of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center.
A total of 68
photographs taken by
Appalachian school
children between the
ages of six and 14 make
up the exhibit. The
children worked under
the direction of Wendy
Ewald during a five
year project funded
through the Kentucky
Arts Council's Arts-InEducation Program. •
Under the tutelage of
Ewald, the students
covered a wide range of
subjects known intimately to them:
themselves, their
friends, coal mines,
animal slaughtering.
funerals and holidays.
They also Lreated mock

Miirray Ledger & times

care about appearance.
For all of us who
spend our lives running
away from the things we
care about most.

Mary Jo Cornett — "My Brother and Sister in the Cow Barn, Kingdom Come Creek," black and
white
photograph from the exhibition "Portraits and Dreams" currently on display at the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery at MS1..

Friday. July 111
5 30 a m Morning Edition
A a.m Allegro with Margaret Hunt Classical music for your morning
enjoyment
12 p m i noon • Radio Reader Dick Estell continues reading "Cold
Sassy Treet" by Olive Ann Burns, which focuses on life in rural Georgia
in the early 1900.
1 p m Intermezzo Joe Jackson brings an afternoon of classical music
• As You Like It" features listeners' choices on Fridays from Ito 2 p m
4 p m All Things Considered National Public Radio's award.wirming
magazine of the air
.
6 p m Cleveland Orchestra A concert from Tangtewood with Emmanuel Ax. piano soloist and ChristOph von Dohnanyi,
8.,p,m. Cosh Air. Terry Gross interviews clarinet virtuoso Richard
Stoneman
A:3ftp.ip Easy Street with Bobby Bryan Warren Vachl, Miles Davis.
Peggy Lee and Jimmy Rushing are among tonight's featured artists.
Saturday. July 20
6 a m Our Front Porch Rory Block is the guest artist
7 a m Music from the Front Porch Jane Moore and Pat GNetil host
four hours of bluegrass and folk music from the WKMS library
11- a m The Thistle and Shamrock The -Live Tradition" features
recordings of Scotland's -The Cornea 12 p m (noon) The Flea Market Barb Silverman, Thorn Bishop and
Chicago Natural Gas Join Larry Rand
.,
2 p m Classical Encore Two hours of classical favorites including the
overture to Die Fledermaus by Johann Strauss. Sibelius' Violin Concerto
in I). Le Mar by Debussy. Copella Suite by Delibes an Rhapsodic
Espagnol by Ravel
1 p m. All Things Considered
5 p m A Prairie Home Companion Live national broadcast from the
Kentucky Center for the Arts. Louisville
7 p m laze Horizons
Sunday, July 21
•
• 6 a m Music from Intertochen
7 a m Opus '85 with Margaret Hunt
990 a m Saint Paul Sunday Morning Leonard Slatkin and fhlvtd
Ituechner, pianists, perform with members of the Minnesota Orchestra
r
IIit m Music fm
from Europe Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau is the featured
ar
p M The Big Broadcast of 1965 Count Baste. Frankle. Carle. Kay
Kyser. Sophie Tucker, Ralph Marterie and Louis Armstrong will be
featured
6 p m All That Jazz—American Jazz Radio Festival Dave Frishbere
in a rare solo performance at the Chryslef Museum in Norfolk, Va
10 p 10 Music from the Hearts of Space
.
Monday. July 22
6 p m St Louis Orchestra Charles Wourinen EXcerpts from The
Magic Art. Vivaldi Sinfonia for strings, Mozart Symphony No 25
Leonard Siatkin. conductor.
it pro About Books and Writers vlith Robert Crcanle Abe Peck
discusses his book "Uncovering the 60.'s — The Life and Times of the
I'nderground Press "It 30 p rn Easy Street with BObby Bryan features the music of Illinois
lacquet, Chet Baker. Gene Ammons and others.
Tuesday. July 23
'
6 p m Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra Michael Gielen conducts works
of Von Weber. Carter and Schubert Ursula Oppens. piano soloist
O p m NPR Playhouse "A Private Space The Personal Diaries of
Women" features the Journal of Andrea Lee during her year obtravelnis.
in -the Soviet Unlonln 1978'
ft 30 p.m Easy Street with Bobby Bryan.
Wednesday. July*1
. 6 p m Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra Lukas Foss. conductor.
Salvatore Accardo. violinist Handel Music for the Royal Fireworks.
Foss Baroque Variations, Mendelasotin Violin Concerto in E minor and
Berlioz ,, Romeo et .Juliette arid Roman Carnival Overture
A p m Lord Peter Wimsey Five Red Herrings "Bicycles "
030 pm Easy Street with Bobby Bryan boot Sims. Roy Eldridge
Ruddy DeFranco and others .
Thursday. July II 6 p m New York Philharmonic Jiri BeloMavek
conductor. Claudio Arrau. pianist Bartok Divertimento for String Or
chestra..,Beelhoven Concerto No 5 for piano and orchestra. Drcirrak
Symphony No 7
A p m Moon Over Morocco "The Marrakesh,Intrigue'
'
2 SOP m Koury Street with Bobby Brian features the music of Bill-Har
rie, Monty Alexander. Frank Sinatra and others
,:
'
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Symphonette to be featured
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in cooperation with
Writers and Readers
Publishing, Inc.
The galley is open
during the summer between 8 a.m..and 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m
Saturdays and 1 to 4
p.m. Sundays.

Janie
Under
wood
is now employed at

Ann's Beauty
& Style Shop
Hazel, KY.
-Special$500 Off
Reg. Price Perms
thru July
Open Thurs., Fri., Sat
Shop Phone: 492-8284
Home Phone:'492-8577

and "Showboat."
Refreshments will
consist of a variety of
desserts from the best
gourmet kitchens in
Murray.
The performers are
Mark Bazzell, Mark
Hussung,
Suzanne
Meeks, Amy Ross, Gretta. Shepard, Pat Skinner, Bryan Warner, and
Louise Weatherly.'They
will be accompanied by
Donnie Hendricks.
while performing
choreography by Kate
4hepard.
a‘Performances begin
at 8 p.m. nightly, with
tickets on sale $4 and
reservations- made by
calling the box office
between 10 a.m. and 4
p.m.. at 759-1752.

Granny's )
Summer c
Kitchen

Highway 68
Between
Jonathan Creek and Aurora
Barbeque Ribs (Friday Night only.)
Roast Beef, Fried Chicken and Genuine
Ky. Lake Catfish plus Homemade
Chicken and Dumplings, Homemade
Dinner Rolls, Turnip Greens, Glazed
Carrots, Fried Squash, Miford Sweet
Corn, Blue Lake Green Beans with new
Potatoes, Mashed Potatoes and Gravy
plus 30 Item Salad Bar, Delicious Bread
Pudding and Tangy Lemon Sauce.
Plus much more!
*Hot Apple, Strawberry, Cherry,
Peach and Plum cobbler topped with
Delicious Soft Ice Cream (you help
yourself).

Served Buffet Style
4:00-9:00 P.M.
COMING TO OUR
MURRAY STORE

AUGUST 7

All You Can Eat '65°
(No Hidden Cost! This is
AIL. You Pay!)

No Waitin
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Kentucky businesses discover small pianes can go far
OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP)
fer business travelers"' have
Modern Welding Co. has come a
made them in essential tool for
long way since the days it sent
such diverse local companies
its executives aloft in "The
Modern Welding and Texas as
Bamboo Bomber.," a twinResources Corp.
eng.ine, wood-and-canvas plane
"It's been sal' it's a
bought in the late 1940s.
justifiable extrav
ce," said
The company, which makes
John W. Jone
president of
storage tanks and other
Modern Welckfig.
fabricated steel products, now
The cpiipany bought its
uses a sleek eight-passenger jet
DeHaU1and 125 about 15 years
to whisk employees across the
ago/AOr around $1 million. When
country on sales calls and visits
fiel. maintenance, pilot salaries
to its 14 manufacturing plants. ,"and other items are taken ihto
The speed, flexibility and
account, the jet costs roughly
prestige that private aircryt of$600 an hour to operate, Jones

But the advantages the flights
hold for Modern Welding offset
that expense, he said.
Many of its plants, and many
of its customers, are in small
cities not directly accessible by
airlines. The value of the time
executives would waste waiting
to change flights and claim baggage makes it worthwhile to invest in a jet, Jones said.
The jet allows Modern
Welding officials to leave
Owensboro in the morning,
travel to one or two cities and

get back to town the same day,
which cuts down on motel bills
and other expenses.
While in the air, Modern
Welding officials often spread
blueprints across empty seats,
analyze projects and prepare for
meetings they will attlincLaner
they land, he said.
Texas Gas got its start in corporate aviallon in 1949 when it
bought a twin-engine Beechcraft
Bonanza. It has since owned at
least 15 other planes, including a
converted B-26 bomber, said
Kenneth Jolly, who helped
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CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)

Save on Our Exclusive Electronics!

C3

VHS VCR With Remote Control

Model 100 Portable Computer
By Radio Shack
HALF PRICE

Model 12 by Realistic'
_LE

Save
950
34995

.11.•• esIft

299w
Originally 599.00 in
1985 Cat. 380.
(interim markdowns
taken)

Reg. 499.95

Wired remote lets you control all tape
functions without leaving your chair. Nine
day one-event programming. Cable-ready
105-channel tuner. #16-502

Includes word processor, autodial telecommunications, and
BASIC. Built-in modem. Ex- '
pandable 8K memory.
#26-3801 Batteries extra

Low As $20 Per Month
on Ci0Line4

Desktop Cassette Recorder

Low As $20
Per Month
on CitiLine

Save /
i
420
15995

-

3995

•

Reg. 69.95

Ideal for meetings or class lectures. Cue/review finds selections fast. Pause, tone controls.
Built-in mike. #
„14-Frin
.
Batteries extra

Reg. 279.95
Low As $20 Per Month
on CitiLine*

Automatic
Level Control

-

•
t•

•I It ,t

I

Make copies of your personal cassettes, or listen to two tapes in sequence.,Dolby* B-C NR reduces
tape "hiss". Auto-search. #14-634
•TM Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp

Hurry Last Days to Save Big on These Items!
Versatile Color Computer 2
Cut 38%

Dual-Cassette AM/FM
Stereo With Phono

Extended BASIC

Cordless Phone With
Auto-Dialer

Clannette'-114 by Realistic

ET-400 by

by Radio Shack

995 15995
eq. 159.95

111,111111111.mn

Auto-dials up to 16 oftenused numbers. Programmable security code.
Switchable Touch-Tine/
pulse dialing . #43-550

Low As $20 Per Month
on Citiline*

Law As $20 Per Month on Citiline*

Write programs in BASIC. or choose from
our wide selection of Program Paks.
Graphics. sound effects. #26-3136

Copy personal tapes, record off radio,
phono or "live" with optional mikes.
17"-high speakers. #13-1217

Save
$60

Save $40

By Archer s

111.1111.minem
.

7995
Listen to tapes or radio, record off-the-air
or "live" with built-in mikes. Dual 2-way
speakers with 5" woofers, solid-state
tweeters. #14-785 Batteries extra

AM/FM/VHF-TV
Sound Radio
PortaViston

Takes the mono signal from.
your TV or VCR and transforms it into simulated
, stereo. #15-1277

Reg. 29.95
Enjoy audio
from VHF
channels 2-13
for soaps,
news and
sports anywhere. With
earphone.
#12-613

Our Smallest Personal
Stereo Receiver—
Just 1/2" Thin

"I like ny refrigerator more
than anything," she said, looking back at all the newfangled
changes. "I've got a lot of things
I didn't have before because you
couldn't use 'em without
electricity."
The Coffeys now have a television set, which was bought by
their daughter, and such electrified gadgets as a crock pot
and coffee maker. "The kids

VHS and Beta
Videotape

By Micronta'

SUPERTAPE' by Radio Shack

Cut
40%

•fl

Cut
31%

777
I
Bettenes ertra

Only

revohnng credit trom Citibank
Partin' may vary depending wen balance

3
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A
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time
paint

have been buying us all kinds of
stuff they couldn't buy us before,
"she said.
When Mr. Coffey was asked
what he liked best about now
having electricity, he replied:
"The lights. It's a lot more
handier than it was with
kerosene lamps."
Most of us probably wouldn't
know what to do without electricity, but the Coffeys say they
have had difficulty adjusting to
having it.
"It was odd, kincia, at the
start, but we're getting used to
it," Mrs. Coffey said.
The headline that Ralph B.
Miner of the Powell Valley Electric Co-op put on the article he
wrote about the Coffeys for The
Tennessee Magazine, a publication of the Tennessee Electric
Cooperative Association said,
"We thought we had them all —
but not quite!" He explained: "It's hard to believe that
anyone could have lived in this
area all this time and just now
have had electric power connected into their home — but it's
true," he wrote.
But it's not far-fetched to Mrs.
Coffey, who reared three
children in the house with no
electricity. "We just got used to
not having it," she said. "But we
could have had it along time
ago."
She went on to explain that a
man who had property next to
theirs would not sign for power
lines to cross his land.
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Pouch

7 32
" thin! Ideal
backup for wake-up calls.
Snooze button, backlight,
stand. With battery.
#63-704
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Jerry's Champ Sandwich conquers even the
heartiest appetite. It's made of stacked deli ham.
lightly grilled with melted Swiss cheese. sliced
tomato, shredded lettuce and our own special
dressing on a fresh sesame seed roll. Served with
French fries and cole slaw--all for just $3.15.
Next time you're hungry—go for a winner Jerry's Champ Sandwich Plate. At Jerry.s.enjoy
a great meal and fast, friendly service—every time.

Jeluirs.

pool. Ti
hair cI
system.

DEA'
_refused
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should

IV.Serve ratRight!.
S. 12th Street—Murray
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The Champ
defeats hunger.
Deliciously.

Headphones weigh only 2 oz. FM AFC
for drift-free reception. #12-115, #33-1000

,

Reg. 9.95
VHS T-120

Beta L-750
4•

Delivers brilliant colors and
'superior picture definition. - Buy all you need—no limit!
#44-400/475

Check Your Phone Book for the Ratio illsaek Store or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF IANDY CORPORATION
PRiCE5 APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS
I

Electricity was installed in the
100-year-old, square-log Coffey
home set in the foothills of
Clinch Mountain in Grainger
County just a few months ago.
But Mrs. Coffey says she will
cook on her Knox woodstove
"till it burns out," and the
house, which soon will be geting
weatherboard "to close up some
of them cracks in the logs," still
will be heated with coal during
the winter.

)

Micro Travel Alarm
With LCD Display

by Realistic

1995
Req. 79.95

**

THORN HILL, Tenn.(AP) —
Thomas A-. Edison invented the
lightbulb in 1879.
Cecile and Rufus Coffey got to
turn on the first one in their
home in 1985.
That's when the Coffeys first
got electricity, the basic convenience of modern life that most
of us take for granted.
Having seen the light in their
home for the first time this spring, the Coffeys say some of the
new things have changed their
lives, buct many things "Cvill
always be the same.

Batteries extra

tan 12

Cut
25% 5995

24

Pair
Reg. Separate
Items 44.90

33% Off
a an

Cut 44%

E

Reg. 139.95

Our best! Battery-saving auto-stop. Dolby
B NR reduces tape "hiss" Metal/Cr02normal tape bias switch. #14-1022
ii,re,,es headphones extra

—

by Realistic

"

Reg. 99.95

Video Sound
Processor

AM/FM Receiver With
Headphones
STEREO-MATE & Nova'-34

STEREO-MATE"
kRealistic

struc

The buyer's market has given
business a chance to acquire
planes at attractive prices. In
most cases, a plane must contribute to the bottom line of the
corporate balance sheet in the
same manner as a new computer or a new piece of production equipment.
There is another, nonfinancial reason for ownership.
"In a lot of respects, it's an
image thing," Wagner said.
"It's a mark of success."

FCC registered

Personal Portable AM/FM Portable AM/FM Cassette
Stereo Cassette Player - Recorder
SCR-15 by Realistic

5995

611

Make 'n take calls anywhere, even outdoors!

Reg. 239.95

v

Radio Shack

Save R1195
=SO ‘w
Reg. 139.95

Save $60 Save $80

IN T
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Five Built-In
Programs

SCT-90 by Realistic

Cut 43%

their time is more valuable than
sitting in an airport trying to get
to Podunk City," he said.
Companies that rely on commercial carriers can reach only
500 to 600 airports, while those
that have their own planes or
use a charter service can reach
more than 10,000, Wagner said.
Although demand varies,
Bullfrog transports an average
of 20 people a day on charter
flights, Wagner said. He
estimated that 90 percent of the
manufacturers in the area, and
a surprising percentage of
retailers and other companies
use the service.
"Just about everybody in
business, at some time or
another, has to travel
somewhere," he said.
Some business people choose
to become pilots themselves.
Wagner said Bullfrog sells an
average of two planes for every
10 business people it teaches to
fly.

Electricity finally reaches
Tennessee couple in 1985

Hi-Speed Cassette Dubbing Deck

CTR-51 by Realistic

launch the program and was
director of aviation until his recent retirement.
Planes are particularly
valuable in the natural gas industry because they allow companies to respond quickly to
emergencies with managerial or
technical support, said G. Ted
Smith, senior vice president for
personnel and administration.
Texas Gas views its fleet of
aircraft as tools to help its
business and evaluates every
flight on Ian economic basis,
Smith said. It sometimes uses
them to make connections with
commercial flights if that appears to be the most efficient
way to travel, he said.
According to the General
Aviation Manufacturers
Association, a Washington,
D.C.-based trade group, acquiring an aircraft can improve a
company's fortunes by expanding the area it can serve and
creating new commercial
opportunities.
Many people use Air Kentucky
Airlines Inc. here and other
airlines ino. Evansville and
Louisville for business trips. But
as a result of deregulation, service has been eliminated to
some cities, making it more difficult to get around, said Rich
Wagner, general manager of
Bullfrog Inc., an aviation company that offers flight instruction, plane sales and charter
service.
"A lot of business owners feel
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Special program near Auburn helps
handicapped learn to ride horses
AUBURN, Ky. (AP) — Dave
and Madeline McGrath were
running a horseback riding program at their farm near Auburn

when they decided to offer a program for the physically and
mentally handicapeed.
Mrs. McGrath was interested

in developing a program
because her mother was handicapped. Her husband became
interested when he saw how handicapped youngsters responded
to horses and to riding.,
"We' recognized that there
was a real need," McGrath Said.
"And horses and handicapped
go well together."
Planning for the Riders in
Special Equitation program
began last September. The
McGraths visited two programs
affiliated with the North
American Riding for the Handicapped Association to see how
those were operated.
And Mrs. McGrath, who has
been a riding instructor for
more than 10 years, went to
Washington, D.C., for a
therapeutic riding instructors
course.
Therapeutic horseback riding
programs for the physically and
mentally handicapped have
been operated by some European hospitals for many years,
she said. However, it's taken
longer for those programs to be
formed in the United States.
"For this area, it's very unique," McGrath said of the program.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

IN THE PILOT'S SEAT — Tim Ducker of Centralia, HI., tries out
the pilot's seat in a Cessna 172 at
Southern Illinois University — Carbondale's Air Institute and Service.
Looking on is certified flight instructor David Cooper of Murray, an SIU student. Ducker was participa
ting in a two-week flying program for high school students who want to try solo flying. It's one of
several "Summer Wings" programs offered -at SIU.
__
_

Milwaukee pays a tribute to
the 'Greatest Show on Earth'
By P.B.SEYMOUR
Associated Press Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) — It was
a page out of hist5y, a spectacle
that would have made P.T. Barnum proud:
For two hours on Sunday,
Milwaukee took a step back in
time as horses pulled 75 brightly
painted, ornately decorated circus wagons past an estimated
750,000 people in a modern-day
tribute to the "Greatest Show on
Earth."
Barnum, the master showman
who said "There'sa. sucker born
every minute," made the
wagons famous in the 19th century, when he converted other-

wise drab freight wagons into
advertisements for his show.
The wagons, covered with
wooden sculpture, gold leaf,
mirrors and bright paint, are
survivors of wood piles and rot,
owned or on loan to the Circus
World Museum.
On Sunday, they gained a new
lease on life when they rolled
along a 33-block route lined by a
crowd estimated by police at
750,000 to 775,000 spectators —
more than the total population of
the city, which was listed at
836,000 in the 1980 census.
"It's incredible," Dominique
Jando, a French circus
historian, said while viewing the

paraae.
Richard Whitmarsh, director
of i,he South Shore Circus Concert Band that came from
Massachusetts to play carnival
music near the reviewing stand,
called the parade "the ultimate
In circus."
"I never saw anything like
this," Whitmarsh said.
"It's the nostalgia,"
businessman Ben Barkin said
when asked why so many
visitors would turn out.
130 State Historical Society
founded the circus museum in
Baraboo, just north of Madison,
at the former home of harness
maker August Ringling, whose
sons in the 1880s organized what
eventually became the Ringling
Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, the "Greatest Show on
Earth."
"This parade," Barkin
declared, "is now the greatest
By Abigail
show."
Barkin said the committee he
Van Buren
organized last year to sponsor
the event had little difficulty
raising the $750,000 to cover
costs, much for shipping, in
teams of horses. to pull the
wagons.
After 10 years of parades,lack
of funds caused Milwaukee to
abandon the annual event after
1973.
Chicago used the wagons in
parade's
in 1981 and 1982. OtherIt suits closet fur fanciers just fine. I
wise, they have stayed at the
am one of them.
museum, near their restoration
I adore furred feminine forearms,
shop, and have rolled only occaflashes of tufted armpits, downy
sionally for summer tourists.
mustaches and soft and silky leg
As a prelude to the parade's
hair. (It looks divine under nylon
hosiery!) And if you care for me,' revival, the five-ring Carson and
don't change a hair for me.I love the
Barnes Circus entertained
natural look!
visitors at a Milwaukee
ROGER THE FUR FANCIER
lakefront park for four days.
The circus animals
DEAR ABBY: No woman should
augmented the museum's herd
shave her legs ifshe doesn't want to.
of elephants, leopards and a hipI haven't touched a razor for years, popotamus. The 3,000 perand when some no-class, big-mouth
formers in the procession incomments on my hairy legs, I say, cluded clowns,
musicians and
"I'll shave my legs when my huswagon drivers.
band shaves his!"
Fox said at least 30 draftLOTTA GUTS IN RICHMOND,VA.
horse owners from as far off as
Canada and New York were
DEAR ABBY: Hooray.for "Ra- "waiting
in line" to hitch their
punzel"! I think hairless women are
steeds to the wagons.
a multibillion dollar conspiracy
Academy Award-winning acdreamed up by the manufacturers of
razors,razor blades,electric shavers, tor Ernest Borgnine, dressed in
shaving creams,depilatories, waxes a clown costume, called the
event "astonishing, truly
and the electrolysis business.
unique."
Shaving is a bloody nuisance
(literally!) and often leads to infections,ingrown hairs and razor burns.
Thanks for sticking up for a woman's
right to be herself.
HAIRY IN HOUSTON

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR THURSDAY,JULY 18, 1986
.UtIES
competition. Postpone important
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
You may not knit).* exactly what to monetary decisions.
do concerning a child, yet putting CAPRICORN
your foot down is not the answer. (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Your advice may be wellAcquire greater understanding
intentioned, but you'll have to wait
TAURUS
until others are ready to face issues
(APr- 20 to Mike 20)
.
Pit
Unexpected changes may mean a before bringing them up.
domestic plan has to be put off for AQUARIUS
now. Avoid a contest of wills with a (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Try to keep your personal life
loved one tonight.
separate
from business today. A
GEMINI
romantic interest may be hard to pin
(May 21 to Jim 20)
Rimy thinking is sure to bring. down. Bide your time.
repercussions now. Be straightfor- PISCES
Siam
ward with others and diplomatic with (Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
Work output may be erratic and the
co-workers.
results of today's effort may be
CANCER
inconclusive. Still, you're aiming in
(June 21 to July 22)
the right direction.
There's a slight concern about
YOU BORN TODAY are something
finances today and a tendency to
of a connoisseur and are likely to be a
pout if you don't get your own way.
specialist in your work. Both
Avoid temperamental behavior.
academically inclined and communLEO
ity minded, you will have success in
(July 23to Aug.22)
education and administration. Mental
A tendency to daydream on the job
occupations are your forte. Science,
needs to be checked today: It's best
criticism and law are likely areas of
to let ileep
- ing dogs lie. Don't arouse
interest. Literature, acting, painting
controversy:.
and architecture are other probable
VI1160
vocations. Birthday of: John Glenn,
(Aug.23to Sept22)
astronaut/politician; Red Skelton,
The answers you seek may elude
-comedian; and William Makepeace
you now, but this doesn't mean you
• Thackeray, novelist.
should abandon a project Don't
throw in the towel prematurely.
LIBRA
(Sept 23to Oct22)
A 'friend is evasive, but forcing
Aar until Putaorl trial
matters will only bring out a negative
BEFORE Itis All Inane ors behold
response. Timing is the key to
woad* At tas pool *AMY
success today.
MN MAW 1101011 ors
nal ma emir access
SCORPIO
55101.1 SACS 31 RCA
(Oct 23 to Nov.21)
CCM Inas Sills ick
There's no need to take a stand
Ii
amp oar aol this
when the issues aren't that clear. Wait
mars" Al two tor ad
Prat dues
for the dust to settle. Be diplomatic
alls, wee
with higher-ups.
liappy A* la
9
SAGITTARIUS
MC NSW
•4
4,
*
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
S P4
,,A
Available through:
Financial dealings are tricky now.
Calloway Service/Industrial Rd.
It's not the time to outfox the

Traditional Women Don't
Split Hairs About Shaving
DEAR ABBY:"Rapunzel Legs," a
hairy feminist in Everett, Wash.,
refused to shave her armpits or legs,
and now she's screaming "sexual
discrimination" because she's not
welcome at private swim centers
and exercise clubs. I think she deserves all the grief that comes her
way.
Doesn't she know that in this
country women shave their legs and
armpits in the interest of good
grooming? Underarm odors are
bound to be trapped in all that hair,
so it's also a matter of hygiene.
If "Rapunzel" let her hair down
for me, I'd send up a case of Right
Guard.
DENVER READER

DEAR ABBY: Sure it's sex discrimination to ban "Rapunzel Legs"
from swimming centers because she
doesn't shave her legs and underarms.
Are men banned from swimming
centers because they have beards
and hairy chests, hairy legs and
hairy arms?
Personally, I'd be happier if men
and women got rid of all their body
hair before swimming in a public
pool. They don't realize that all that
hair clogs the drains and filter
system.
DEAR ABBY:Like most American
EX-POOL MANAGER
women, I learned early in life to
tweeze, pluck, shave or wax away
DEAR ABBY: That woman who offensive body hair, but I always
refused to shave her legs should be hated the chore. Now that I'm
more
named "Repulsive" instead of "Ra- mature, I'm able to face a few rude
punzel."
stares or comments rather than
If she's too lazy to shave, she return to scraping my skin with
a
should move to Europe.
metal blade.
RITA, CHARLOTTE, N.C.
I'd like "Rapunzel" to know that
seeing other unshaven women in
DEAR ABBY:"Rapunzel" should public gives me permission to be
realize that allowing her dark and myself, and I thank her for her
plentiful hair to grow in an unsightly courage in being a pioneer. Women
manner is uncouth, unfeminine and are taught to hate their bodies, and
unsanitary. In America we consider to believe that their natural selves
hairy legs and underarms gross. In are somewhat disgusting. I see it as
Europe it's considered sexy. But just one more way we're kept busy
then, Europeans don't .use deo- 'being self-conscious and thinking
dorants; they think sweat and other about trivial things (like men's
natural- body odors are "sexy." opinions of us), so that we won't
figure out where our real pdwer lies.
Pee--ooey!
.7 FEMINIST
7
ALL-AM .ICAN GIRL

the StinflOWer GresiP

80-100 channels
Unlimited TV program
selections ?Li hours a day
Repos, demos available.
Take over
low monthly payments
SAVE HUNDREDS OF $$$

AMERICAN
DISTRIBUTORS
PHONE TOLL FREE

1-800-523-0327
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DEAR ABBY: Tell "Rapunzel
Legs": Yes, it is sex discrimination
to demand that women shave their
DEAR READERS:And now,equal
legs 'while men walk around like
time for,"Rapunzel Imp":
gorillas.
And if "Rapunzel" welts to go
DEAR ABBY: I applaud "Ra- topless—like a man—she won't get
punzel," the hairy lady who dares to any complaints from me.
be herself. Let it grow—let it show.
RED IN PARIS, TEXAS
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CLASSIFIEDS

THE FAR SIDI

24.

By GARY LARSON
Legal

1

I.Legal

2 .Notice

"What the -?
NOTICE
On July 3. 1985,there was tendered for filing with the Federal Communications Commission an application to assign the licenses
of AM broadcast station WNBS and FM
broadcast station WAAW from Timkay.
Inc., to Murray Broadcasting Company,
Inc. WNBS operates on a frequency of 1340
kilohertz and WAAW operates on a frequency of 103.7 megahertz at Murray, Kentucky.
Officers, directors, and owners of 10% or
more of the stock of Timkay, Inc. include
Glen Wilcox, Fransuelle Wilcox Cole, and
T.C. Wilcox. Officers, directors, and owners
of 10% or more of the stock of Murray
Broadcasting Company, Inc. include Edward B. Fritts, Alma R. Fritts, Charles
Shuffet, Margaret Shuffet, C.H. Hulse, and
Frances Hulse. A copy of the application,
amendment(s). and related material is
available for public inspection at
WNBS/WAAW studios, which are located at
118 South Fifth Street, in Murray,
Kentucky.

Ketchup?
We followed
a ketchup troll
for three miles?"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Weaken
4 Mast
8 Part in playl
12 Mature
13 Peel
14 Pitcher
15 Ventilate
16 Special
consideration
18 Citizen of Rome
20 Mental image
21 Indium symbol
22 Forerunner
of CIA
23 Ascend
27 Perform
29 Regardless
30 Take as
ones own
31 Sun god
32 Cudgel
33 Aeriform fluid
34 In the
direction of
35 Country of

3

5

APT
COST
GRAB'
ODOR
SEA
RANA'
REL I SH
PR ICES
ERECT
ELITE
IMMEAN
PALE
HEN
BETEL
ROD
ER
VAN
WE
WAD
DEBAR
SEW
EVER
L IMP..
LAPEL
PARES
EVENED
REPENT
T l'NT
AGO
LATE
ODDS
EDEN
BOW
_
3 Allow
4 Bridge
5 Opportune
6 Painter
7 Musical

DOWN
1 District in
Germany
2 Exchange'
premium
4

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Europe
37 Vehicle
38 Japanese
outcast
39 A continent
40 Staff
41 Article
42 Slender
44 Chemical
compound
47 Relevant
51 Greek letter
52 Great Lake
53 Let it stand
54 Fabulous bird of
Arabia
55 Urge on
Princely
Italian
56
family
57 Vessel's curved
planking •

6

8.

9

11

10

13

16
!
14
20

23

12 2t
31

PPP
34

0
11

35

39

42

51 -

55

53

54

56

57

'!Ok).KE AN ATTORNE,1.".
IV, BE INTERESTED IN
KNOWING Wi4AT KIND OF
YOU HANDLE...

GREAT 5i-kl RT,
SLUGGO

ATTORNE'l AT LJakl
BANKRUPTo, TRUSTS
ACCIDENTS- mEncAL,
PROBATE WILLS...

I SEE 3NE
OF YOUR ,IARC'S?

ar

2 .Notice

Now Taking
Guitar
Students
Chucks Music
7534682
Guaranteed Repair
Service
On Car & Home Stereo
World of Sound
222 S. 12th
753-5865
Bettt Hinton's
FRAMERS GALLERY
has only one location
and this location is in
the DIXIELAND
CENTER.
COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25, shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50.
753-0658. Closed Wed.

Lincoln
1974
Mark IV. Good
condition, rebuilt
engine. 42,200.

753-8500

AND P06 BITES

A1114:
\
Ol
e

All
U NLESS IT'S
A LEAKY
DOG-

ei DRIP 0

,DRIP
-DRIP
14e
WRotg& FOR
A MAN OF MY AGE TO HAVE

I 10•10W IT

BUT iT5 SURE

LUST FOR A YOUNG WOMAN

SETTER THAN
THE ALTERNATIVE

Murray
Police
dept. will be accep-

ting bids on 4- 1986
Police
package
vehicles. Copies of
specs may be picked
up at the Murray
Police dept. Bids
must be returned to
City Clerks Office no
later than 4 p.m.
August 6th.
GLASS repair and replacement work. Auto
glass, plate glass, window glass, patio - door
glass, insulated glass,
.storm windows. Screens
repaired, store fronts.
entrance doors, glass
table tops. Mirrors cut
to size and shape. M&G
Complete Glass Co.,
Dixieland Center. Ph.
753-0180, 753-2798.

Homegrown
Vegetables
•Direa
'Zucchini
'Cucumbers
• Tomatoes
•Lirna beans ik'nu Pe k'
•SquaSh
'
Super Seend Corn
Open. Mon Sat •
7ArnSpin
I Located on South end of
Johnny Robertson Rd near
Wrsierell Rd Call in orders for
for freezing
large quantit

Place your quilt
orders now
Resonable rates
489-2599

1T5 SOLD!
ITS DIFFERENT
ITS COLORFUL

,985 United Fearom Syndicale cc

.
41111111k
1010,
%
411
R
1
P
1
WHEN
YOUR
LUST
TURNS-

TO
PUST

otta

Jim Suiter &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.
Olds-Pont Cad Buick

12 WHITE Strongpanei
10'- $8.95. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
DAILY CAR RENTAL
LONG TERM LEASE
ASK GENE
AT
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
753 2617
GtMNASIUM size
building to be removed.
Make offer. Call' 1-3334822.
N Bar Inn membership, cottage plan. No
down payment, take
over payment. Call
489-2117.

TIRE SALE
Grand AM
Radial GT
Now Save 25%
ECONOMY TIRE753-8500
Tailor Shop
Is not going out of
business. They are open
8:30 to 4:30 Monday
thru Saturday and
located under, the
Frame Village.
TODDLER Day Care
hqs openings for 1 toddler & 1- 4 yr. old.
Call 753-2555.

A neridesign is. your business
card. store. stationary, sitc in
rinridualliod drawings dons at
rassonstpla rata

Call 75-956.
after 4 pin.
•

•

is

GUARANTEED!
For application call
CREDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll freel

SHOWTIME
MOVIES
Inside Bob's
Comic Shop
VCR & movie tapes
$ 1 75 a night. VCR
$4.75 a night. No
membership
required.

SALESMAN
WANTED
Experience not roll
quired but helpful.
Gas expenses paid
during training,'200
a week paid during
training. Group insurance. Bonuses
paid, 2 weeks paid
vacation. Call collect
between 8 am-12
pm 247-9453

2.Notice

MACHINE
QUILTING

Ag
THERE'S NOTHING.
MORE ANNOYING
THAN A LEAKY
FAUCET

Racier. a MasterCard or Visa
cretin card regardless of your
past credit history, or present
marital status
(No Sayings
Account Requited.)

16. Home Furnishings
ANTIQUE Iron & brass
double bed. Also, new
table & 4 chairs. Call
434-2939 after 5p.m.
LAZY Boy recliner
rocker $85, Simmons
hide-a-bed couch 685.
chrome dinette table- 6
chairs- $70. Call
753-8361.

IMP

Phone 753- 1816

not
LOVE
THE
DESIGN

'LIMITED OFFER -MCNISA'

100-A N. 6th St.
753-3934

Iz

I

THANKS

instruments
- 8 Holds back
9 World War II
agency: init
10 Zodiac sign
11 Sea eable
17 Neon symbol
19 In the year.
abbr.
22 Away
24 Maiden loved
by Zeus
25 Blemish
26 Sicilian volcano
27 Solo
28 Household pets
29-Body of water
30 Swiss river
32 Shattered by an
explosion
33 Mild expletive
36 Three-toed
sloth
37 Shooting stars
38 Goes in,
40 Wash lightly
41 In the
capacity
of
43 Roman 51
44 Feminine suffix
45 Short jacket
46 Pungent
47 Vigor colloq
48 Transgress
49 Spanish river
50 Openwork
fabric -

NO CREDIT
CHECK!

6. Help Wanted
EASY ASSEMBLY
WORK! $4100.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce Fl. 33482.
EXPERIENCED
automobile frame
straightener, regular
hours, 50% commission,
Kansas Jack Equip;tent & shop provided in
Marshall County. 5545312 after 5p.m.

If you need a gift
or
something
special for your
home pay a visit to

AppleBee
FARE
Folk art, silk flower
arrangements.
wreathes, country
style furniture and
accessories.
Special orders
All at reasonable
prices. Free hospital
deNvery & layaway.
VISA & Master Card.
1 mile from Murray
on Hwy. 94E.
753-0079
I. OR all your taxidernly
and leather needs see
All Seasons Taxidermy
and Leathercraft, Hwy.
79, Paris Landing. 901644-9310.
6. Help Wanted
EARN $2,400 per week
delivering flashing arrow slims in seven state
area (4 plans/some
require deposit/some
do not) Call 1-502-5633971 after 5p.m.
LONG DISTANCE
TRUCKING. North
American Van Lines'
n
ee
s
d
- owner/Operators. If
you need training we
will train you. You will
own your own tractor. If
you don't have one
northAmerican offers a
tractor purchase program that can put you
in a new tractor for
$2500 down. If you are 21
or over and think you
may qualify, we'd like
to send you a complete
information package.
Call our special
operators any time. Toll
Free 1-800-848-1000. Ask
for Dept 194.
NEED a job? /
openings. You may
qualify if: 1) you are
between 16 & 21 yfs. old.
2) you have dropped out
of school for 9 months or
more 3) you don't have
a high school diploma or
GED. Call JTPA out of
school 9a.m.-1:30p.m.
weekdays 753-9378.
ORGANIST needed for
both 8a.m. & lla.m.
Sunday Church Services. To apply call
753 - 3876 from
8a.m.-12p.m.
PART time to full time
shop worker for
wholesale wood shop.
Must have some wood
shop experience & ability to operate band saw.
Apply at 109 N. 12th St.
ip.m.-5p.m. only.
POOLE Truck Lines,
Inc. is hiring long haul
drivers with good records. Must be 23. Apply
in person at; Cresline
Drive, Henderson, KY
EOE.
REGISTERED civil
engineer minimum 5
years experience in
highway design and
construction. Send resume to HMB, 643 Teton
Trail, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601. EEO.
SALES position with
daily newspaper
available. Salary plus
commission. Lake •
Cumberland area. Call
(606) 678-8191. Ask for
K. Renfro.
SEAFARERS- Immediate openings on
east and west coasts,
many overseas .
locations. On-the-Job
training in many fields,
excellent benefits
package, good starting
salary,' rapid advancement, world travel.
To apply, you must be in
good physical condition,
17.24. Call collect, 1-502583-9779 Monday Friday, 9a.m.-3p.m.
"SUBSTITUTE G ra ndrifother" to provide
dill
cram ere • -& occasional babysttUng for infant is two -toddlers. Call 436-2636 after
•
WANTED: Babysifter
for 1 month old, in my
home, starting mid
August, 7:30 to 3:30,
Monday•Friday. Call
753-4003.

9. SitUation Wanted
WILL babysit in my
home evenings for
children 3 yrs. old &
older. References. 7531996 or evenings 7539539.
1XFILL clean your house
or office. Have excellent ,references. Call
after.m. 759-1762.
WILL do house cleaning, experienced, dependable, references.
Call 753-6043.
WILL sit with the
elderly or sick, some
housework. For more
information call
753 - 4590 . Good
-references.
10. Business Opportunity
POR sale Home and Business. Grocery store with
3 bedroom home, good
condition, well insulated,
reasonably priced, excellent location. Owner is
retiring. Don't let this
opportunity escape you
Call 1-382-2479.
SATALLITE system
giving you problems?
We service any make or
model anywhere. Service fleet available. 7
years experience. Call
day or night, 901-4792306.

14. Want to Buy
MURRAY Satellite
Sales needs service van,
'75 or better model. Will
buy or trade. 601 S. 4th,
753-9263.
WANTED: electronic
junk CB's, computers,
amps, satellite receivers, LNA transmitters, radio's, etc.
Jo's Palace.
WANT to buy tobacco
sticks. Call 492-8790.
WANT to buy a tent that
will sleep more than 3
people. Call 489-2699.
WANT to buy aorny
mule. Call between
7p.m.-10p.m. 1-856-3548.
15. Articles for Sale
10 CU. ft. upright
freezer $100, oak spindle
back rocker $35, flat top
trunk $40. Call 753-8960.
SECTIONAL garage doors- $184.50. MidSouth Wholesale
Building- 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
ENJOY the summer
evenings under a white
aluminum patio cover,
size 6.2c15', good condition, $125. Sit in rattan
chairs, $15 each. Two
black wrought-iron
posts and railing for
steps, $15. Call 759-4407.
R0TPOINT refrigerator, good condition, $60.
Call 753-8776.
INTERNATIONAL Cub
Cadet riding lawn
mower, good condition,
$300. Call 753-8776.
PRE-finished vanities
with marble top- $84.96
and up. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2562.
WRittLPOOL 17 Cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door, only
$8.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0596.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles, only $6.00 per
week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.
16. Home Furnishings
USED couch, chair. $10.
753-7553 after 4:90p.m.
WHIRLPOOL bevy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0696.

19. Farm Equipment
1976 JOHN Deere 4406
combine, 1074 hours,
excellent condition with
440 corn head & 213 bean
head, $14,500. John
Deere 3800 silage chopper with 2 row corn
header & grass pick-up
header, used for approximately 250 acres
of corn, $4200.
FOR sale- complete
dairy equipment, set
up. Hay equipment, all
good condition. A.I.
sired Heifers, bred for
September calving.
(502)521-7131.
NEW Holland 851 round
baler, serviced regularly, excellent condition. Call 489-2696
after p.m,
NEW equipment trailers, dual wheel,
tandem or triaxle. 20'
bed, 2" floor, for dozerss/loaders. $1995 & up
Call 601.928-3277.
POLE BUILDINGS,
30'x54' completely
erected, 15'x9' end
slider and entrance
door included, choice of
colors. $5,995. Other
sizes available. Blitz
Builders, Inc. 1-800-4284009 KY, 1-800-792-3498
IND.
POLE buildings- 24'x40
completely erected $3.
650. 12'x8' end slider
and entrance door ineluded. Other sizes
available. Blitz
Builders, Inc. 1-800-42r,
4009 KY- 1-800•792-3498
IND.
RED belly 'Ford, plow
disc, cultivators & bush
hog. Best offer. Call
753-9665.
STEEL buildings
Summer special direct
from standard steel.
Large inventory of
quonset buildings from
16' wide to 100' wide
Unlimited length. Act
now. 1-800-527-4323.
22. Musical
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TV/4
radio,
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753-26

Experienced
piano
teacher, new in Murray,

27.14

has openings for
students. Hermitage
Place. 753-2532

efficI
stove
436-56

24. Miscellaneou4s
#2- 12"x16' MASONITE
siding- $4.25 ea.-MidSouth Wholesal
Building; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
2- 40 H.P. electric
motors, 3 phase, 3600
RPM. 2 electrical starter boxes & 2 breaker
boxes. Can be seen at
the Auto Laundry or
call 753-1331.
SERVICE Bay overhead garage doors,
excellent condition
Priced to sell. Phone
Ky. Lake' Oil Co. 753
1323.
f2SHINGLES- $17.95 sq.;
7/8" roofing nails $11.00 box. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington.
Paris; 901-642-2552.
USED cash registers
for sale. 1 electric- $150,
1 Swede model 303
electronic- $500. Coast
to Coast Hardware,
753-8804.
(5) PAINT damaged
flashing arrow signs,
$229 complete. Lighted,
now arrow, $207. Non.
lighted $153. We'll beat
anyone's prices! Factory: Call 502-842-3332
collect. (Not
repossessed).
ANTIQUE "chair, early
1900's, good condition,
$95. Contemporary
couch, makes bed,
superior condition, $125.
Call 753-1817.
FIREWOOD, Seasoned
hardwood, split and delivered $25 a rick. RC & R
Agriculture Entrenpreners. Call 901-2475185. Best firewood in
town..
equipment hual trailer. Call
436-5330 after flp.m. or
weekends.
IRRIGATION systems.
Hale and general
pumps. Rainbird and
general gurus. Hook type
pipe. Enterprise Four
Inc. Cynthiana, KY
606-234-3423- collect.

Opportunity To See A
Round House
Open House
Sunday July 21st, 1-4 p.m.
Unique 2 bedroom home in lake subdivision
with fireplace. carport, 0/5 storage on 3lots-EMU third arid riser &Mier-Golf teitisi.' 10 miles East Of Murray, adjacent to Panorama
Shores. Take 94 East approx. 26 miles to
Hwy. 280, T/R and follow 280 for 74 miles
Witch for signs.

759-4964

TOTTc

IMO15

Fox
753-18

Tur

CRAF
plete
& ra
753-815
ask to

17/5good
4 74 !Worn

111fr

24x52,
furnis

Tf7fr
tially
lent
753-13
753-09

r-nr

tric,
condi;
m t
lookin
Bluff ;

nor
tak.
to
sail
Wa
col(
odd
tun
exh
gla;
othi
Grc
sm

nem
red
silo
mo

bla(
car
NaN
Hov
ject
mo
MUJ
casl
Not
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CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

31
Want to Rent
37 Livestock -Supplies
MSU professor & family ALFALFA hay
Call
seeking nice 4 BR, 2 753-3705 after 6p m
bath home
Call
753-4173.
38, Pets•Supplies
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46

Homes for Sale
47
53 Services Offered
Motorcycles
52. Boats-Motors
53 Services Offered
BEDROOM brick In 1985 HONDA 3-whee
ler 1978 GLASTRON GT- LAWN mower & tiller SPEEDWAY Truck
Lynnwood Estates
125, brand new, $950. 150, 15 ft. Sport ski boat, repair. Call Wayne or Wash,
Highway 641
Large den with Call 753-1376
after 5p.m.
2-tone silver, full in- Kim Willson 3 miles S. North Call to find out
fireplace, dining room, 400
753-5086.
Phone
YAMAHA, 173 struments, 1983 Mari- on 121.
our summer specials.
kitchen combination. Honda.
FREE kittens, 8 &
32. Apts for Rent
ner 80 hp power trim, LICENSED Electrician We also stock Delco
Call 7594739
weeks old, to a good Insulated to-TVA
stainless prop, full for residential and Batteries, sthrters and
1 & 2 BR apt near home.
specification. Neat &
Call 759-1667.
cover & trailer. Very commercial. Heating alternators.
downtown Murray
Business
Used Cars
kittens, 7 weeks clean. Call 753-9730 49
FREE
good condition, $3,475. and air condition, gas phone 753
Adults only. Call 7538521, home
old, white, blue eyes, after 3p.m.
Call 753-7400.
Installation and repair 759-1151.
1985
MUSTANG
.
1965
4109, 762-6650, or 436house broken. Call 753- 4 Bff, 3 bath, formal Galaxy 500. 1967 1082 CF1APPARA
2844.
L 172, Phone 753-7203.
STUMP -REMOVAL
dining room & living
0749.
Chrysler 300. 1977 17) ft.. 120 hp. 1.0., like MITCHELL Paving
1 BR furnished apt„ low
SERVICE. Tired of
room,
family
room
with
FREE, part Brittany
Plymouth Sports Furry. new, many extras. Sealing striping, repair unsightly
utilities. Call 753-3949.
stumps and
Spaniel bird dog pup fireplace, 1608 1978 T-Bird. Rollaway Sacrifice. Must sell. & complete asphalt
2 RR duplex, quiet
mowing around them?
SycOmore. Call tool chest.
pies,
weeks
8
to
old,
a
Call
489-2482.
753-4738
installatio
afte
n.
All
jobs,
neighborhood, central
We can emove any
753-6648.
4p.m
18 FT. Irwin sailboat, large & small. Call stump and
air & heat, $250 month. good home. Call 4,354578
leave a fresh
after
5p.m
1969
753-1537.
well
VOLKSWA
equipped,
GIDN
excellent
A 1 CONDITION, home
Call 753-8096.
seed bed with no dam
MINI
Bug,
ATUR
good
condition,
condition.
E
MOWING.
Also,
located
hauling
Ky.
office combination.
EXTRA large 2 BR apt.,
age to surrounding
and yard work
Re- lawn. Larry Wood 753
close to campus, ap- Dachshund, red male, 9 Home has 4 bedrooms, 1 Call 436-5330 after 6p.m. Lake. Call 502-886-0034.
or
months
weekends.
old,
asonable
AKC
re
28'
rates, good 0211.
SYLVAN pontoon
1/2 baths, office has
pliances furnished, $180
650 sq. ft., central air on 1970 GALAXY 500, good boat complete with references. Call Jerry
per month. No pets. gistered, $350 Call 753
5222.
759-9661.
condition,
runs great. fujrniture & tandem
city sewer. Excellent
Available Aug. 3rd.
wor
South Lexington loca- Can be seen at 408] N. trailer, 40 hp. motor. RELF15
1 your
753-5980, 753-1203.
41. Public Sales
Excellent condition. trees? Topping, pruntion. Suitable for any 8th, Murray, Ky.
FURNISHED aparting, shaping, complete
,
ANT yard sale. Bus- professional person. 1974 CUTLASS 2 dr., Finn $6,000. 474-8084.
ments, 1 or 2 BED- 1
hard top, excellent SAILBOAT, 11 ft. Snark removal and more Call
ROOM. Also, sleeping iness books, clothes, 606-277-0541 after 6p.m.
roefms. Zimmerman shoes, beds, chests, ASSUMABLE loan, $34, condition. 1803 College "Mayflower", complete BOVER'S TREE
with trailer and ac- SERVICE for Pro1 fixed interest Farm Rd. 753-3704.
apartments, S. 16th, dressers, bedroom 000 at 9.7‘,
Free Estimates
suites, couches, chairs, fo KHC qualified 1975 FORD LTD, 4-door, cessories. Holds up to 3 fessional tree care.
753-6609.
759-1983
753-0338.
or
4
adults.
refrigerat
nice,
$900.
buyers.
Call
ranges,
or,
Call
753-8124
Only
$4,500
LARGE extra nice, 2 BR
753-8752.
753-9181.
dryers,
or
suntan
down.
oil
&
Coleman
Real
Wedding
furnished apt. Also, 1 BR
TREES trimmed or
1978 BUICK Skylark, SAILBOAT Catalina 22
apt. near University. Call lotion at 11.00 & $1.25 Estate 753-9898.
Photography
removed.. Also, yard
with
bottle,
antiques.
extras,
SomeV-8,
$6300.
2
dr,
BEAUTIFU
Call
73,000
miles.
L home for
753-9488 or 753-2967.
work. Experienced
753-8298
362-4007.
thing
for
everyone.
ac,
stereo.
Best
saleoffer.
heavily insulated
TAKING applications
Free estimates Call
CARTER
Trash
Treasure,
&
STUDIO
806
489-2312
after
4p.m.
with over 3000 sq ft. of
for Section 8. Rent
436•2690
Coldwater
Rd.
753-4589.
300
MAIN
unique style on 33 1978 MONTE Carlo,
SUITE 8
ST
Subsidized 'apt. 1, 2 or 3
53. Services Offered
TREE work. Complete
private acres. 4' Bdrm., good mechanical con1 North 3rd Eutrance
BR. Apply Hilldale
removal, -topping, tri
2 bath, 7 species of hand dition. Call 759-9596.
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
mming & stumps re
PAINTING= Paper
cut paneling, solid wood 1977 CUTLASS Supreme
Equal Housing
Upholstery
moved_ Insured. Call
hanging, commerical or
floors & beamed ceiling Oldsmobile, V•6, air,
Opportunity.
753-0211.
residential, Free es
5 Points
throughout. Heat pump, power brakes & power
timates, References. 25
1-8-Al'EMEN t".r-7g.
33. Rooms for Rent
wood stove 8r all steering, tilt & cruise,
806 Coldwater Rd.
years experience, make wet basements
modern features. Con- 350 transmission. Real
Car, boat, truck, home.
ROOMS for girls or
dry
Work completely
Tremon Farris 759-1987
tact Kopperud Realty good condition. 492-8613.
vinyl tops, truck bed
boys near university.
Can or
ROOFING
299
,
753-1222.
Plumbing, guaranteed
right
into
Bank Repossession
1978
BLACK
on
black
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894
covers-Free estimates
Siding, Additions, wrife Morgan Con
Cutlass
Kirksey
Calais,
watch
excelfor
- Assume loan with
struction Co Rt 2,'Box
Painting, General Car
ITIY owner, 3 BR brick, 2 lent mechanical condi34. Houses for Rent
signs
small down paypentry. P.A. Molony Co 409A, Paducah, Ky.
baths, den, living room, tion, 22 mpg., all power,
ALL type masonry
WHIRLPOOL
BR, air-conditioned
All day Friday
dining room combina- reclining bucket seats, work,
753 - 8628 . Free 42001 or call 1 442.7026.
ment on a 1979 2house,
block, brick,
near downtown.
Air Conditioners
tion, double garage, sharp car. Must see.
WILL haul, white rock,
concrete, driveways, Estimates.
Lots of misc.
Parkwood 14x70, Married couples or
sand, lime, rip rap and
central heat and air. $2,950 firm. Call sidewalks,
GENERAL mainten
5,000 B.T.U.
patios,
house
mature adults only. 1
2 BR, A -quality
items new and
Price $67,500. 753-7456.
masonary sand, coal,
435-412e.
foundations. 25 years ance, roofing, painting
$4.00 Per Week
year lease, $300. 7531711T owner. House and 67 1978 TBIRD, $1200 or experience. Free
etc. 20 yrs. experience. dirt, gravel, fill sand
Northern
made
used.
esE429.
10,000 B.T.U.
acres or house anti 10 best offer. Call after timates. Call Charles Free estimates. Call Call Roger Hudson,
home with central
2 BR in country, $150. /
753-45-45 or 753-6763. '
acres, stock barn, 5p.m. 753-0834.
$6.50 Per Week
474-2330.
Barnett 753-5476.
BR
duplex,
super nice.
heat & air. $1,250
tobacco barn, tobacco 1979
CUTLASS APPLIANCE
18,000 B.T.U.
Also, new duplex Aug.
base. 3 BR house. Call Supreme,
down, $172 a
Lt. blue, orig. SERVICE Kenmore,
15. Coleman RE
Aluminum
$8.25 Per Week
345-2623.
owner, low mileage. Westinghouse,
month. This home
753-9898.
F'RESH on the market- Sell $1400 below retail. Whirlpool. 23 years
25,000 B.T.U.
Service
Co.
BDRM. house, Hwy.
is already set up in
2 bedroom brick home Call 759-4006, 753-4953.
Aluminum and vinyl
experience. Parts and
$10.75 Per Week
.80,
Brewers,
15
mi.
from
in
quiet
Coach
*Boxing
residential 1979 MALIBU Classic,
Estates
1 service. Bobby Hopper, ; siding. Custom trim
Murray. 6 acres, large
(With Approved
neighborhood. Outside dr.,
1505
Mobile Home Park
*Farming
work. References.
pb, ps, 1 owner, Bob's Appliance Serdetached garage, ac, gas
storage
building and clean, good condition. vice, 202 S. 5th St..
Credit)
Belmont
Cali Will Ed Salley,
heat. $250 per month
in Murray, ready to
*Barn Posts
garden area. Offered at Call 489-2266.
Business 753-4872, 436-*
plus
- Rudolph
$250
753-0689
deposit.
Thur.
Only
only
$27,000 through
move into. Contact
*Fence
(home).
5848
Available Aug. 5th. Call
Kopperud . Realty, 753Photo & Dark
Geitichrear
Starks Bros. Mobile
1980 AMC Spirit Hat- APPLIANCE REPAIR: SUMMER is here.
Posts
527-7030 days; 527-7961
1222.
chback, 4 speed, ps, pb, Factory authorized for Bring your mowers
Room Equipment,
or 527-1720 after 6p.m.
Homes for details,
*Treated Lumber
721 S. 12th
tipmE and 4 acres for
Tappan,
Kelvinator
and (riding & push), tillers,
air, 69,000 miles, $2,550.
BR brick, AB Lassiter
Cameras, Enlarger,
sale close to town in
753-2922.
*Metal Roofing
Brown. Service on gas chain saws, small en
753-0595
Call 753-8124 or 753-9181.
Rd., $300 month. Shown
private location. OfSpeed
Spot
&
and
electric
ranges, gines and welding to
*Farm Hardware
1980
OLDS
by appointment. Call
Delta
88
fered through Kopperud
microwaves,
Moody's Repair for
Lights & More!
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
247-0013.
Realty for only $25,000. Royale, air, ps, pb.
BAILEY'S
wash
a shers, re- their tune up is_nd over
Phone
759-9336.
rannr
T-rir.
-1--571W.
Phone 753-1222, day or
12x60 TRAILER. See
frigerators, etc. Earl haul. Cherryi Corner
3200
1980
sq.
PONTIAC Bonft., newer
night.
26. TV -Radio
FARM
Brandon Din, Dills
Lovett, 354-6966 or 753- Road, 753-5668. Free
house, close to town.
neville, excellent conLNISOMC portable 5' Trailer Ct. Must have Call 753-6035.
pickup & delivery. Work
NEED to move. Price dition. 4-door, cruise, 5341.
LUMBER
TV/cassette/am-fm references.
Guaranteed.
Reduced HOUSE and light grey, tilt, new
radio, about 1 yr. old, 2 BR, 2 bath, 12x63 37. Livestock-Supplies
two lots. 3 BR, dining brakes & tires. Call
SUPPLY
Ross
battery & plug in. Call unfurnished, bedroom & 1-4 YEAR old, 1-5 year
room, kitchen-, living after 5p.m. 753-8382.
Industrial
Drive
bath
each
at
end, nice old
Painting
between 8a.m.•5p.m.
Construction
room and utility room. 2 1982 FORD
quarter horses for
Mturay KY
Escort, red,
carpet. Coleman Real
753-2621.
interior
&
storage buildings, car- 47,000 miles,
exterior.
sale, plus 2 Texas
New homes,
Phone 759-1099
am -fm
Estate 753-9898.
port, grape vines and cassette
quality work. Comsaddles with blankets
stereo, excel27. Mobile Homes tor Sale
Renovatio
ns.
2 OR 3 BR, furnished, and bridles
berries
vines.
Price lent condition, $3,295.
petitive prices Insured
$700. Also,
All types repairs
$22,000. Phone 492-8492.
10x41, 2 BR, $500, AC/natural gas. Shady 1-16 ft. metal Arkansas
Over 16 years ex
Call 753-7275.
56 Free Column
Oaks
753-5209.
LETS
efficient gas heat &
make a deal. 2
traveler Johnboat with
759-4614
perience Call Ralph
1982 Z28, black & gold,
Clothes
BDRM house near Unstove furnished. Call
factory trailer and 25
rn.EE Kittens. 6 weeks
of
all
Worley
759-1050
gold velour interior,
30 Business Rentals
iversity. 43,000. Owner
436-5699 ask for Clara.
H.P. Johnson outboard. sizes,
old. Call 753-1820.
BYARS Brothers &
cabbage
excellent
condition.
Call
financing. 753-3006
Fronted controls with12x65 MOBILE home,
Sons. Siding, gutters,
753-4487
patch
dolls,
cabevenings.
seats installed plus, life
Mini
Fox Meadows. Call
roofs, replacement
preservers. 489-2888 or
bage patch doll
LET'S talk about 1983 Z-28 CAMARO, windows. 30 yrs. ex753-1888.
Wareho
charcoal
use
gray,
cross
753-1682.
summer on the lake!
1972 l2x65 MASTER perience. Free esclothes, & crafts.
This pretty lake home fire injection, T-top, tilt timates. (502)362-4895
CRAFT, 2 BR, 2 comStorage Space LARGE round bales,
&
cruise,
37,000
miles,
mixed hay with Timocould be lived in year.
plete baths, gas furnace
DAVE'S Window CleanCUSTOM Kilt:HUN CABINETS
For Rent
thy, Fescue dr Clover.
aroundwith special $10,000, 1 owner. 753- ing Service. Call 436-2845
& range. Call days
4921.
43.
Real
X, CUSTOM WOODWORKING
Estate
Call 489-2696 after 6p.m.
summer
fun!
2
bdrms,
2
753-8574, night 753-8273
or 753-9873.
753-1492
REGISTERED Quarter SANK of.Murray & Fm baths & a large recrea- 1984 NISSON Maxima,
•
ask for Toy.
1,51NNIS McClure conhorse mare, 4 yrs. old, B.A. repossessed . pro- tion room. Deck across a/c, sun roof, power
•
1975 3 BR, doublewide, 111711:157Na
struction
,
roofing,
in rear of professionally trained,
SOLID WOOD CABINETS &
perties. Other listings, the front with lake view windows, cream color, painting, plumbing, ingood condition Call Dixieland
•
Center on gentle, no bad habits.
RAISED PANEL DOORS
Murray-Calloway Co. & place to park your leather interior. Some terior or exterior.
474-8878 for more Chestnut St. 32x50
Birch
• Oak • Walnut • Cherry
ft., 4 Also, Buckskin Quarter
one
to
take
over
boat.
All
this
priced
in
Realty,
304 N. 12th St.
information.
OUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
overhead doors, gas
payments. Call days Phone 602-382-2689, Rt.
KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
1975 BELLE Meade, .heat, toilet & office. horse gelding, good trail 753-8146 or Ron Talent the 50's. Phone 753-1222,
901-247-3284 nights901- 1, Sedalia.
Kopperud
horse,
Realty
gentle
for
for
all
•
anyone
CUSTOM
BUILT
753-9894.
FURNITURE &FURNITURE REFINISHING
24x52, 3 BR, appliances Suitable for automotive
FENCE sales at Sears • COMM'S247-3299.
In' ride. Call 753-9994 or CHOICE 35 Acres lake the information.
TM! PSICIS Drs. Ily
Soo Our Dleeeley
furnished. Call 489-2280.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
or service work. $300 753-2278 evenings.
'71 MUSTANG Fasf
front property on math rewrv--decor
1979 14x80, 2 BR, par- per month. Call
for
free
•
estimate
re
r
r Back parts & 302 enfor
1212 Main Murray, Ky. 753-5940 •
TENNESSEE Valley body of lake. Over 600
tially furnished. Excel- 753-3018.
bedrooms, deep lot on
your needs.
•
gine. Call 7530377.
Swine Breeders Assn. feet of water frontage.
•••••.••••••••••••1/.•
•
lent condition, $6200.
10th between Main and
CENERAL TIOME
13th Annual Show & long black top road
753-1382 or after 5p.m. 31. Want to Rent
Poplar. 753-6123, 759- '78 BUICK Park REPAIR. 15 years exSale
Monday
July 22, access (Ky. 1918) 1813.
Avenue, 85,000 mi., all perience.
753-0918.
Carpentry,
14SU -P-rofessor & wife 9a.m. sale at 7p.m. WW
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
power, nice, asking
Southeast of Murray
1 BEDROOM, all elec- seeking to rent unbe selling Bred Gilts, near Pine Bluff. Suita- Quiet elegance... Two $3800. Call after 6p.m. concrete, plumbing.
Gold
Silver
tric, furnished with air furnished, 2 BR home
roofing, siding. NO JOB
Open Gilts, Boars at UT ble for resort, motel or story solid brick has 753-7275.
Closed
conditioning with per- with air conditioning,
dignity
Closed
TO
SMALL.
of
yesteryear
Free
esMartin Livestock Ex- super home sites.
'80 FIREBIRD, excelmit for dock over $300-$400 per month.
Yesterday 316,50
Yesterday
6 06
position Center, Martin, Priced under $2000 per with convenience of lent condition. New timates. Days 753-6973,
looking the lake at Pine Call 312-484-2859 after
nights 474-2276.
today.
Three
spacious
Opened
TN. Will be selling 6 acre. Terms available
Opened
tires,
all
extras,
t-tops.
Bluff Shores. 753-5405.
bedrooms, plus study.
6p.m.
breeds.
Today
Ken Shores Estates Spacious
322.30
Today
6 22
landscaped lot Call 759-4573 or 489-2822.
Inlastkon-Resskientlal
753-7531.
Up
5.80.40
Up
16
with towering trees. GOV'T surplus cars &
CAMPBELL WELL
CLARK CountSr. 16 You have found your trucks under $100. Now
Compliments of:
acres, 1884 Victorian home located near available in your area.
DRILLING
GOLD d SILVER CUSTOM JEWELERS
McKenzie Tn
Home. "Open House" library and hospital. Call 1-619-565-1522. 24
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
CM Collect
July 20-21, 1-6p.m. 1-64, Dial 753-1492 CEN- hrs.
901 352 3671 of
exit 101. Follow signs. TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, MERCED
753 7 113
Starting at 5:30 P.M.at Dan Miller Auction Barn/
901
ES,
3525704
1977,
1
2mile
We buy Gold Silver 4, Diamonds
Owner. 16061 744-6303.
Realtors.
Free Estimates
300D, excellent condiHours 10 8 Daily. 12 5 Sunday
north of Lynn Grove, Ky. on Highway 893. From Murray
tion, $10,500. Call 442after
7006
5p.m.
take 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. From Mayfield take 121
GUTTERING by Sears.
Sears continuous gutto Murray at Coldwater, Ky turn south on 1836. 3 miles to
ters installed for your
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.
50. Used Trucks
specifications. Call
sale. Watch for auction signs. Selling the estates of Mr.
1973 TRAVELALL Sears 753-2310 for free
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
Wallace, Mr. Laverne Graham & Mr. Paul Kunisch.
made by International estimate.
Has an Opening for an
& Circle A Pencing)
Harvester, good condi- tiAMILTON Cultured
Will sell stove, ref., table & chairs, couch, chairs, Zenith
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
Assistant Administrator
llon for age. All power, Marble & Tile, 643 Old
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding.
color T.V. with remote, bedroon suite, auto. washer & dryer,
air. Moving must sell. Benton Rd., 753-9400.
(1) High scho4, graduate, some
Call 753-9380.
Soffit 8. Trim Work.
Open by appointment. 1
odd beds & chest, old kitchen cabinets, bar stools, small turn
1978 CHEV Scottsdale, set of yellow marble tub
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
college prWerred.
automatic, ps, pb, air, panels, 2 bone colored
tuntable with tape player, stainless range service unit with
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
(2) Previous health care experience
nice, $3,250. Call 753- vanity tops to ftt 48"
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
exhaust hood, G.E. compactor, small double sink, some old
8124, 753-9181.
vanity at a reduced
helpful
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
1982 DODGE D-156 price. Custom work
glass & china, table lamps, lamp tables, power tools and
FENCING
(3) Must enjoy working directly
pickup. 6 cy., positive Free estimates.
Chain-Link'Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
other items from Mr. Paul Kunisch estate from the Locust
traction,
IRSULATI
3-speed
blown
ON
overin
with residents and families.
Financing Available Phone 753 8407
drive transmission, ex- by Sears. TVA apGrove Community. Bench grinder Craftsman saber saw,
cellent mechanical proved. Save on those
small Coleman heater, Wenall saw,like new 74 circle saw,
condition. Sharp, $4800. high heating and coolSend Resume to:
Call 753-7182 after 5p.m.
ing bills. Call Sears
new airless paint gun, small hyd jack, MD sander, 2-speed
Fern Terrace Lodge
'79 FORD custom pick- 753•2310 for free
up, new rebuilt 6 cyl., estimate.
reciprocating saw, drill motor, circle saw, miter saw & box,
1505 Stadium View Drive
excellent gas mileage, JOINER'S complete
shop hammers, wood brace & bits, B&D edger, electric lawn
Murray, Kentucky 42071
automatic, ps, pb, am - tree service, 32 yrs.
fm stereo, air. 759-4018.
experience. Also,
mower, tool boxes & wrenches, sledge hammer, double
GMC Jimmy 4x4, ps. stumps mechanically
blade ax, pick, block planes, jumper cables, garden hose,
pb. a c
w, p/w, removed 10" below
cru , am-fm, one owner. surface. Call 753-0366.
car vacuum , hand saw, extension cords, floor scrubber,
After 6p.m. 753-8611.
ODD jOb specialist,
Navy foot locker, nice Duncan Phyfe drop leaf table, Bell074 ECRD window van, ceiling fans, electrical,
6 cyc stick shift. Call plumbing, fencing You
Howell movie projector, instamatic M-6 movie camera, proname it, I do it You
759-9512 or 753-0866_
jector screen, Kodak tape splicer, 3 push mowers, nice
buy. I install. You
•••••••
break, I fix Call 436model 66 J.D. Riding
Campe
51
rs
shotgun, like new a 225-V
2868
1974 COACHMAN
Miller electric Welder thunder bolt, 2-counter top show
Camper, self-contained.
cases. Many other items not listed. Sale held rain or shine.
sleeps 6 with air &
awning Excellent conNot responsible for accidents.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
dition. Call 753-0443
RAILROAD ties. 3 '77 MOBILE home,
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call 12x60, appliances, underpinning, 200 amp.,
753-2905 or 435-4343.
REPOSSESSED flash- utility pole, cement
ing arrow sign! Take steps, very good condition. 474-8077 or
over $29.50 payments
Best prices available 474-2253.
$165 up. We beat any MUST sell- 12'x70', 3 br.
price by $25. Call 1-800- Shultz trailer. Washer &
dryer, partially fur551-3070.
IltrITIIIEHRY pump dr nished, central heat/.
tank for shadow well, air. Located 3 mi. east
of Murray off Ky. 94.
$200. Call 489-2344.
SEARS custom central ;5,500 or best offer. Callair conditioner, 21/2 759.4.467
ton (29,000 BTU) $250. 2- REDUCED- 12x60
14.inch 10 ft. New Flex mobile home & lot. 2
BR, dining, large living
Duct $20. 759-9896.
SEASONED firewood- rm. with 4 ft. factory
oak, hickory, mixed add-on. Mostly furhardwoods $30/rick nished, including kitdelivered. Min. order 2 chen appl: lots of
ricks. Call John Boyer cabinet space. Central
air & nat. gas heat, city
753-t1338.
water & sewer. All
SEE Dill Electric for
located on approx. 5/8
used air conditioners, acre
lot consisting of
new & used electric doublecarport, 8x12 ft.
motors, motor rewind- masonite
utility shed &
ing & repair. We also brick
front porch. Call
buy used air con- 492-8892
after 5p.m.
ditioners. 753-9104.
SECLUDED, 5 plus
STEREO console & acres,
1982 12x56 Buc•
bookcase- $400, end caneer
with central air
table with drawers- $50. & fireplace,
12x24 block
2 stereos- (1) $25, 12i• building,
woods & pond,
$ 50 . Honda 100 reduced.
474-2718 after
motorcycle- $50. 753- lla.m.
0834.
TRAILER for sale.
WHIRLPOOL 12x60,
see Brandon Dills
microwave oven with Trailer
Court. 753-9104.
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595

1

BAILEY
CARPET
CLEANING

BIG GARAGE
Sale
At Kirksey

FARM
LUMBER

GARAGE
SALE

GARAGE
SALE
801 North
19th St.
Thur.-Fri 6-?

AUCTION
Friday, July 19th

Fern Terrace Lodge
of Murray

11

FOR LEASE

5500 Sq. Ft. Building
in Murray
Excellent Location
In Shoppng Center
Heavy Traffic
Excellent Lease

MUST SELL

mower,Aftga

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Liscensed_ 8t-bonded-4
- 3r.---& Tenn No. 1281
"My Service doesn't Cost,
It Pays"

753-2380

:411tV
.

52

__3-2`14410ing, 110 Volvo.Penta (Overhauled), new
hull, paint, radio, carpet, at
Paris landing.
502/753-7217

Boats-Motors

14' SEA Shark
,Sont.
1-n bliat 44tong b ware 41-Chevy II engine, new
trailer, excellent
mechanical condition,
$1960 Call 753-1205
1974 GLASTRON 17 ft.
115 hp Mercury. closed
bow, deep V-hull, extra
nice, $2850 Call 759-4063
between 8a m -5p m

1408.0•11s
I.

Keith Black
Painting &
Decorating

'COmmerciali-

•Residential
•Wallpapering
Free Estimates
Call: 753-6244

Hopkins Insurance Agency

OFFERING:
A
Automobile
Nonwoovroeel,--7_
..
Fir•
Dr. Tom Hopkins Life
(502)753-6202 •Term
•Universal life
•Guaranted Issue
For Free Analysis 11. Quotes •Sonior Citizens
Cancer
408 South 12th Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
IRA,

_

•
•

.
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COOP-Up
10 to rim

YIN
U.S. CHOIC
BONELESS BEEF

/
1
2 GALLON CTN.
NO FURTHER PURCHASE
WITH goc COUPON BELOW
,

GRADE
10 TO 14 LB. HEN

WILSONS QUALITY
ASSORTED

TURKEY

LUNCH MEATS
12'OZ.
CELLO
PKGS.

LB.

#
'
1+

'GI

WHOLE BOSTO

)IIFR

$1 69

88c Sausage

LB.

Ground Beef

LB.

JIMMY DEAN

FRESH DAILY PATTt MIX
BRYAN ALL MEAT

I

ECKRICH.SMOKED

Corn Dog

LB $ 1 69

4vgl

NT'F' H -

REELFOOT HOUSER VALLEY SLICED
12 OZ PKG.

Sliced Bacon

Reelfoot Old Fashion
- •

Sausage

SAVE
1.40

BANQUET CHICKEN OR TURKEY

T.V. Dinners

EA.

79

STAR KIST(79`

iY1.10144011A

PTON'S INSTAN
'PRICE '2.99 AT MOST
STORES)(1 OZ. FREE)

ORE-IDA-CRINKLE CUT 2 LB.

French Fries

PARADE FROZEN APPLE OR
120Z.
CA

Grape Juice

Pevely 'I" Value Pack

.1

29

BAG

CREAMETTES

79

OZ.

6/s1 19 Spaghetti 4/$ 1 oo
3/98c PREGO SPAGHETTI 15 oz
o9

Sundae Cups

IN CTN.
FAITHFUL BRAND GREEN BEANS OR
303 CANS
C rn

VARIABLE COUPON 4. I 171

SAYE 90 COUPON BUY
GAL.
BIG JOHN ICE CREAM FOR ONLY
98 WITH THIS COUPON
UNIT 1 PER FAMILY
NO OTHER PURCHASE REQUIRED
OFFER GOOD THROUGH SAT. 722
&Pilo

B

V.‘Yr-OlYi4461
SAYE 50' COUPON BUY 4 OZ. JAR
UPTON IN STANT TEA FOR ONLY
WI1H THIS COUPON
UNIT 1 PER FAMILY
NO OTHER PURCHASE REQUIRE
OFFER GOOD THROUGH SAT. 7122

SHOWBOAT

m _PORK & BEAI

art a White

OFTEX PAPER

44;
4;.•

„

150Z.
SIZE CANS
with 1 filed Bonus
Stamp Certificate

.P.
,

JUMBO
ROLL

GAL.
JUG
with 1 Filled Bonus
Stamp Certificate

0/4

with 1 Filled Bonus
Stamp Certificate

;0

FRESH CALIFORNIA
EXTRA LARGE SIZE

FRESH CALIFORNIA
(RICH IN VITAMINS)

- FRESH CA I
EXTRA LAR

BRO C

RN1A
SIZE

FRESH CUCUMBERS
OR FRESH GREEN BELL

PE

PE PERS

•

LB.

BUNCH

LB.

FOR

40slOstiliitlsvvgowiiimitivVAi

-‘ t`t

40 GOOD THRU

Soo. holy 21
1111

•

Murray, Ky.

FOODS
FOR LESS
AND A
SPOtLESS
CLEAN
• STORE
• THAT'S
BIG JOHN -

Tr'
-VP
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